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Abstract 

In this dissertation, I present the ways in which architecture was used to perform 

citizenship in post-colonial Singapore from 1965-2015. During the first fifty years of 

independence, architects, alongside other artists and activists, contested the restrictions 

and exclusions of de facto and de iure citizenship through alternative proposals for the 

urban built environment. I make the case for an alternative architectural history based 

on those buildings which are excluded from the canon by virtue of their status as unbuilt 

and rejected projects. Through archival research and interviews, I provide an historical 

narrative and visual analysis of these alternative proposals for architecture and politics. I 

argue for an understanding of both citizenship and architecture’s agency as 

performative. I begin with the Singapore Planning and Urban Research (SPUR) Group’s 

proposals and continue with alternative unbuilt projects from its co-leaders’—Tay 

Kheng Soon and William Lim. The rejection of these architectural projects by the state 

reveals the rejection of the postcolonial social democratic politics on which they were 

based. This evidence demonstrates the continuity between British colonial control and 

one-party planning. I conclude that these architects were the forefront of envisioning 

and advocating for an alternative democratic ideal. Their contributions paved the way 

for visual and performing artists as well as for civil society organizations to continue 

contesting the state’s oppressive politics.  
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1. Introduction: The Search for an Alternative Approach 
to an Architectural History of Singapore  

The unbuilt and the destroyed have long been of interest to architectural 

historians as well as archaeologists and preservationists. Texts such as Imaginary Cities 

(2015) by Darran Anderson have provided fascinating overviews of a number of unbuilt 

projects and city plans across time and space. Exhibits such as Mythos Germania—Vision 

und Verbrechen (2016) at the Berlin Underworlds Museum show scale models and other 

reproductions of the architecture and urban planning of an idealized but unbuilt Berlin 

from the era of Adolf Hitler. While records of these sorts are often eye-catching and 

induce the imagination of a viewer or reader, they are also by and large based on plans 

of those with some level of power, if not of the state itself. 

This state/non-state binary—or built/unbuilt architectural history—fits well 

within the framework provided by Edward Said for “contrapuntal reading” which holds 

the cultural products of the colonial center in tandem with those of the colonized 

periphery.1 Critical analyses of architecture and alternative histories of the same in post-

colonial contexts such as Singapore are often informed by postcolonial theory.2 This 

approach has as its primary goal “the quest to undo the hierarchies reflected in the term 

                                                      

1 Edward Said, Culture and Imperialism. (New York: Vintage, 1993). 
2 See: Imran bin Tajudeen, “Colonial-Vernacular Houses of Java, Malay, and Singapore in the Nineteenth 

and Early Twentieth Centuries,” ABE Journal 11 (2017) accessed October 13, 2018, 

https://journals.openedition.org/abe/3715; Jiat-Hwee Chang, “Multiple Power in Colonial Spaces,” ABE 

Journal 5 (2014) accessed October 13, 2018, https://journals.openedition.org/abe/808; Jiat-Hwee Chang, 

“Deviating Discourse: Tay Kheng Soon and the Architecture of Postcolonial Development in Tropical Asia,” 

Journal of Architectural Education 63, no. 2 (2010): 153-158. 
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‘non-West’” and “to challenge the Eurocentric canon.”3 These potent and necessary 

critiques, however, have not exhausted the full body of neglected architectural histories 

in the post-colonial or any context.4  

The level of control held by the Singaporean state and the amount of repression 

its policies enact on its citizens has been a matter of concern from the first elections. In 

1968, the first elections after independence in 1965, the left-wing faction, Barisan Socialis 

boycotted and the People’s Action Party (PAP) cemented its single-party control of 

Parliament. As Lee Kuan Yew described his policy approach in his memoir, “After we 

had persuaded and won over a majority, we legislated to punish the willful minority.”5 

In relation to the urban built environment, the same approach was taken. Lee’s 

government quickly set about destroying vernacular architectures, removing traditional 

dwellings and forcibly resettling the population into high-rise European modernist 

concrete blocks. He boasted, “In September 1965, one month after separation, I told 

residents that in ten years all their shacks would be demolished and Geylang Serai 

would be another and better ‘Queenstown,’ then our most modern high-rise housing 

                                                      

3 Esra Akcan, “Postcolonial Theories in Architecture,” in A Critical History of Contemporary Architecture 1960-

2010, ed. Elie Haddad and David Rifkind (London: Ashgate, 2014), 120. 
4 See: Chee Kien Lai, “Beyond Colonial and National Frameworks: Some Thoughts on the Writing of 

Southeast Asian Architecture,” Journal of Architectural Education 63 no. 2 (2010): 74-75; Kathleen James-

Chakraborty, “Beyond Postcolonialism: New Directions for the History of Nonwestern Architecture,” 

Frontiers of Architectural Research 3 no. 1 (2014): 1-9. 
5 Kuan Yew Lee, The Singapore Story: From Third World to First, 1965-2000 (Singapore: Times Media Private 

Ltd, 2000): 211. 
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estate. We kept this promise.”6 He described his penchant for a panoptic experience of 

the city as follows: “When the roads were finally completed and brightly lit I was greatly 

relieved as I drove through the area one night, happy at the visibly improved security 

and social ambience.”7 

Lee’s predilection for the English contributed to his continuation of imperial 

policies around language and culture as well. When the British withdrew from 

Singapore in 1975 he recalled, “For me personally, it was a difficult adjustment. After a 

lifetime of close association, I had come to know British society and its leaders well. 

Listening to the BBC World Service and reading British newspapers had become a habit. 

I had a network of friends and acquaintances in both the Labor and Conservative 

Parties.”8 Lee’s leadership of the Singaporean state for over three decades made this 

degree of control and repression a reality. Later, Singapore became famous for banning 

chewing gum among other activities and behaviors. Indeed, his government’s silencing 

of critics and regulation of public space and architecture earned the dystopic title of 

“Disneyland with the Death Penalty.”9  

Singaporean architectural historian Eunice Seng has critiqued this and other 

ironic readings of both Singapore and Disneyland in her article “Utopia or Euphoria? Six 

                                                      

6 Lee, The Singapore Story, 235. 
7 Ibid., 237. 
8 Ibid., 416. 
9 William Gibson, “Disneyland with the Death Penalty,” Wired, April 1, 1993, 

https://www.wired.com/1993/04/gibson-2/. 
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Sites of Resistance in Disneyland and Singapore.”10 She identifies that resistance exists in 

alternative spaces and counter projects, citing the Singapore Planning and Urban 

Research (SPUR) Group as one of the most important examples. Their counterproposals 

will be explored in depth in Chapters 1 and 2. The type of control exercised by the state 

is not only panoptic but includes “a highly censored local media, and a finely calibrated 

system of punishment…for ‘antisocial’ behavior.”11 She identifies the single-party state’s 

permanence in its adaptable ability to consume the other: “the governing power in 

Singapore is a highly organized and technically competent structure which has the 

capacity to quickly absorb anomalies and marginalities into its strategy of organization 

and surveillance.”12 The way in which the state has absorbed the critical artists and 

architects of concern to this dissertation is explained in Chapters 3 and 4.  

This dissertation supports Seng’s conclusion that “The citizen embodies the 

simultaneous selves of the postcolonized, the excolonized, and the endo-colonized.”13 As 

she explains, this citizen’s identity incorporates the traces of the colonial, the valuation 

of the indigenous, and the continued process of modification. These citizens resist a 

Disneyland-like utopic Singapore managed by the state. Their partiality for a decolonial 

utopia clashed with the personal and political preferences of Lee’s government. They 

                                                      

10 Eunice Seng, “Utopia or Euphoria? Six Sites of Resistance in Disneyland and Singapore,” Traditional 

Dwellings and Settlements Review 16 no. 2 (2005): 39-57. 
11 Seng, “Utopia or Euphoria?” 42. 
12 Ibid., 48. 
13 Ibid., 51. 
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offered alternatives based on a local identity and modernity as opposed to an Anglo or 

European one. The approach I pioneer here is complementary to and supported by the 

tenets of postcolonial theory without relying on it as the sole theoretical framework or 

methodological approach.    

1.1 Methodology, Theory, and Framework 

Instead, I argue for an alternative architectural history that takes as its approach 

a search for what is left out from the canon and unbuilt due to unequal power relations 

and an opposition to the state. The framework of this approach is informed by the 

French philosopher and psychoanalyst Luce Irigaray. Irigaray famously critiqued the 

phallocentrism of Western philosophy and psychoanalysis in her book Speculum of the 

Other Woman (1974). Her key arguments and alternative of constituting sexual difference 

and seeing the fields of science, philosophy, and psychoanalysis as symptoms of 

patriarchal society going back to the Ancient Greeks is further elaborated in her work 

This Sex Which Is Not One (1977). Her critique proposes looking for a latent but obscured 

philosophy and for sciences that are outside the mainstream of a canon that has always 

assumed a male subject. She calls for an exploration of the knowledges that were not 

produced by the leading figures and, in the case of psychoanalysis, looking at what was 

not said. 14  

                                                      

14 Among the architects who have taken this up see: Andrea Wheeler, “About Being-Two in an Architectural 
Perspective: Interview with Luce Irigaray,” Journal of Romance Studies 4, no. 2 (2004): 91-107; Andrea Wheeler, 
“Love in Architecture,” Paragraph 25, no. 3 (2002): 105-116; Peg Rawes, Irigaray for Architects (New York: 
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This feminist theory enhances the other approaches central to this dissertation’s 

argument. First, Irigaray’s argument that the recognition of sexual difference allows for 

other forms of difference connects multiple critical positions present in this dissertation. 

As she writes, “Sexual difference is…the key, to achieving civil coexistence between 

other forms of difference.”15 This element of her argument makes it easier to appreciate 

the ways in which the architects’ critique at times intersects with postcolonial, 

environmentalist, countermodern, and Christian critiques as shown in Chapters 2 and 3.  

A second contribution that this feminist theory makes is in the conceptualization 

of citizenship. This is especially important because of the way citizenship has been 

underdeveloped in postcolonial theory. By the time of the 20th century anti-colonial 

movements, citizenship remained the number one claim of activists and revolutionaries. 

The importance of citizenship to these movements, however, has been overlooked in 

scholarly analysis and theorizing. Emblematic of its telling presence is the absence of a 

discussion of citizenship in the works of Brent Hayes Edwards on black internationalism 

and Bill Ashcroft on postcolonial studies more broadly.16 It is more often brought up in 

                                                      

 

Routledge, 2007). Deborah Fausch, “The Knowledge of the Body and the Presence of History—Toward a 
Feminist Architecture,” in Architecture and Feminism, eds. Debra Coleman, Elizabeth Danze and Carol 
Henderson (New York: Princeton Architectural Press, 1996), 38-59. 
15 Luce Irigaray, Democracy Begins Between Two (New York: Routledge, 2001), 12. 
16 Brent Hayes Edwards’s book The Practice of Diaspora: Literature, Translation, and the Rise of Black 

Internationalism focuses on the black diaspora of the New World and the connections within the Americas 

with no mention of the primacy of citizenship. Ashcroft et al.’s The Post-Colonial Studies Reader and Post-

Colonial Studies: The Key Concepts have both excluded citizenship from the entire field of postcolonial 
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the context of analyzing Europe17 and only recently as an entry in the Oxford Handbook 

of Citizenship.18 Citizenship must be thought of together with any theorization of these 

movements. New readings of citizenship are necessary for understanding its 

prominence and conceptualizing it as the movements’ leaders did themselves.  

Irigaray theorizes citizenship as a feminist project of recognizing difference, 

particularly for recognizing the additional differences present in post-colonial societies. 

In her case, she writes about the diversities of an integrating post-colonial Europe: 

“Recognizing that the other…is different from me, and accepting that his/her right to 

exist and to human dignity is equivalent to mine…forces us to understand that the codes 

governing civil coexistence have to be, in part, rewritten, if we are to arrive at a 

genuinely secular level of citizenship.”19 

The third enhancement is in Irigaray’s theorization of touch. Her explanation of 

multiplicity stemming from woman’s touching and being touched in herself augments 

an understanding of the agency of architecture. That architecture is acted on and acts on 

                                                      

 

criticism. It is also missing from the index of the following key texts in postcolonial theory: Christopher L. 

Miller, The French Atlantic Triangle (Durham: Duke UP, 2008); K.L. Walker, Countermodernism and 

Francophone Literary Culture (Durham: Duke UP, 1998); and Homi Bhabha, The Location of Culture (New York: 

Routledge, 2007). 
17 In the context of veiling in France, see: Monica Mookherjee. “Affective Citizenship: Feminism, 

Postcolonialism and the Politics of Recognition,” Critical Review of International Social and Political Philosophy 

8, no. 1 (2005): 31-50.  
18 Kamal Sadiq, “Postcolonial Citizenship,” in The Oxford Handbook of Citizenship, ed. Ayelet Shachar et al. 

(New York: Oxford University Press, 2017): 178-199. 
19 Irigaray, Democracy Begins Between Two, 12. 
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its users and environs is crucial for moving away from ocularcentric analyses and 

histories of architecture. As Juhani Pallasmaa wrote, “Modernist design at large has 

housed the intellect and the eye, but it has left the body and the other senses, as well as 

our memories, imagination and dreams, homeless.”20 Irigaray also describes civic 

relationships as that which is between two citizens. For her, difference involves a kind of 

touching: “Difference must become an everyday concern in every encounter between 

two individuals.”21 In her case, this occurs in the supranational integration of Europe; for 

the architects studied in this dissertation, citizenship of Singapore is rethought beyond 

its own boundaries, as the imagined diverse community of Malaya. The contributions of 

feminist theory are developed throughout the dissertation. 

The theoretical framework for the alternative architectural history that I present 

here provides the basis for the selection of the subject and for its analysis. This 

framework translates to an extracanonical architectural history that begins with the 

founding of the Singapore Planning and Urban Research (SPUR) Group and continues 

with the work its leaders proposed in the subsequent decades—projects which also 

remained unbuilt. The SPUR Group’s avant-garde alternatives and proposals for 

housing, transportation, environment, preservation, urban planning, and mixed-use 

developments have been described as “tropical modernism” and a “deviating 

                                                      

20 Juhani Pallasmaa, The Eyes of the Skin: Architecture and the Senses (New York: Wiley, 1996), 22. 
21 Irigaray, Democracy Begins Between Two,13. 
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discourse” of modernism.22 Definitive of the architectural ideas they generated was that 

they were “considered unfavorable” by the government and thus rarely realized or 

incorporated into mainstream planning.23 

Examples of the alternative architectures provided by this group’s co-founders, 

Tay Kheng Soon and William Lim, after SPUR disbanded include: a revitalization 

project for a more lively and culturally preserved Chinatown and Boat Quay (Bu Ye 

Tian); a redevelopment plan of mixed-use, medium-rise, high-density, and climatically 

responsive urban living (Kampong Bugis); a campus master plan that preserved green 

space and conserved the historic National Library (SMU); a massive bridge-tunnel 

project that would connect Singapore, Indonesia, and Malaysia in an infrastructural way 

to alter economic and geopolitical ties among the three countries (SIJORI); a grassroots 

design workshop for the proposed development of urban gardens (Gardens by the Bay); 

a new cultural center as a feature of a proposed integrated resort (Indo-Pacific Cultural 

Center); a city street revitalization without government involvement (Mohamed Sultan). 

The first three of these alternative projects are addressed in Chapter 3. These projects are 

used as examples here to highlight how incomplete the architectural history of 

                                                      

22 Stephen Cairns and Jane Jacobs, “WOHA’s Entry into Singapore’s Duxton Plain Housing Competition 

Tackles Issues of Ultra-High Density, High-Rise Living. Stephen Cairns and Jane Jacobs Explore the 

Competition, the Entry and the Issues,” Architecture Australia 91, no. 6 (2002): 32; Chang, “Deviating 

Discourse.”  
23 William Lim, “A Tale of the Unexpected: The Singapore Housing Experience,” Habitat International 12, no. 

2 (1988): 30. 
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Singapore is if it is based only on the urban built environment as it is now. It is argued 

that the city’s unified skyline is not its urban history. 

This type of alternative architectural history also includes the study of 

architecture’s constitutive presence in other art forms, notably the theatre and visual 

arts. While local theatre companies such as Wild Rice and The Necessary Stage regularly 

use the space of the theatre to propose alternative forms of citizenship, the Drama Box 

actually commissioned architects to design a new form which could spatially and 

politically contest citizenship’s performance in Singapore. The architecture of the 

unbuilt, the destroyed, and the imagined has been a major theme in the work of artist 

Michael Lee who uses digital and mixed media, posters, and 3D models to recreate and 

reimagine the alternative architectural histories of Singapore. These two samples from 

the visual and performing arts are covered in Chapter 4. 

My methodology is grounded in the architectural theory of the subjects studied 

and takes into account their own agency for generating alternatives. Irigaray’s feminist 

critique is strengthened and nuanced by the examples provided in this study; her theory 

provides additional depth to the critique made by the Singaporean architects coming 

from postcolonial and countermodern theoretical positions. The titles of Lim’s books 

and edited volumes suggest as much: An Alternative Urban Strategy (1980), Asian New 

Urbanism (1998), Alternative (Post)Modernity (2003), Contesting Singapore’s Urban Future 

(2006), Asian Alterity (2007), Non-West Modernist Past (2011), and Incomplete Urbanism 
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(2012). Lim has offered forceful critiques of the conventional architecture of Singapore 

stating that it is formulaic and restricted by Western modernist convention. He 

continues to find that “colonial aesthetic dominance in the realm of civic projects, urban 

planning and public spaces greatly distorted visual images of the Asian urban 

environment and the appreciation of its past, and it has continued to do so, well beyond 

the end of colonial rule.”24 In contrast, he concludes that “in architecture, we need avant-

garde, cutting-edge and non-conformist ideas.”25 The phallocentric singularity of 

Western modernist planning and architecture led Singapore to be “stripped bare of 

vitality, complexity and chaos”—qualities which can only be found by looking outside 

of the official narratives and architectural histories.26  

Western modernism, whether it is called International Modernism or other 

names, has presented a singular narrative of linear progression.27 This narrative favors 

the tradition of the phallocentric: single, vertical, solid structures and monuments. The 

non-conformist and complex designs are often unbuilt or in many cases destroyed and 

thus absent. Like Irigaray, Lim contends that "the memories and voices of all citizens, 

especially those of the marginalized, must be uncovered and respected."28 

                                                      

24 William Lim, Asian Ethical Urbanism: A Radical Postmodern Perspective (Singapore: World Scientific 

Publishing, 2005), 64. 
25 William Lim, Asian Ethical Urbanism, 74. 
26 William Lim, Asian Ethical Urbanism, 135. 
27 Two examples are Alfred Barr’s chart “Births of Abstraction” (1936) and the MoMA’s “Modern 

Architecture: International Exhibition” (1932) curated by Philip Johnson and Henry-Russel Hitchcock. 
28 William Lim, Asian Alterity (Singapore: World Scientific Publishing, 2007), 82. 
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Tay Kheng Soon’s push for alternatives constituted an entirely different school of 

thought from the status quo. In a review of his book Line, Edge, and Shade (1997) for the 

Singapore Architect, P.G. Raman suggested that Tay’s alternative architectural theories 

constituted and required an entirely new school of architecture from which he could 

teach them: “Surely therefore, there is a place for another school of architecture in 

Singapore, perhaps affiliated to another institution but enjoying a relative autonomy, 

headed by Tay and staffed by people who have a sympathy for his radical ideas. It is 

difficult to think of a more comprehensive architect practicing today who could lead a 

school of architecture for the 21st century.”29 The emphasis by these Singaporean 

architects on an approach to architecture in Singapore that is non-Western, bottom-up, 

and respectful of the marginalized is what makes it overlap with feminist and 

postcolonial criticism and theory. 

The architectural theories of Lim, Tay, and the SPUR Group illustrate that there 

are indeed at least two ideals and two sets of interests yet to be duly considered in the 

architectural history of Singapore: that of the state and what has been built, and that 

which was rejected and remains unbuilt. The designs presented by SPUR from the 1960s 

and 1970s and the continued alternative offerings from the 1980s to 2000s enable an 

alternative architectural history of Singapore. The scope of that new history must extend 

from the vernacular to the virtual. This research demonstrates that it produces a 

                                                      

29 P.G. Raman, “Polemics or Practical Propositions,” Singapore Architect 196 (1997): 83. 
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framework and methodology for a feminist intervention in architecture’s histories. 

Architectural history’s focus on the singular monument and architect, and its infrequent 

consideration of the unbuilt necessitate this intervention. Irigaray’s critique allows for an 

overlap with postcolonial theory’s critique which has been much more successful and 

prominent in the field of architectural history and urban studies.30 This framework meets 

Irigaray’s requirement that difference be allowed to exist as itself.  My approach allows, 

for example, the spaces of the theater, visual arts, and cyberspace to find their way into a 

different architectural history that is alternative but not marginal. 

1.2 On an Irigarayan Architectural History 

One field of Western thought which has seen a limited application of Irigaray’s 

critique is architecture. While feminist theorists and practitioners of architecture have 

been assiduous in their critique of sexism, discrimination, and the built environment, 

few have drawn on the influential work of Luce Irigaray.31 Philosopher Elizabeth Grosz 

first applied Irigaray’s arguments to architecture when she pointed out that the erasure 

of women is the foundation on which a masculine universe is built—both intellectually 

and architecturally. Thus she concludes that “the project ahead is to return women to the 

                                                      

30 See: James-Chakraborty, “Beyond Postcolonialism”; Jennifer Robinson, Ordinary Cities: Between Modernity 

and Development (New York: Routledge, 2006). 
31 See: Leslie Kanes Weisman, Discrimination by Design: A Feminist Critique of the Man-Made Environment 

(Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1992); Colomina 1992; Jane Rendell, Barbara Penner, and Iain Borden, 

eds., Gender Space Architecture: An Interdisciplinary Introduction (London: Routledge, 2000); Fausch, “The 

Knowledge of the Body”; Wheeler, “About Being-Two”; Wheeler, “Love in Architecture”; Rawes, Irigaray for 

Architects. 
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places from which they have been dis- or re-placed or expelled, to let them occupy those 

positions…which in turn may generate new perspectives, new bodies, new ways of 

inhabiting.”32 This emphasis on rethinking and on using the critique to expose the flaws 

of dominant ways of thinking about space are found in much of the later work that uses 

Irigaray in architectural theory.  

Grosz uses Irigaray to probe the space in architecture as a site of opening up for 

potential differences in ways of being. “The space in between things is the space in 

which things are undone, the space to the side and around, which is the space of 

subversion and fraying, the edges of any identity’s limits. In short, it is the space of the 

bounding and undoing of the identities which constitute it.”33 Grosz offers suggestions 

for how architecture can include embodiment in its future iterations and in its utopias. 

Her points provide additional support for an Irigarayan framework for architecture’s 

histories. First, “the idea of sexual difference, which entails the existence of at least two 

points of view, sets of interests, perspectives, two types of ideal, two modes of 

knowledge, has yet to be considered.”34 This understanding is key to beginning the 

recovery of the at least two points of view of architectural history. As she further notes, 

“all the work of sexual difference, its labor of producing alternative knowledges, 

                                                      

32 Elizabeth Grosz, “Women, Chora, Dwelling,” ANY: Architecture New York no. 4 (1994): 27. 
33 Elizabeth Grosz, Architecture from the Outside: Essays on Virtual and Real Space (Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 

2001), 93. 
34 Grosz, Architecture from the Outside, 147. 
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methods, and criteria, has yet to begin.”35 It is incumbent on architectural historians to 

research the alternative knowledges and methods of architecture that have been 

produced “beyond the utopian.”36 Additionally, Grosz uses Irigaray to think through 

excess and superabundance in architecture and the ways in which space has been 

feminized in binary opposition to the masculinization of time. Each of these topics can 

provide further guidance as to the specifics of what an alternative architectural history 

might look for and find. What is excessive to architectural history? What is excluded 

because of its superabundance? What might be considered architecture if space is re-

conceptualized outside of the template of the maternal-feminine matrix? 

Having identified that architects are necessary for this radical transformation of 

the world—of space, time, and thought—architectural theorist Peg Rawes wrote Irigaray 

for Architects (2007). Her handbook suggests a number of ways architects can put 

Irigaray into practice. She reminds architects of the importance of having a sensory 

perception of space other than visual and covers the various spatial forms that could 

reflect an Irigarayan architecture: envelopes, the abyss, holes, gaps, blind spots, bridges, 

passages, horizons, thresholds, asymmetry, and diagonals. She suggests changing the 

language of architecture to be one that affirms sexual difference and that “architects 

need to be mindful of the cultural, social and political limitations for expressing reality 
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that exist in universal claims made for architecture’s mechanical, technical and scientific 

methods.”37 As practicing architects, Rawes, Wheeler, and other feminist theorists ask 

questions toward discovering an actual architectural program for design and a realizable 

way of dwelling for domestic architecture. As relevant as these questions are for 

(feminist) architecture in theory and practice, they are not as applicable to historical 

knowledge although they aid in deciphering what to look for in the missing historical 

record.   

Architectural history and theory are as much a part of the knowledge and 

discourse of Western philosophy as any of the sciences Irigaray interrogates. 38 The 

Western tradition of architecture is as monolithic in its subject matter and presumes a 

universal subject sexed as masculine just as the natural sciences she evaluates. I identify 

several key contentions posited by Irigaray in This Sex Which Is Not One and from the 

article “Is the Subject of Science Sexed?” and the chapter “Any Theory of the ‘Subject’ 

Has Always Been Appropriated by the ‘Masculine’” from Speculum of the Other Woman 

which I use as the foundation for my work: 

1) To uncover that which has been shrouded, what is not said in a scientific 

discourse—as in Irigaray’s psychoanalysis of psychoanalysis. This means to look at 

what is missing from the discourse of architectural history in Singapore and what is 

                                                      

37 Rawes, Irigaray for Architects, 68. 
38 Diana Agrest started this important work with a non-Irigarayan framework in Architecture from Without 

(1991).  
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left out of academic discussion. It includes that which is lacking from scholarly 

sources and research as well as professional discourse and what is considered 

canonical versus extracanonical. 

2) To understand the unified philosophy of the one as being a symptom of 

phallocentrism—thus rendering them incomplete as opposed to obsolete. The logic 

of the canon and of the single building or monument in architectural history treats 

the finished product or extant structure as singular and complete. This is a symptom 

of phallocentrism—the need to cement meaning and identity in a single and 

complete whole. Instead, recognizing this tendency opens the door to understanding 

the individual buildings of the canon as incomplete. That they tell an incomplete as 

opposed to exhaustive architectural history means that research on what is left out of 

the canon will help complete the history being told. 

3) To identify the universal subject sexed as masculine and necessitating inquiry into 

history and theory that rereads it under the mantle of difference and multiplicity. 

Architectural history and theory that forms its basis on an assumed masculine subject 

occludes the possibility of alternatives because that subject is presented as universal. 

Singapore’s architectural history has largely been based on this universal masculine 

subject which similarly guided the processes, policies and theories of British 

colonialism before independence. Alternative architectural history and theory 

presents forms of difference and multiplicity that account for the reality of multiple 

subjects existing in Singapore.  
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4) To note that even the female sex is not one and that simply to include her for the 

sake of “equality” is incomplete in its participation in creating a binary opposition. 

To require one search for the multiplicity of difference—sexual, corporeal, and 

otherwise. An alternative architectural history that seeks to solely tell the story of 

women’s involvement in architecture is also incomplete (though worthwhile). While 

necessary to excavate women’s roles and women’s histories in architecture, creating 

or reinforcing a binary opposition risks becoming tokenistic. The framework of 

multiplicity and difference in architectural history extends beyond sex and gender to 

find the many ways in which certain architecture and architectural theory, such as the 

vernacular, has been left out.  

For Irigaray, psychoanalysis’s inattention to women’s sexual difference is a 

symptom of patriarchal society and culture. “Psychoanalytic theory thus utters the truth 

about the status of female sexuality, and about the sexual relation. But it stops there. 

Refusing to interpret the historical determinants of its discourse.”39 That is, 

psychoanalysis is not a lost cause and psychoanalytic theory can still be used and found 

relevant among feminist theorists as long as it is acknowledged that the way it was 

constituted by Freud and Jacques Lacan was limited, something Irigaray recognized as 

an analyst herself. In the same way, Western architectural theory is a partial theory and 

a symptom of a patriarchal society and culture to the extent that it shares the same 

phallic model of the philosophical corpus. This contention translates into an alternative 

                                                      

39 Luce Irigaray, This Sex Which Is Not One (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1985), 102. 
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architectural history that does not accept the existing built environment as complete and 

representative. 

In her essays on the theory of the subject of science, Irigaray demonstrates that 

the concept of the subject as used in science and philosophy as universal and presented 

as neutral is and always has been male. As a result of the twentieth century conventions 

of the Western tradition, “we can assume that any theory of the subject has always been 

appropriated by the ‘masculine.’”40 Irigaray also contemplates how this subject 

forecloses difference and multiplicity, “That which purports to be universal is equivalent 

to the idiolect of men and to a male imaginary, a world differentiated by sex. Without 

neutrality…The principle characters of this imaginary? Production, property, order, 

form, unity, visibility, erection.”41 

Her list of principle characters of the imaginary of a male universal subject are 

likewise the key attributes of conventional modernist architecture. Most noticeable is the 

character of visibility. The concept of building a world is not merely an intellectual 

endeavor in mental space but also the social space of Henri Lefebvre and the physical 

built environment of architecture.42 This ocularcentrism, critiqued by Lefebvre, requires 

greater consideration in architecture.43 “The non-visible, therefore not theorizable nature 

                                                      

40 Luce Irigaray, Speculum of the Other Woman (Ithaca, NY: Cornell University Press, 1985), 133. 
41 Luce Irigaray, “Is the Subject of Science Sexed?” Cultural Critique 1 (1985): 77. 
42 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (New York: Wiley-Blackwell, 

1992). 
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of woman’s sex and pleasure” for psychoanalysts and other scientists and philosophers 

is not unlike the under-theorization of non-visible spaces and aspects of architecture and 

architectural history.44 Irigaray shows that the lack of exploration of the non-visible is 

directly linked to the exclusion of women from subjectivity. For my study, this means 

exploring the non-visible in terms of the unbuilt and finding the multiple differences in 

ways of being and building that have been excluded from realizing subjectivity. 

Going beyond the standard forms of design, beyond the solid shapes, and binary 

principles of architectural history, requires an initial mindset that seeks out the 

multiplicity of possibilities—the non-extant, the unearthed, and the virtual. These 

aspects of architectural history are hidden because they are in excess of the unity of the 

visual and the built within the discipline. 

Taking as a starting point this critique of sexual difference and the universal 

male subject of Western thought, I propose using this framework for identifying an 

alternative architectural history in four corollary steps listed below. These steps are a 

more explicit attempt at creating an Irigarayan framework for architectural history than 

has been offered by other scholars:  

1) To look for what does not get built in conjunction with what does. This includes 

looking at architectural projects, proposals, and plans that are rejected or remain 

underdeveloped in favor of other designs and productions. 
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2) Rejecting the assumption that the visible skyline of the urban built environment 

is a unified whole of a city’s architecture; and pointing out its incompleteness in 

representing the citizens of that city. This includes searching for other aspects of 

vernacular architecture and urban development that are left out of the city’s self-

presentation and performance of identity. 

3) Asking who has been left out if the universal subject (builder/user) of 

architecture is the (Western) male? Asking what is missing and what questions 

have to be asked about architecture and design practice in the local context? 

Going beyond the initial difference of present—absent (or A/~A) to find the multiple 

differences that must be acknowledged in an architectural history. This includes the 

destroyed and non-preserved buildings, lost or missing vernacular designs, and even 

the virtual. On top of this is being open to the question of what spaces may be outside 

the standard framework’s conception of architecture (e.g. the theater and visual art) and 

interpreting those differences. 

1.3 Key Terms 

The theoretical discussion in this chapter introduced terms that require further 

clarification to ensure a consistent reading of the dissertation’s later chapters. These 

definitions also serve to further specify the particular scholarly debates in which I place 

myself and this work. 
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• Alternative: The constant reference to an alternative is drawn out of the 

Irigarayan framework that seeks the multiple alternatives to that which is 

presented as the singular, whole, canonical, and status quo. An alternative is an 

oppositional term to designate that which is in contrast to the patriarchal power 

structure and the state. There is always the possibility for multiple alternatives, 

but the focus here is on those which are counterhegemonic. The alternative is 

therefore also a feminist intervention in an established field of knowledge. This 

term is situated in the work of Luce Irigaray and Elizabeth Grosz as well as in the 

writings of William Lim, Tay Kheng Soon, and the SPUR Group which are 

explored in depth in the following chapters. 

• Architecture: Architecture denotes the individual and collective buildings of the 

urban built environment as well as the drawings and designs of unbuilt 

structures and their representations in other forms or media. Architecture is 

understood to be active and agentive. It works on its surroundings and impacts 

its users. As architectural historian Annabel Wharton has argued, “spatial objects 

also model our lives.”45 Essential here is the understanding of their corporeality, 

and of the haptic experience of buildings by animate bodies and the surrounding 

“total environment” as SPUR members put it. Using the duality of touching and 
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being touched in the two lips analogy of Luce Irigaray, feminist theorists have 

extended this to architecture. That which touches and is touched by its users and 

environs is opposed to the phallocentric (or phallocularcentric) approach to 

architecture based on looking and seeing. 

• Citizenship: Citizenship is the de iure rights and responsibilities of one’s 

recognized membership in a defined political state. It is defined in the 

Constitution of Singapore, the Proclamation of Singapore, and the Singapore 

Pledge. Being a citizen is to belong to a polity and carry its passport. As this 

research shows, however, citizenship is contested and de facto rights and 

responsibilities do not always match with legal rights. These limitations of the 

standard technology of the state’s definition lead to an expanded understanding 

that is spatial and critical. It requires public space and collective recognition. As 

the political theorist Hannah Arendt explained it, “The polis…is the organization 

of the people as it arises out of acting and speaking together, and its true space 

lies between people living together for this purpose, no matter where they 

happen to be.”46 Thus, citizenship necessitates shared public space and the 

rhetorical action of creation or performance. This definition takes the critical 

approach provided by Arendt of the rhetorical and spatial dimensions of 

citizenship and brings them to bear on the political realities of Singapore. 
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• Performance/Performativity: A performance is an enactment of an identity or a 

presentation of a state of being or becoming. It can be a way to reaffirm, contest, 

or mimic a given identity or state of being. It is a way of conveying a message to 

an audience. Citizenship is performed by individuals and publics by putting into 

practice or using the rights and responsibilities they are granted or which they 

demand. It is performed by architecture in the ideological image it forms in 

relation to the visual language of its environment and antecedents. The 

performativity of an action can be discussed as the way language intends to call 

something into being socially or provoke a response. In his study of locutionary 

acts, J.L. Austin cautioned that “We must consider the total situation in which 

the utterance is issued—the total speech-act—if we are to see the parallel 

between statements and performative utterances.”47 The examples in the chapters 

of this dissertation are studies of the total situation in which the performative 

utterances of the rhetorical and architectural challenge to the state is issued. The 

second chapter shows that the SPUR Group’s contestations of citizenship in 

Singapore were performative sentences. As defined by Austin, the performative 

“indicates that the issuing of the utterance is the performing of an action.”48 This 

dissertation argues and shows that the rhetorical and architectural utterances of 
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citizenship by the SPUR Group and the architects Tay Kheng Soon, William Lim 

and others performed the action of citizenship as they conceived of it. 

• Global City: A global city is a scholarly and popular term in social sciences 

discourse for categorizing cities into a global hierarchy. Designated global cities 

are ranked based on quantitative measurements of connectivity, infrastructure, 

political and cultural power/influence, and concentration of wealth. The 

Globalization and World Cities Network (GaWC) at the University of 

Loughborough is one such ranking index run by human geographers. In their 

2018 analysis, Singapore ranked as “Alpha +” on a scale that goes from Alpha ++ 

to Gamma -.49 The other instructive text in this field is The Global City by 

sociologist Saskia Sassen. In it she identifies New York, London, and Tokyo as 

the definitive global cities which organize and manage the global economy.50 The 

attempts of Singapore to assert itself into these discourses and to rise to its 

current place in the rankings have been well documented by multiple scholars, 

most notably in the work of Brenda Yeoh.51 Singapore’s claim to being a global 

city, however, is not a 21st century aspiration. The case was first made by the then 

Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. S. Rajaratnam in a 1972 speech to the Singapore 
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Press Club where he described global cities as “a chain of cities which today 

shape and direct, in varying degrees of importance, a world-wide system of 

economics.”52  

• Postcolonial/Post-colonial: Postcolonial is a political and intellectual position of 

alterity that rejects colonialism and its perpetuation in all of its political, 

economic, cultural, and social forms even after formal colonization has ended. 

The postcolonial is a subject position as opposed to the post-colonial which 

refers only to the technical status of being politically independent or indicating 

the end of colonization in a given location. The postcolonial position is anti-

colonial and works toward full decolonization to rid the location of all vestiges of 

colonial policies and influences. The postcolonial valorizes the subaltern and 

aims to create new systems and spaces in which to speak. As Frantz Fanon 

instructed at the same time that Singapore was becoming decolonial, “The 

glowing focal point where the citizen and individual develop and mature in a 

growing number of areas does not yet exist.”53 This yet-to-be-attained status and 

locus persists in Singapore just as the subaltern has not been able to speak as 

Gayatri Spivak has argued.54 The key actors of this story, while oppositional to 
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the state and its dominant colonial place and policies, still belong to elite, 

indigenous groups of intellectuals. They are not silenced by their linguistic 

abilities, nor were they persecuted in the same ways as other dissenters who 

have been jailed, fined, sued, or forced to flee. The lack of women in architecture 

and in these stories confirm Spivak’s claim that “the subaltern as female is even 

more deeply in shadow.”55 The primary texts analyzed in the subsequent 

chapters can be aptly described as “texts of insurgency” and as such these 

subjects are limited in the way Spivak describes: “‘The subject’ implied by the 

texts of insurgency can only serve as a counterpossibility for the narrative 

sanctions granted to the colonial subject in the dominant groups.”56 Thus I 

position these postcolonial intellectuals not as subaltern subjects but as 

countermodernist actors and idealists offering alternative possibilities for a 

postcolonial future. 

• Countermodern: The countermodern is an alternative form of modernism that 

occurs outside of or with significant distinction from the modernism of the 

European Enlightenment. It maintains an interest in searching for and valuing 

the new but with different intellectual strategies and outcomes. Keith Walker, in 

his study of postcolonial Francophone literary cultures, identifies the 
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countermodern as part of what he calls “the denunciatory tradition” of those 

who “questioned the pseudoscientific claims and the false ethnography used to 

rationalize expansionist, economic, commercial, and human exploitations.”57 It 

was the artists and authors who led this denunciation of colonization not the 

scientists, theologians, or engineers: 

Rather, literature and literary figures first effectively expressed the 

counterhegemonic position and the counterdiscourse that undertook the task of 

historiographical repair, analyzed the racist philosophical underpinnings of the 

policy of assimilation, exposed the lie of the civilizing mission, denounced the 

moral relativism of colonial policy, championed decolonization, posited the 

dream of a new enlightenment characterized by an all-inclusive 

counterhumanism, and denounced the postindependence ethnic leaders who 

betrayed the people’s trust. (1999: 2-3) 

 

In this dissertation, I locate a similar denunciatory tradition in Singapore which 

begins with architects and includes artists of many media: literary, visual, performance, 

theater, and film. Where Walker defines Aimé Césaire’s political and aesthetic Négtritude 

as a countermodern alternative, in the following chapters I define the utopic concept of 

Malayan by SPUR Group architects Tay Kheng Soon and William Lim as their 

countermodern alternative.58 
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2. The Architectural History of Singapore: The Time of 
Independence 

To properly situate the work of this dissertation and the architects and 

architecture covered herein requires a contextualization of the contemporaneous 

architectural discourses and designs occurring globally. The explanation of these global 

contexts shows the ways in which Singapore was a hub for architectural modernisms. 

The greatest emphasis will be placed on the moment of Singapore’s independence. It 

was then that the greatest contestation of Singapore’s architectural and political identity 

took place, that the SPUR Group was active, and that occurred the high point of post-

World War II modernist movements—International Modernism (“mid-century 

modernism”) and later Postmodernism. 

In addition to the colonial imports of architecture and town planning from the 

British, Singapore’s international début came in the form of a triumvirate assembled by 

the United Nations Urban Renewal Mission. In 1962, Norwegian city planner Erik 

Lorange, on behalf of the United Nations, visited Singapore to review its 1958 Master 

Plan and endorsed that a team of experts be sent to make recommendations. The 

government’s preference for the involvement of outside experts in the realm of 

architecture was solidified even before independence. Three experts—American Charles 

Abrams, German Otto Koenigsberger, and Japanese Susumu Kobe—prepared a report 

for the Singaporean government in 1963 on housing and urban renewal. These three 
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men had been on a similar team that conducted a survey on Lagos, Nigeria the year 

before under the auspices of the UN Center for Housing, Building and Planning. While 

the Lagos Report focused on slum clearance and the Singapore Report on urban 

renewal, the team’s study of Singapore was considered to be “a second and more 

determined attempt at handling a similar task.”1 As Singaporean architect and urban 

planner Alan Choe recounts, those two reports were based on study trips of three and 

two months, respectively.2 

In the report, Growth and Urban Development in Singapore (also known as the 

Koenigsberger Report), a range of recommendations were made to the government of 

Singapore on how to change their approach to growth and urban development in light 

of decolonization. Most notable is the extent to which the report’s authors favored a 

decolonial approach to urbanization. This aspect may help explain why the report was 

not initially made public. The post-colonial Singaporean government relied heavily on 

the architectural theories of Garden Cities, Satellite Towns, Master Planning and Radial 

City design. The UN Report rejected all of these elements of the Singaporean strategy of 

urban development which were similarly critiqued by the SPUR Group and the 

architectural proposals studied here and in later chapters. For example, Koenigsberger et 

al. predicted that the radial design of the 1958 Master Plan would turn Singapore into a 
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“concrete jumble” comprised of “little semi-detached houses in their own gardens, 

interspersed by groups of Housing Board flats and separated from each other and the 

rest of the world by an intricate network of traffic jams.”3 In the conclusion they 

reflected that “The existing tools Singapore is employing to cope with its problems i.e. 

master planning, zoning, rent controls and public housing are inadequate to meet the 

mounting challenges.”4  

The primary proposal this report made and which was adopted by planners in 

Singapore was the concept of “Ring City Singapore.”5 This idea is explained as “a ring or 

necklace of settlements around the perimeter of the island.”6 This idea was eventually 

utilized in Singapore but in a way that combined it with the Satellite Town schema so 

that the settlements were more interior than along the full perimeter of the island. They 

cite the Ring City idea and terminology as originating in the Netherlands “where a 

group of major towns including Amsterdam, Harlem, Utrecht, Delft, Den Haag, Leyden, 

Dordrecht and Rotterdam forms a large circle around a central stretch of open country.”7  

In addition to this national level planning proposal, the UN team also strongly 

recommended a change to higher density mixed use development and the architectural 
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development of a vernacular urban form. In their analysis of Toa Payoh, one of the 

earliest Satellite Towns in Singapore, they recommended correcting the strict zoning of 

the earlier master plan by including more employment opportunities, increasing the size 

and concentration of shopping and other commercial activities, and adding upper and 

middle-income housing alongside the public housing.8 Their alternative to Satellite 

Towns was “Self-Contained Settlements” as one subsection of their report was titled. 

They defined this typology as being “specially designed to make the most of the 

physical features of its site, each should belong to a community comprising wealthy, 

middle class and poor citizens who take a personal pride in their settlement and co-

operate to preserve its beauty and enhance its amenities.”9 Again, a key feature of this 

urban design plan was to eliminate and reduce commuting by providing as much varied 

employment opportunities as possible in a decentralized and mixed-use environment 

where mass transportation will be more feasible and desirable.  

A similar theme found in these recommendations and the report itself was a call 

to embrace the vernacular. In their report’s advocacy of conservation of historic 

buildings, they pointed out as an example “the value and attraction of many of the 

existing shop houses and of the way of living, working and trading that produced this 

particularly Singaporean type of architecture.”10 Their identification of the shop house as 
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a quintessentially Singaporean architectural typology worth conserving is contrary to 

the state’s predilection for widespread destruction in its tabula rasa approach to urban 

renewal and redevelopment. The report celebrated the existing urban fabric and the 

vibrancy of street life in the city center when it recommended a change in approach to 

the development of the industrial new town of Jurong, an early example of locating 

heavy industry on the western periphery of the island: “If we want to bring Jurong to 

life, we must not plan it in the image of Lancashire but in the image of Singapore. We 

must aim to give it the same richness of life and the same variety of opportunities for 

trade, employment and enjoyment, which exist now in the two square miles between 

Cantonment Road and the Kallang River.”11 

Koenigsberger et al.’s urging of Singapore to develop and build in a Singaporean 

way while preserving vernacular architectures previews a postcolonial approach that 

rejects the colonial value systems and hierarchies of Satellite Towns, Garden Cities and 

models along the lines of Lancashire, England. While this position aligns with the 

postcolonial and countermodern critique examined in later chapters, it also exemplifies 

the complex characteristics of the narrative of this alternative architectural history and 

the standard oppositions of postcolonial and feminist criticism. On the one hand, this 

report was conducted by an outside group of foreign, male experts representing 

colonizers (USA, Germany, Japan) to direct the state in its urban and architectural 
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development. They only spent a couple of months in the city to prepare their report and 

in their main proposal of a Ring City model they cite the Netherlands as their 

inspiration. These superficial and substantive characteristics belie the nature and tone of 

their responses to Singapore’s urbanism. Because the report was not made public at the 

time, the local activists from SPUR were not able to align themselves with the 

overlapping proposals or to cite it in support of their own critiques. Many of the report’s 

recommendations were critical of Western planning traditions and rejected the 

wholesale application of European urban forms. They expressed interest in vernacular 

forms of architecture and valorized local identity in Singapore’s urban growth. In the 

end it was the local elites within the government who chose to perpetuate the colonial 

systems despite the objections of the foreign members of the UN team and the local 

activists in the SPUR Group. This set of apparent contradictions is part of what makes a 

case study of Singapore valuable. This report illuminates the multifaceted ways 

Singapore provides insight into postcolonial and feminist theory and self-described 

global cities. This context—theoretically and historically—from my reading of the 

Koenigsberger Report allows for the story of Singapore, 1965-2015, to be told with more 

of an understanding of the complexity with which it began. 

2.1 Singapore’s Place in Global Modernisms 

The work of Otto Koenigsburger extends to another realm of architectural 

modernism with connections to Singapore and the architects studied here. He founded 
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and directed the Department of Tropical Architecture at the Architectural Association 

(AA) in London from 1954-1971. He then moved to University College London (UCL) 

for the remainder of his career and the Department of Tropical Architecture at the AA 

was closed. The AA was a key site of architectural thought for the various streams of 

modernism popular in London and the colonies over these years and when Singaporean 

William S.W. Lim was a student there. As architectural historian Vandana Baweja has 

shown, Koenigsburger worked with Peter and Allison Smithson on their own unbuilt 

tropical projects such as a design for the British Embassy in Brasilia, Brazil (1964-68).12 

Their responses to Tropical Architecture included a 1956 article in Architectural Digest 

titled “An Alternative to the Garden City Idea.” They described their proposal as “an 

abolition of planning as we know it” and rejected master planning, New Towns and 

zoning regulations in favor of the vernacular.13 The three guiding principles they 

outlined were: 1) The human, 2) the natural (“establishing a positive relationship with 

the climate and the site”), and 3) the constructed (“extending and renewing the existing 

built complexes”).14 As an example, they cited a large hotel with its covered foyer and 

indoor connections to shops as a prototypical megastructure that anchors the city center. 

                                                      

12 Vandana Baweja, “Otto Koenigsberger and the Tropicalization of British Architectural Critique,” in Third 

World Modernism: Architecture, Development and Identity, ed. Duanfang Lu (New York: Routledge, 2011), 236-

254. 
13 Alison and Peter Smithson, “An Alternative to the Garden City Idea,” Architectural Digest 26, no. 7 (1956): 

231.  
14 Alison and Peter Smithson, “An Alternative,” 230-231. 
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The Smithsons, as instructors at the AA and leading architects and theorists themselves, 

would figure heavily in the education of William Lim. 

This sensitivity to humans in combination with the natural and built 

environments is evident in the architectural proposals of the Singaporean architects 

explored in the later chapters of this dissertation. The Garden City as a British urban 

project was contested both in the metropole of London by the likes of the Smithsons and 

in colonial urban contexts such as Singapore. Even Koenigsberger et al. in their UN 

Report rejected the Garden Cities and Satellite Towns around London as a planning 

model.15 Similarly, the report rejected master planning itself to the extent that it is based 

on English or European assumptions. In a section titled “Silent Assumptions of British 

Planning” they strongly condemned the usage of British master plans in the colonies: 

“Whatever may have been the benefits of the Master Plan system for England, or in fact 

North-Western Europe, it was irrelevant in other parts of the world. For the Master Plan 

idea had been based on certain assumptions that were true only for Europe, and were 

not true elsewhere.”16 Despite the congruence between these arguments for a decolonial 

urban planning with that being advocated by the Singaporean architects featured in this 

dissertation, this report was not available to them at the time of SPUR’s operation.   

                                                      

15 UN, Growth and Urban Renewal in Singapore, 54. 
16 Ibid., 46. 
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The complexity of these oppositions and the link between this critique of 

Eurocentric ideas of planning and the promotion of colonial-centered design such as that 

promoted by Tropical Architecture is articulated in the work of Otto Koenigsberger. 

Tropical Architecture was itself an entangled field of oppositions. As Baweja has noted, 

“although Tropical Architecture was intended to be a neo-colonial project at the end of 

the Empire, it also paradoxically became a platform for the development of climate 

responsive design and architectural practices that were critical of reckless energy and 

resource consumption.”17 So while Koenigsberger promoted and the Singaporean 

government adopted the neo-colonial project of Tropical Architecture, alternatives from 

the Smithsons and bottom up proposals from the SPUR Group formed a critical 

interpretation of climatically responsive design. 

The Smithsons, despite their dalliances with Tropical Architectural design, were 

most closely affiliated with the modernist movement of Brutalism, particularly during 

the time which William Lim studied at the AA. In 1953, Peter and Alison Smithson were 

among the attendees of the Congrès Internationaux d’Architecture Moderne (CIAM) 

who broke away to form Team 10. CIAM was the leading organization of proponents of 

architectural modernism in Europe formed in 1928. It persisted until 1959 when it 

disbanded and was succeeded by Team 10 which lasted until 1981. William Lim 

attended the penultimate meeting, CIAM IX in 1953 and graduated from the 

                                                      

17 Baweja, “Otto Koenigsberger,” 242. 
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Architectural Association in London in 1955 during which time its faculty included not 

only the Smithsons but also William Howell, James Stirling, and Otto Koenigsberger. 

Lim has noted in his own work his debt to their practice and teaching.18 After graduating 

from the AA, Lim continued his studies on a Fulbright Fellowship at the Harvard 

Graduate School of Design (GSD) in 1956. The faculty of Harvard’s GSD had been 

populated by several prominent members of CIAM including Walter Gropius, José Lluís 

Sert, Sigfried Giedion and Jacqueline Tyrwhitt. Among these, Lim’s closest intellectual 

connection was with Jacqueline Tyrwhitt with whom he became involved in the Ekistics 

movement.  

Ekistics is defined as “a science whose task is to examine all human settlements 

from every possible point of view in order to develop skills for the solution of the 

problems involved.”19 Its primary proponent was Constantinos Doxiadis, a Greek 

architect based in Athens. He set up the Ekistics journal, the subtitle of which was 

“Reviews on the Problems and Science of Human Settlements.” It often reprinted 

speeches, articles, and reports from other publications in addition to publishing its own 

members’ research. Jacqueline Tyrwhitt served as editor-in-chief and William Lim was 

listed as the correspondent for Malaysia (even after Singapore had become 

independent). One of the major ideas they proposed was Ecumenopolis. This city of the 

                                                      

18 These influences are self-identified by Lim in his book Cities for People: Reflections of a Southeast Asian 

Architect (1990).  
19 Constantinos A. Doxiadis, “To the Reader,” Ekistics 20, no. 116 (1965): n.pag. 
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future was to be a static urban form that would be achieved after a leveling out of 

exponential population growth “at the earliest towards the middle of the 21st century or, 

latest, by the beginning of the 22nd century.”20 As a result of this prediction, the 

researchers of the Athens Center of Ekistics set about to study the physical, economic, 

political, social, demographic, technological, administrative, and aesthetic characteristics 

of this new urban concept. Their belief in planning and urban design was firmly based 

on a methodology that included quantitative and qualitative elements and which was as 

all-encompassing and multi-disciplinary as possible. 

The Editorial Advisory Board listed among its members in 1966: C.A. Doxiadis, 

Jacqueline Tyrwhitt, R. Buckminster Fuller, S. Giedion, Marshall McLuhan, Margaret 

Mead, Richard L. Meier, Arnold Toynbee, Barbara Ward, and Charles Abrams. These 

individuals also participated in the first International Seminar on Ekistics in July 1965 in 

Athens. The group also held annual symposia in Delos whose participants in 1966 

included: the president of Cornell University, editor-in-chief of Time, Inc., government 

officials from Pakistan, France, Libya, and the Soviet Union, and Japanese architect 

Kenzo Tange. In 1967 its participants included a U.S. Senator from Rhode Island, a 

member of the U.S. House of Representatives from New York, the editor of the Miami 

Herald, and the Chairman of the Board of the Ford Foundation. The influential and 

                                                      

20 Constantinos A. Doxiadis, “The Research Work of the Athens Center of Ekistics: Part A,” Ekistics 20, no. 

116 (1965): 15. 
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international reach of this organization and research group is evident from this sampling 

of its members and participants. 

Another important figure in these global discussions of architectural modernism 

is Kenzo Tange. Prior to his participation in the 4th Delos Symposium he had also 

presented at CIAM X in 1959. The year after, in 1960, he introduced the world to the 

Japanese movement of Metabolism at the World Design Conference in Tokyo. The 

architects whose work was displayed included Kiyonori Kikutake, Kisho Kurokawa, 

and Fumihiko Maki. These architects and their work, while largely theoretical and 

unbuilt at the time, also had deep connections with other modernist movements. For 

example, Fumihiko Maki also attended the Harvard GSD and graduated with an 

M.Arch in 1954. In the same year as the World Design Conference where Metabolism 

was unveiled, the work of Kikutake and Kurokawa was featured in an exhibition at the 

Museum of Modern Art in New York City titled “Visionary Architecture.”  

The work of Metabolist architects was defined by the megastructure. As Agnes 

Nyilas has documented, Metabolist megastructures have much in common with the 

urban theories of Team 10 which rejected zoning in favor of connection, preferred the 

linear development of the city and the separation of cars from pedestrians.21 In the two 

essays comprising his Investigations in Collective Form, Maki describes collective form as 

                                                      

21 Agnes Nyilas, Beyond Utopia: Japanese Metabolism Architecture and the Birth of Mythopia (New York: 

Routledge, 2018). 
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“groups of buildings and quasi-buildings…however, not a collection of unrelated, 

separate buildings, but of buildings that have reasons to be together.”22 What Maki 

proposed was an architecture of multiplicity, flexibility, fluidity, mobility, and elasticity. 

Maki was against the practice of master planning and offered instead a “master 

program” which “suggests several alternatives for achieving [a set of goals].”23  Key to 

the megastructure was its connectedness or “linkage” and the multipurpose use of its 

concentrated spaces. Reyner Banham, in his study of the megastructure, points out that 

it was the Japanese Metabolists who coined the term. In his search for an essence of this 

architectural typology he describes Kenzo Tange’s Boston Harbor project from 1959 as a 

“combination of housing facing outwards from the tent-like inner space within the A-

frame, and transportation and other services within the space” and having “a new-

minted freshness.”24 Megastructure: Urban Futures of the Recent Past, published in 1976, 

focuses rather exclusively on examples from Europe and North America in addition to 

the projects of the Japanese Metabolists. The megastructure projects of Singapore—both 

proposed and built—have been left out from his discussion of an important typology 

from the architectural history of the 1960s and 1970s. These projects are explored in the 

next chapter.  

                                                      

22 Fumihiko Maki, Investigations in Collective Form (St. Louis, MO: Washington University School of 

Architecture, 1964), 5. 
23 Maki, Investigations in Collective Form, 4. 
24 Reyner Banham, Megastructure: Urban Futures of the Recent Past (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), 49. 
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That William Lim was an active interlocutor during the 1950s and 1960s with the 

groups described above—Ekistics, CIAM, Team 10, Metabolists—points to not only his 

prominent place in elite architectural and intellectual circles but also to the importance 

of Singapore as a site of studying the history of 20th century modernisms and the 

multiple alternative modernisms put into practice and on paper by him and his 

compatriots such as Tay Kheng Soon. This network of relationships has been 

represented graphically in a digital timeline [Timeline].  

Within Singapore, these architects operated under a completely different political 

system than their colleagues in Japan, North America, and Europe. The People’s Action 

Party (PAP), first elected to a majority in 1959, was the sole party in parliament from 

1966 to 1981. As academic Liew Kai Khiun described, their repression relied on spatial 

control: “By resettling entire villages and shanty towns in public housing alongside, the 

PAP party-state launched a host of campaigns to systematically re-engineer the social 

behavior and cultural lifestyle of Singaporeans. Within a generation, the PAP had 

radically altered the profile and identity of the citizenry.”25 One of the key changes to the 

citizenry was the attempt to remove activism. In 1960, 53 trade unions were deregistered 

and over 100 activists were arrested in 1963 on communist conspiracy charges in a joint 

                                                      

25 Kai Khiun Liew, “Myths of Civil Society and its Culture Wars,” in Living with Myths in Singapore, eds. Loh 

Kah Seng, Thum Ping Tjin, and Jack Meng-Tat Chia (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2017), 203. 

https://cdn.knightlab.com/libs/timeline3/latest/embed/index.html?source=1ta-jS67maq5Wh4CsULk6D8d-purovgzZp_IPWay0n7w&font=Bitter-Raleway&lang=en&initial_zoom=2&height=650
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security operation with the British government known as Operation Coldstore.26 Policies 

against student activism included shutting down the University Socialist Club at the 

University of Malaya—Singapore in 1971 and banning their monthly publication Fajar.27 

In 1986 the government amended the Law Society’s ability to comment on legislation 

and began arresting and prosecuting lawyers.28  

In 1973 Tay Kheng Soon organized a protest of the U.S. bombing of Vietnam 

outside of the U.S. Embassy in Singapore. This activism was not accepted by the 

authorities and the police met with William Lim and instructed him to remove Tay from 

their firm. According to Tay, he was asked to resign and refused which led to the closure 

of Design Partnership and its rebirth as DP Architects without him. While SPUR began 

to dissolve in 1973 with Tay’s temporary self-imposed exile to Malaysia following the 

closure of Design Partnership, there was no animosity between Lim and Tay.29 The 

partnership of the architects themselves—who frequently refer to themselves as a 

brotherhood—due to the small, close-knit and elite nature of those in the field as well as 

the paucity of women engaged in the practice—remained cordial and allied.  

                                                      

26 Gareth Curless, “Trade Unions, Decolonization and the Myth of ‘Anti-Nationalism,’” in Living with Myths 

in Singapore, eds. Loh Kah Seng, Thum Ping Tjin, and Jack Meng-Tat Chia (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2017), 

125-134. 
27 Edgar Liao, “Active or Apatheic? The Absence(?) of Student Activism in the University of Malaya in 

Singapore,” in Living with Myths in Singapore, eds. Loh Kah Seng, Thum Ping Tjin, and Jack Meng-Tat Chia 

(Singapore: Ethos Books, 2017), 223. 
28 Soh Lung Teo, “Clampdown of the Law Society of Singapore in the 1980s: Myth and Reality,” in Living 

with Myths in Singapore, eds. Loh Kah Seng, Thum Ping Tjin, and Jack Meng-Tat Chia (Singapore: Ethos 

Books, 2017), 135-145. 
29 Tay Kheng Soon, interview with author. September 2017. 
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This small group of well-connected activists were themselves an elite. Their 

educational backgrounds, family connections, and marriage of activism with 

respectability politics enabled them to fare better than some other compatriots who 

suffered greater losses professionally and personally due to their contested 

performances of citizenship. The infamous detentions under the Internal Security Act 

(ISA) of over 100 activists in 1963’s Operation Coldstore and 22 people including 

Catholic social workers, theater practitioners and other activists in 1987’s Operation 

Spectrum led to years of detention without trial and ruined reputations and careers. 

These architects, however, had the buffering of scholar-civil servants such as 

Ambassador Tommy Koh and Dr. Chan Heng Chee, and the backing of academics 

including Brenda Yeoh, Lily Kong, and Kwok Kian Woon. While Tay Kheng Soon found 

himself persona non grata for a number of years, his own brother, Tay Eng Soon, was a 

member of parliament from 1980 to 1993. The privileged place of architects in Singapore 

and perhaps in the eyes of Prime Minister Lee Kuan Yew himself allowed them to 

remain out of court and avoid the typical charges of defamation and subversion. 

2.2 Visual Analysis: Megastructures  

The SPUR Group’s projects in Singapore were not the only unbuilt 

megastructures of the middle 20th century. The leading architects of the modernist 

movements introduced above from Brutalism to Metabolism in the United Kingdom, 

United States, and Japan each had multiple proposals unbuilt or unbuildable. In placing 
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the architectural projects of SPUR in the context of an architectural history of global 

modernisms I will provide seven key contemporaneous examples for visual analysis. 

They are as follows:  

1. Peter & Alison Smithson, Golden Lane Project (1952) unbuilt 

2. Kenzo Tange, Boston Harbor Project (1959) unbuilt 

3. Kenzo Tange, A Plan for Tokyo (1960) unbuilt 

4. Kiyonori Kikutake, Tree-Shaped Housing Project (1968) unbuilt 

5. Peter Eisenman & Michael Graves, Jersey Corridor (1965) unbuilt 

6. Paul Rudolph, Lower Manhattan Expressway (1970) unbuilt 

7. Patrick Hodgkinson, Brunswick Centre (1972) London 

Like the megastructural proposals of SPUR, these projects remained largely 

unbuilt although their designers had successfully implemented similar schemes into 

their other projects at different times and places. The Golden Lane Project (Figure 1) by 

Peter and Alison Smithson was an unbuilt proposal for a type of megastructure 

encompassing high density housing and two key concepts promulgated by the 

Smithsons and Team 10: “streets in the air” and the “cluster city.”30 This project and its 

conceptual basis bear a strong resemblance to the two built projects of Design 

Partnership in Singapore—the architectural firm of Tay and Lim. Peoples’ Park Complex 

(Figures 2a, 2b) has been similarly described as having streets in the air as its long 

                                                      

30 Nyilas, Beyond Utopia, 8-9.  
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corridors connect the high-rise residential units in a highly dense urban core area. The 

Golden Mile Complex (Figures 3a, 3b, 3c) bears a striking resemblance in its name and in 

the shared idea of “the linear center as the basis for urban design” in its unrealized 

aspect of being an actual mile long and providing an elevated pedestrian communal 

space.31 Both of these projects were built two decades after the Golden Lane Project was 

proposed in 1952—when William Lim had just begun his architectural studies at the AA 

in London. 

Kenzo Tange’s Boston Harbor Project (Figures 4a & 4b), also unbuilt, provides 

visual clues to the similarities of the completed Golden Mile Complex (Figure 3a, 3b, 3c) 

and the SPUR drawings of conceptual megastructure projects (Figures 5 & 6). The 

multileveled, and multipurpose A-frame resembles the slanted upper-level structure 

that sits on the base of the megastructure shown in the drawing of Figure 6. The open-air 

public space covered by the A-frame is related to the open and connected space between 

the buildings seen in Figure 5. Equally important in the design of the Boston Harbor 

Project is its multifunctionality as a mixed-use megastructure: “the subway is extended 

under the ground, and the ground level of the reclaimed islands is designed to 

accommodate various public facilities, such as schools, community and recreation 

facilities.”32 The exact same division of space and combination of services can be seen in 

                                                      

31 Ibid., 9. 
32 Ibid., 69. 
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Figure 6’s sectional view of the below ground and lower levels. While Tange’s proposal 

for Boston Harbor consisted of curvilinear megastructures, his subsequent Plan for 

Tokyo (Figure 7) was based on two axes. The primary axis was the “Civic Axis” which 

runs across Tokyo Bay and includes a platform which holds commercial and 

government office space, recreational facilities and open plazas.33 This lengthy mixed-

use central core again brings to mind the ideal version of Golden Mile Complex and the 

earlier sketches in the SPUR journal (Figures 5 & 6). Important to note as well is the 

naming of this core feature in the Tokyo plan as the “Civic Axis.” Identifying this 

megastructural project with a civic function or as a space of citizenship follows with the 

rhetorical arguments made by SPUR for their proposals and the political and intellectual 

bases on which they argued for the creation of such a civic axis in the unrealized 

potential of Golden Mile Complex.34 

Focusing more purely on form, Kiyonori Kikutake’s proposals stand out for their 

overlapping designs with the built forms found in Singapore. The Tree-Shaped Housing 

Project (Figure 9) matches the formal elements of Golden Mile Complex and Peoples’ 

Park Complex. The Tree-Shaped Housing Project has outward facing terraced 

components surrounding a central core.35 This feature is found in the SPUR drawing 

(Figure 5) which shows inward facing slanted blocks horizontally repeated rather than 

                                                      

33 Ibid., 82-83. 
34 This dimension of the design will be addressed in the second chapter. 
35 This typology was later partially realized in the form of the Tokyo Sofitel Hotel (1994) but was demolished 

in 2006. 
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vertically stacked. It is also seen in the implemented form of Golden Mile Complex 

(Figure 3b & 3c) where an outward facing slope is the most prominent feature of the 

residential portion of the megastructure. These variations of Kikutake’s megastructures 

are replicated in the varieties of built and unbuilt megastructures from SPUR and 

Design Partnership in the following years.  

A notably similar and contemporaneous North American project was the unbuilt 

Jersey Corridor from 1965 by Peter Eisenman and Michael Graves (Figure 10). This 

proposal also envisions a linear city like Tange’s plans discussed above (Figures 4a, 4b, 

7) and the Golden Mile Complex of Design Partnership (Figure 3a, 3b, 3c) and its 

idealized form found in the SPUR Journal (Figures 5, 6). It also shares in common with 

the People’s Park Complex (Figure 2b) the typology of high-rise living units connected 

by shared corridor space and mixed-use commercial spaces at the base of the 

megastructure. A later North American example from 1970 is Paul Rudoloph’s 

unrealized Lower Manhattan Expressway (Figure 11). The design for this megastructure 

in a highly dense urban setting maintains the features of an A-frame, mixed-use at 

multiple levels, and the separation of vehicular traffic from public transportation and 

pedestrian flows in a primarily linear direction. These features of form and function are 

found in all of the SPUR drawings.  

A particular similarity worth noting is the design of the public transportation 

resembling a monorail. This feature in Rudolph’s drawing is just above the automobiles 
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and integrated with the second and third levels of pedestrian traffic. In Figure 6, a SPUR 

drawing shows a similar shape, size, and scale for suspended people movers at the same 

level within the megastructure but without the presence of cars inside or beneath. As all 

of these precedents sampled so far were unbuilt, there is no doubt that the images were 

widely circulated and present in the minds of SPUR architects in Singapore. William 

Lim would have been familiar with the Smithsons’ Golden Lane Project by virtue of 

being a student of theirs at the AA in London. The work of Tange and Kikutake had 

been presented at CIAM, the World Design Conference in Tokyo, and the “Visionary 

Architecture” exhibit at the Museum of Modern Art in New York City. Paul Rudolph 

had already completed his tenure as dean of the Yale School of Architecture and would 

eventually design two high-rise mixed-use buildings in Singapore.36  

The final example from this list is one contemporaneous megastructure which 

was completed, the Brunswick Centre in London (Figures 12a, 12b, 12c). This mixed-use 

megastructure for shopping, housing, and with a large public plaza was completed in 

1972 by Patrick Hodgkinson—just a year before Peoples’ Park Complex and two years 

before the Golden Mile Complex in Singapore. The section of the Brunswick Centre (Fig. 

12a) shows the stepped residential towers facing both directions and the raised platform 

of the lower level and below ground floors. The public space in the middle connects the 

                                                      

36 Rudolph completed a high-rise private condominium development, The Colonnade, (1980) and the high-

rise residential and office tower The Concourse (1994). 
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towers and is meant for pedestrian traffic only. Figure 6 of the SPUR drawings most 

closely resembles this elongated public space between residential towers and 

commercial spaces. The in-between space of the concrete supports reveals the similarity 

of design and materials found in Figures 12b and 3b. The patios of Figures 12c and 3c 

follow the same principles and profile.  

Singapore’s participation in global modernist discourses of architecture and its 

own countermodern creations and proposals highlight the importance of adding it to 

this cannon. The need to study what has been left out provides the opportunity to make 

new connections and can lead to conceptual breakthroughs in these in between spaces of 

global architectural histories. 

2.3 Conclusion 

Like the hubs of Europe and North America, Singapore was a pivotal site of 

modernist architecture in the post-WWII years. As was the case throughout the colonies 

in Asia, Africa, and the Americas, modernist visions and theories of architecture and 

planning were more often expressed and built in colonial capitals rather than at home in 

Europe. This “Third World Modernism” as Duanfang Lu defines it, is important for 

understanding and contextualizing developmentalism, nationalism, and 

postcolonialism.37 Singapore’s urban built environment has given space to the colonial 

                                                      

37 Duanfang Lu, “Introduction,” in Third World Modernism, ed. Duanfang Lu (New York: Routledge, 2011), 1-
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planning policies and architectural designs of Garden Cities, New Towns, Tropical 

Architecture and has also been inspired by responses to and critiques of Tropical 

Architecture, the vernacular, Brutalism, Metabolism, and Ekistics. These competing 

ideas and their implementation in post-colonial Singapore were a contestation of plural 

modernisms and countermodernisms and a struggle to perform a citizenship that would 

define the newly independent republic. As Baweja describes it, the fluidity of 

architectural theory is best framed as “multiple overlapping processes of globalization 

that operate diachronically and synchronically to generate networked modernities.”38 

The following chapter begins to tell this new architectural history of Singapore’s 

networked modernities as a global city. Even in his 1972 speech proclaiming Singapore 

to be a global city, Foreign Minister Rajaratnam made reference to British historian 

Arnold Toynbee and the Ekistics group’s Ecumenopolis—“the world embracing city.”39 

He warned however, that “the Global City may turn out to be another monster—another 

necropolis.”40 The multiplicity of differences to be embraced by Singapore as a global 

city were precisely what was necessary to prevent it from becoming a necropolis. Arendt 

argued in the preceding decades that plurality is “the condition sine qua non for that 

space of appearance which is the public realm. Hence the attempt to do away with this 
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plurality is always tantamount to the abolition of the public realm itself.”41 The 

subsequent chapters tell the story of the SPUR Group and other architects, artists, and 

activists who insisted on asserting their difference in the public realm as a performance 

of their citizenship and an attempt at calling into being an architectural and political 

space of multiplicity. 
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3. “Citizenship” According to the Singapore Planning 
and Urban Research (SPUR) Group 

3.1 SPUR’s Origins 

The Singapore Planning and Urban Research (SPUR) Group was founded in 

1965—the same year that Singapore became a fully independent city-state. The group 

was formed by architects and planners but also included other intellectuals and 

professionals such as geographers, sociologists, and economists. It purposefully limited 

its membership to approximately 20 people but often engaged the broader community 

through participation in its studies, seminars, and conferences. In 1966 it officially 

registered as a society with the government. Essentially, SPUR operated as a loosely 

organized thinktank. In its first journal publication, SPUR 65/67, they stated their 

objectives:  

To study the problems, principles and practices of planning in developing 

countries with particular reference to Singapore. To develop, through team work, an 

approach to and conceptual framework of the planning process and planning strategy. 

To advance and promote the art and science of planning and the work of the Group 

through research, publication, discussion and participation with allied organizations, 

professions, and government authorities on matters of mutual planning interest.1 

[emphasis in original] 

 

Architects William Lim and Tay Kheng Soon were the organizing leaders of the 

group and simultaneously business partners in their firm Design Partnership. When 

their partnership ended in 1973 and Tay moved to Malaysia, SPUR’s activities began to 
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decline. It was officially de-registered as a society in 1975. This ten-year period in the 

formation of Singapore led to new possibilities for the urban built environment and the 

rights of the citizens in the republic.  

I argue that understanding this group’s objectives, their architectural designs, 

and their relationship with the state require an approach that uses citizenship and space 

as the key framework. Citizenship has been the lynchpin of independence and 

republicanism from the ancient city-states to post-colonial Singapore.  

In her analysis of authoritarian rule of law in Singapore, Jothie Rajah concluded 

that “The nation-state has adopted the colonial legal regime in a manner that renders the 

nation-state a neo-colonizing entity, subordinating and infantilizing citizen-subjects.”2 

Although this accurately describes the outcome of Singapore today and over the past 50 

years, it was not a foregone conclusion in 1965 and during that first decade of 

independence. Contesting the state’s rhetoric and policy on citizenship, the fight for 

freedom and civil rights were uniquely spatial for the members of SPUR who asserted 

their place in the republic and their vision for its future. As Hannah Arendt had warned 

in the preceding decade, totalitarian government “destroys the one essential prerequisite 

of all freedom which is simply the capacity of motion which cannot exist without 

space.”3 I contend that visually analyzing the spaces created by SPUR is a way of 
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identifying the alternative physical and political realities possible for a democratic 

postcolonial city.  

This chapter explains how SPUR defined its citizenship which I read as a 

postcolonial and countermodern critique of Singaporean citizenship. I then analyze how 

this critique led to three sets of alternatives: political, planning, and architectural. This 

history is an alternative one which expands the canon to include unbuilt buildings and 

discarded projects. The spatial possibilities articulated by SPUR were alternative to the 

architectural status quo that extended from colonialism to independence. Their theories 

of architecture and citizenship not only contested the state’s ideas and practices but also 

constituted a performance of citizenship in and of itself. A performance theory of 

architecture and politics constitutes a new way of understanding citizenship and 

architecture in a postcolonial context.  

3.2 SPUR’s Definition of Citizenship 

SPUR’s performance of citizenship is based on two specific political contexts—

Ancient Athens and 1960s United States—and on a more amorphous understanding of 

mid-20th century democratic socialism in Singapore and the UK. Athens is cited directly 

through its architectural typology of the agora and through references to Pericles and 

Aristotle. The contemporary urban situation in the United States is alluded to through 

the Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. and the University of California at Berkeley. 

Democratic socialism in Singapore and the UK lacked a defined architectural model for 
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SPUR and required the creation of a new typology. Politically, however, it also centered 

around the university, as a major opportunity for SPUR to present their ideas came at 

the invitation of the Democratic Socialist Club at the University of Singapore. They 

organized a Symposium on Environment and the Citizen in September 1967 where 

William Lim delivered a speech that defined democratic socialism in Singapore. Prior to 

independence, the University Socialist Club—which existed from 1953 to 1963—had 

included in its membership founding prime minister Lee Kuan Yew and future law 

professor and ambassador Tommy Koh. Koh also became a key interlocutor between 

SPUR and the government. Lim was also inspired by the UK Labor Party which had 

been in power from 1945-51, just before Lim went to London to study at the 

Architectural Association, and from 1964-70, when SPUR was founded.  

3.2.1 Athenian Democracy 

For Athenian democracy, the performance of citizenship was based on an ideal 

that every citizen is intimately involved in the affairs of the city. This concept sees each 

citizen as worthy of participating in problem solving for the city. It allows for no 

distinction between experts and the people. When the political leaders are the average 

citizens then there is neither elitism nor disconnection from the ground. This form of 

citizenship ensures the highest level of egalitarianism and participation. As Tay 

imagined it: 

In the days of Pericles of classical Athens, with a population of 20,000, the 

level of human contact was extremely high, where everybody knew 
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everybody, and everybody knew the problems. It was possible for Pericles to 

have an overall comprehensive conception of the growth and development of 

Athens encompassing all its problems. Therefore, during the earliest times, 

there was no distinction between the leaders of a community and its 

economic, social and physical planners. They were one and the same. They 

could see the effects of their policies in all its ramifications.4 

 

Edward Wong, another leading local architect and member of SPUR, came to the 

same conclusion that of all the ways in which the average citizen can and must be able to 

participate in civic life, planning and architecture are among the most important:  

The stress must be on the importance of the involvement of Everyman in the 

planning and building of our city state. There is the right that of the user or 

the customer to give his appraisal, to quote Aristotle, a sage of the first city 

state, “The knowledge of a house is not limited to the builder only; the user, 

or, in other words the master of the house will be a better judge than that of 

the builder, just as the pilot will judge better of a rudder than a carpenter, 

and the guest will judge better of a feast than the cook.” For our purpose, it 

would be more fair to substitute “judge better” for “more intimately 

affected.”5 

 

As the users of the city, the citizens necessarily must be involved in its design 

since they were to be “more intimately affected” by it than the architects ensconced in 

the government bureaucracy. His justification based on the advice of Aristotle calls for a 

city run by citizens of an idealized Athens. This idealization of classical Athens glosses 

over those who were excluded from citizenship—women, slaves, etc.—seeing the ideal 

as valuable despite its practical historical limitations. 

                                                      

4 Tay Kheng Soon, “Towards a New Planning Methodology,” SPUR 68/71 (1971): 4-5. 
5 Edward Wong, “The Third Singapore: The Commitment of the People,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 55-56. 
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3.2.2 American Activism  

The Athenian ideal bleeds into the ideals of American republicanism as 

performed in the 1960s. This sense of citizenship in the United States was characterized 

by activism. In the direct action and non-violent protest of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, 

Jr., a citizenship was performed which demanded the full rights and equal protection as 

promised in the U.S. Constitution, Bill of Rights, and subsequent legislation. William 

Lim quoted King’s description of the African-American condition in urban America as 

“isolated on a lonely island of poverty in an ocean of material prosperity.”6 Rev. King’s 

activism was centered on the poor and those excluded from citizenship.  

The issues he raised were directly related to urban issues of planning and 

architecture, redevelopment, transportation, and poverty. His performance of 

citizenship remained outside of the government and he never sought positions of 

political power nor ran for public office. He worked in consultation with government 

leaders but maintained his critical distance by operating in the spheres of the church and 

other non-profit and non-governmental organizations as a private citizen. Although not 

cited directly, this activist approach to urban issues in the U.S. was also 

contemporaneous with the direct action of Jane Jacobs. William Lim was certainly 

                                                      

6 William S.W. Lim, “The City Core: Heart of the Metropolis,” SPUR 67/71 (1971): 38. 
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familiar with her work after his year on Fulbright at the Harvard Graduate School of 

Design.7 

Just as Athenian democracy was equated architecturally with the agora, 

American activist citizenship was embedded in the architectural form of the college 

campus. The example of the American collegiate campus as an ideal architectural form 

for citizenship fits with Tay’s assessment as Berkeley became synonymous with activism 

and protest in the 1960s. As Tay reminisced in making his argument:  

I have since wondered after visiting Berkeley Campus whether the 

extraordinary vitality of student and campus life was not created by the fact 

that a hall of residence was juxtaposed together with the student center, 

forming a square of proportions not unlike the Greek agora whose 

proportions are based on human dimensions. As opposed to this, the squares 

Hitler built were quite different. They were based on super-human 

dimensions and were intended to intimidate the individual.8 

 

Here Tay makes the direct connection between the agora of Athens to the plaza 

of UC-Berkeley.9 Accordingly for Tay, “The campus offers the opportunity to create 

these civic urban values, for the campus is the city in miniature with all the possible 

conflicts and interactions, with places for repose as well as for excitement, of work and 

of leisure, of residence and of entertainment.”10 The conflation of the college campus 

                                                      

7 William S.W. Lim was a Fulbright Fellow in the Department of City and Regional Planning of Harvard 

University during the 1956-1957 academic year. 
8 Tay, “Environment and Nation Building,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 47. 
9 Interestingly, the student center at UC-Berkeley was named for activist César Chávez and the rebuilt 

student union was named for Martin Luther King, Jr.  
10 Tay, “Environment and Nation Building,” 47. 
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with the city as an architectural typology for civic engagement ties into the politics that 

SPUR advocated. Students as citizens activates the college campus to become a stage to 

practice performing their civic duty. They are choreographed by being involved in many 

organizations which use their talents—artistic, athletic, and intellectual—for the benefit 

of the collective institution. Through engaging in community service, meeting people 

from varied backgrounds, and constantly seeking to improve themselves through 

education they will be prepared to take direct action on the political issues that impact 

them upon graduation. The idealized notion of full participation by citizens in Athens’s 

agora combined with the free speech and civil rights movements of the United States 

was exemplified by the student activism that took place on the campus of Berkeley. 

These examples cemented this conceptual framework for the performance of citizenship 

in Singapore. 

3.2.3  SPUR’s “Democratic Socialism” 

Unlike the direct links between the architectural forms of agora and campus for 

Athenian and American citizenship models, respectively, democratic socialism as a new 

form of politics for Singapore had no architectural referent. Instead, it required the 

creation of a new architecture completely. Rather than cite examples of an architecture 

suitable to democratic socialism from abroad, SPUR architects designed their own new 

buildings and presented them as drawings in their journal. Democratic socialism was 
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defined specifically in the context of Singapore by William Lim who offered the 

following seven points of political necessity: 

1. A more just and equal society. 

2. maximum opportunity for all to study, to work, to leisure and housing, 

3. dignity of labor and hard work in a rugged society, 

4. maximum possible civil liberty and public debate, 

5. the greater importance of the individual in relation to the State and governments, 

6. an integrated society for the different races and for the rich and poor, 

7. mixed enterprise economy within the frame work of democratic socialism.11 

These policies of democratic socialism were for Lim “the guidelines for the 

implementation in terms of architecture and environmental planning.”12 As Lim told his 

audience, “We should ask ourselves how these ideological images can be restated and 

transmitted into three dimensional forms.”13 

The remainder of this chapter explores how SPUR architects answered this 

question. The conception of citizenship explained here forms the foundation for the 

critique by SPUR of politics and architecture in Singapore. 

3.3 SPUR’s Opposites 

3.3.1 Historical Opposites 

 

                                                      

11 William Lim, “Environment in a Democratic Socialist State” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 49. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Ibid. 
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In addition to drawing connections with the socially committed architectures of 

Athens and America, Tay identified the forms antithetical to the performance of social 

democratic citizenship. German citizenship of the Third Reich was based on the 

dehumanization of the individual and stripping of citizenship through its “architecture 

of oppression” and the colossal scale of state building projects.14 This German example is 

connected to the rejection of British values and architectural designs from the colonial 

period. British colonial Neoclassical architecture in Singapore created center-periphery 

divisions and introduced single-use zoning and segregation. British planning principles 

adopted in Singapore included the Garden City and New Towns. Citizenship under 

colonialism is restrictive or non-existent as the colonized are excluded from the benefits 

and rights received by colonizers. By opposing British colonialism and its architectural 

formations in Singapore as well as 1940s German national socialism and its spatial 

expressions, SPUR was connecting both of these political and architectural forms with 

the status quo under the People’s Action Party (PAP) in Singapore. While the PAP’s 

political control of Singapore ushered in the post-colonial period in a technical sense, it 

was not decolonized. 

                                                      

14 Paul Jaskot, The Architecture of Oppression (New York: Routledge, 2000). 
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3.3.2 Contemporary Opposites 

Zoning based on land use and housing based on race were colonial urban and 

architectural outcomes which were carried over into post-colonial Singapore.15 British 

colonizers created the first town plan of Singapore in 1822 (not published until 1828). 

The Jackson Plan (Figure 13), as it is known, divided Singapore into commercial, 

administrative, and residential zones. A central open square was to be surrounded by a 

church, courthouse and government offices. To the rear would be a botanical and 

experimental garden next to the highest hill in the city center. Across the Singapore 

River to the west was zoned for mercantile enterprises and directly to the east of the city 

center was designated the residential zone for Europeans. Other groups identified for 

segregated residential zones included: Arab, Chinese, Kling (north Indian), Chulia 

(south Indian), and Bugis (indigenous).  

The 1971 Concept Plan of Singapore (Figure 14) illustrates the further 

codification of this single-use zoning policy whereby “land in the existing city area was 

reserved for businesses, and new towns were to be developed along the mass transport 

lines (underground and expressways) that stretched to the suburbs.”16 This color-coded 

plan indicates a single use for all areas of the island. It visually and ideologically ties the 

                                                      

15 While the government has maintained quotas based on race to prevent self-segregation or ghettoization in 

public housing since 1989, discrimination based on race has always been and remains legal for any 

homeowner when leasing a room or entire apartment in both government housing and private 

condominiums. 
16 Jun Wang, “The Developmental State in the Global Hegemony of Neoliberalism: A New Strategy for 

Public Housing in Singapore,” Cities 29, no. 6 (2012), 371. 
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colonial zoning to the policies of the Garden City and New Town development. New 

Towns began being built in in 1940s in the U.K. and this practice was adopted in the 

U.S.A. and Singapore, among other global contexts. The city development patterns of 

satellite towns along an outer ring or greenbelt, the radial city, and ribbon development 

were all inherited from Anglo-American planning traditions and prioritized motor 

vehicle traffic. 

The adoption of the Garden City and New Town ideas of urban design are also 

examples of state directed implementation of Eurocentric policies that ignored the local 

conditions and vernacular design. The Garden City’s faux concern for the environment 

was precisely what Lee Kuan Yew sought when he began his tree planting campaign. As 

he stated, “Greening was positive competition that benefited everyone—it was good for 

morale, for tourism and for investors.”17 The purpose of a green Garden City plan in 

Singapore was not to benefit the natural environment, it was a British planning ideal 

connected with the politics of the global eugenics movement which Lee Kuan Yew 

vociferously advocated.18 

The New Town movement built on the Garden City framework. It further 

entrenched the center-periphery nature of the city by building subordinate districts that 

revolved around the main city core. This urbanization strategy of British origin was 

                                                      

17 Lee Kuan Yew, From Third World to First, 205. 
18 See: Fabiola López-Durán, Eugenics in the Garden (Austin: University of Texas Press, 2018); Wolfgang 

Voigt, “The Garden City as Eugenic Utopia,” Planning Perspective 4, no. 3 (1989): 295-312; Lee Kuan Yew, 

From Third World to First. 
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solidified in the 1971 Concept Plan created by the Urban Redevelopment Authority’s 

predecessor, the Urban Renewal Department of the Housing and Development Board 

(HDB). This form of urban design leads to greater sprawl, diminished environmental 

conservation, and increased need for expanded utilities and infrastructure. The series of 

New Towns (Figure 15) built around and outside the city center mandated longer 

commutes. Increased residential density of the core was not imbedded in this schema—

it presumed that people wanted to live far away from office and commercial space. Both 

New Towns and Garden Cities remain primarily dependent on the automobile for 

transportation. This decreases the opportunities for human interaction in public spaces 

as the architecture encourages people to retreat to their private spaces instead. 

Collectively, the Jackson Plan, 1971 Concept Plan, Garden City model, and New 

Towns form the unbroken colonial to post-colonial status quo of architecture and urban 

planning in Singapore. Politically and architecturally, SPUR placed itself in opposition 

to these methodologies of urban development. It developed an alternative that was 

postcolonial in a bottom-up, decolonial sense and it was countermodern by not relying 

solely on European thought. 

3.4 SPUR as an Expression of Postcolonial & Countermodern 
Citizenship 

I identify SPUR’s multifaceted approach to citizenship in modern post-colonial 

Singapore as "postcolonial Malayan citizenship.” Malaya refers to the idea of a unified 

Malay world encompassing the Malay peninsula, the island of Borneo, and the 
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archipelago of the region. Malayan refers to the pre-colonial peoples of this area, the 

shared culture under colonization, and the brief period of unification when Singapore 

was part of the Federation of Malaysia. The ideal of Malaya as a people and place not 

separated by artificial political boundaries due to European colonization fits with the 

countermodernist and postcolonial desires of SPUR. They aimed to create something 

new—rooted in the local and outside of the constraints of citizenship as recognized by 

the state. Malaya as an imagined community has persisted as a nostalgic and generative 

archetype beyond architecture in post-colonial Singapore and Malaysia. As June Yap has 

shown in her art historical account, “the idea of Malaya has become mythological” and 

“still resonates” in the works of contemporary artists in Singapore and Malaysia.19 

Postcolonial Malayan citizenship is locally controlled, bottom-up activist, 

democratic, feminist, environmentalist, vernacular, and inclusive. Oppositely, the state 

expected a citizenship that was a combination of national socialism, British colonialism, 

and International Modernism. It was elitist, racist, eugenicist, phallocentric, exclusive, 

nihilistic, Eurocentric, and state controlled. SPUR’s performance of citizenship was a 

combination of local democratic socialism, American activism, and Athenian 

participation. The inclusion of non-citizens in civic life constitutes a countermodern and 

                                                      

19 June Yap, Retrospective: A Historiographical Aesthetic in Contemporary Singapore and Malaysia (Petaling Jaya, 

Malaysia: Strategic Information and Research Development Center, 2016), 35.   
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postcolonial Malayan citizenship because it rejects the traditional political boundaries of 

the state.  

As the first decade of Singapore’s independence progressed, SPUR’s members 

worried that the politics and architecture of post-colonial Singapore had not changed. 

They saw that the status quo was maintaining its historical and intellectual links to 

German national socialism and British colonialism. Their goal was a true break from the 

past and the creation of something new. Their vision for a postcolonial democratic 

socialist state required a new architecture that they had been unable to fully realize. 

Citizenship in Singapore was (and is) used by the state in an exclusionary way 

similar to colonialism. In an interview with Tay Kheng Soon about the importance of 

citizenship for SPUR, he stated that citizenship was an inadequate framework used by 

the state to create obligations for the citizen and to exclude others.20 His retrospective 

statement that citizenship was not one of the key concerns of SPUR goes against the 

textual evidence and the rhetorical analysis provided here. However, his key point that 

citizenship is exclusive and restricting rather than inclusive and empowering helps to 

frame how citizenship has been performed in Singapore. This concern was present at the 

time of SPUR’s operation and was addressed directly in the editorial statement of the 

second issue of their journal:  

                                                      

20 Tay Kheng Soon, interviewed by Nathan Bullock in Singapore, September 8, 2017. 
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Though mainly concerned with Singapore’s urban problems, SPUR sees no 

inconsistency in non-nationals participating in its efforts towards a better 

understanding of the urban problems, particularly with reference to 

Singapore. SPUR feels that these problems are universal and Singapore can 

provide an important case study which may be relevant elsewhere just as the 

experience of other countries could provide lessons for us.21 

 

SPUR’s members included non-citizens and rejected the implication that only 

Singaporeans could or should participate in studying and determining the future of the 

city. This inclusive view of citizenship and participation is one that contests the 

performance of citizenship by the national socialist People’s Action Party. Adding this 

layer of nuance to the set of oppositions generated provides a way to understand and 

synthesize SPUR’s performance of citizenship. 

3.5 Performing Malayan Citizenship 

Before considering SPUR’s architectural proposals, the following analysis covers 

the performative importance of citizenship for the SPUR Group from their texts. Being a 

citizen and having the full rights and responsibilities of that citizenship was of the 

utmost importance, if not in practice then certainly rhetorically for the Singapore 

Planning and Urban Research Group. Their journal was a compilation of speeches, 

letters, reports, and re-prints of other published materials as well as architectural 

drawings made by the group in the preceding years. There were only two issues created 

before the organization’s closure: 65/67 and 68/71.  This group firmly believed that 

                                                      

21 Singapore Planning and Urban Research Group, “Editorial Statement,” SPUR 68/71 (1971): 1. 
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architecture impacted politics and politics impacted architecture. Given the change 

taking place in Singapore’s new status as an independent city-state, both a new 

architecture and new politics were needed. 

The concerns of the group as expressed in their texts can be categorized into 

three main contentions related to the rights and responsibilities of citizenship in 

Singapore: 1) Citizens’ participation in planning and design; 2) Citizens’ right to criticize 

and petition the government 3) Clear planning principles of concern for the total 

environment and placing the needs of the user (i.e. citizens) first. 

Citizenship was not solely a rhetorical ploy for architects to argue for their own 

interests and expand their role in society and the urban built environment. The 

architects of SPUR truly believed that their citizenship had to be exercised and 

performed in the space of their newly independent city. In August 1967 SPUR held an 

Environmental Exhibition open to the public. In the introduction of the accompanying 

brochure they proclaimed, “Our city must be the single, most tangible symbol of our 

citizenship.”22 The grandeur of this statement makes it impossible to overstate the 

symbolic importance of architecture for SPUR’s conception and performance of 

citizenship. My analysis of their rhetorical deployment of citizenship follows. 

                                                      

22 Singapore Planning and Urban Research Group, “Environmental Exhibition,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 59. 
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3.5.1 Citizens’ Participation in Planning and Design 

The first part of the performance of citizenship that occurs through the planning 

process is the participation of citizens in city planning and design. As the group stated in 

its editorial for the inaugural issue of the journal, SPUR was formed “with the belief that 

the cause of physical planning in Singapore can be enhanced if the interested public is 

also involved in the process.”23 They posed the following questions on how to make that 

happen: “How do Government call on and commit these individuals and interested 

groups to make available their particular expertise and ability to the improvement of our 

living environment? Can a framework be established to enable development programs 

and policies to benefit from the contributions made by the general public?”24 Their 

answer included encouraging discussion, debate, and an open forum for these topics. 

They suggested the solution of creating space for dialogue and commentary in the press, 

radio, and television. They added that government agencies and private groups ought to 

sponsor exhibitions and competitions that would allow individuals and groups to 

contribute based on their expertise.  

They took their own advice and began writing letters to the press and holding 

exhibitions and symposia. In the introduction of the brochure for the 1967 

Environmental Exhibition, it was suggested that “The local press could perhaps, have a 

                                                      

23 Singapore Planning and Urban Research Group, “Editorial,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 1. 
24 Ibid., 2. 
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regular column to publish ideas both written and in the form of drawings.”25 In the 

section of this issue of the journal where they reprinted their letters to the editor they 

included a note at the beginning stating, “The Group advocates that ‘public 

participation’ is both important and necessary in the planning process.”26 The Group 

made a very simple claim that the public should be involved, that they are the public, 

and they are being involved. They were performing their civic duty just as the 

government claimed it wanted people to and that they were allowed to do. SPUR used 

the press as a free and open public space and forced it to be the agora for their 

performance. 

In a letter they sent to two local newspapers dated August 1st, 1967 they argued 

that the prime minister and other members of parliament also stated that public 

participation is fundamental to democracy. This letter was a response to a government 

spokesman’s published reply to their initial letter where he rejected their participation in 

commenting on a proposed highway saying, “This is a highly specialized field of 

engineering and cannot be left to amateurs.”27 Their counterargument was that city 

planning is indeed very complex and multi-disciplinary which is exactly why everyone 

needs to be involved “right down to the shopkeeper, home owner, voter. Neither the 

                                                      

25 SPUR Group, “Environmental Exhibition,” 59. In fact, to this day the Straits Times has never had an 

architecture critic on staff. 
26 SPUR Group, “Letters to the Press,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): n.pag. 
27 Chew Loy Khoon, “Reply to the ST,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 33. 
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City planners nor the Government can get it done alone.”28 For SPUR, city planning 

impacts all citizens and therefore all citizens must impact city planning. Whether it was 

for the planning of a new highway or airport, SPUR concluded that “the only 

meaningful method is through team work.”29 This belief in participatory planning meant 

that the architecture of the city would necessarily be different as it incorporated more of 

the citizenry’s ideas. This level of citizen control would allow the city to be a tangible 

symbol of their citizenship. 

3.5.2 Citizens’ Right to Criticize and Petition the Government 

The second key part of performing citizenship in the planning process was the 

right of citizens to criticize and petition the authorities. The messiness of democracy was 

one sure outcome from this approach as team work and broad public participation will 

always lead to conflict and disagreements. The differing opinions of individuals and 

groups are unlikely to ever be in full alignment. However, for SPUR, it mattered more to 

create the space and secure the right to have those disagreements. 

Allowing for arguments and counterarguments to be synthesized was more 

important per se. Implementing this process would lead to better outcomes than 

allowing unelected government officials to make decisions with little or no input from 

                                                      

28 SPUR Group, “August 1st Letter from SPUR to ST and Nanyang Siang Pau,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 36. 
29 SPUR Group, “Environmental Exhibition,” 57. 
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the citizens. In their editorial to the first issue of the journal, they made this view 

explicit: 

Critical assessments of the various programs and projects must be 

encouraged in order that we can reach a higher level of sophistication. 

Differences in views must be expected from the individuals and groups with 

different backgrounds and approaches. It is by involving as many of our 

citizens who are able and prepared to make contribution to the solution of 

our problems that the process of nation building can be rewarding and 

meaningful to all our citizens.”30  

 

For SPUR, criticality was not only necessary for improving public policy and 

urban planning. It was a key to enhancing citizenship itself as a corrective against elitism 

(or false meritocracy) and a salve for strengthening the civic body. This was an 

argument repeated in their letter to the press from July 5th, 1967, “It is only by 

publicizing civic projects and inviting views and criticisms from the public at large that 

it is possible to promote greater civic pride and responsibility.”31 It is out of civic pride 

and responsibility that they claimed they were writing in the first place to offer their 

views, “We write as members of the Singapore Planning and Urban Research Group, a 

private voluntary body consisting of planners, architects, surveyors and people from 

related fields in planning, and most important, as citizens of Singapore, intimately 

concerned with the future of our environment.”32 

                                                      

30 SPUR Group, “Editorial,” 1. 
31 SPUR Group, “July 5th Letter from SPUR to ST and Nanyang Siang Pau,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 29. 
32 Ibid., 31. 
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For SPUR, to be a citizen was to be a participant and although they were experts 

in the fields of architecture and urban planning, it was not their expertise that qualified 

them to contribute to the conversation or criticize the government, it was their status as 

citizens. In the brochure from the Environmental Exhibition, the Prime Minister Lee 

Kuan Yew wrote the foreword commenting on their criticality, “The S.P.U.R. Group 

represents a critical, but nevertheless dedicated, interest in the kind of Singapore we are 

building and bequeathing to future generations.”33 His praise was sedate for the work of 

the group as he could not help but admire their dedication but stopped short of 

accepting that criticism is a positive force for the citizenry. On the point of public 

participation, he continued, “I hope the Exhibition by the S.P.U.R. Group will stimulate 

public interest and discussion on these finer objectives we must achieve in our urban 

renewal and satellite town programs.”34 Lee’s expressed desire for public participation 

and discussion is little more than perfunctory in his contribution to the brochure as 

prime minister. Astute as he was with words, he used these concepts of citizenship 

toward his ends of urban renewal and satellite towns which were projects the members 

of SPUR opposed.  

Notwithstanding his insincerity or semantics, SPUR reused Lee’s words to make 

further claims on the legitimacy of their performance of citizenship as participatory and 

                                                      

33 Lee Kuan Yew, “Environmental Exhibition,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 58. 
34 Ibid. 
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critical. “In parallel with these efforts, there must be assurance from the Bureaucracy—

the administrators and the technocrats that they welcome criticisms, suggestions and 

ideas from the public and are prepared to establish a cordial exchange of ideas.”35 This 

demand was at the conclusion of their introduction in the exhibition brochure. SPUR 

members knew that their performance of citizenship needed legal protection against the 

state as an expressed right of the people. Jothie Rajah’s study of Singaporean 

jurisprudence “demonstrates the manner in which Singapore has selectively performed 

emasculated facets of the ‘rule of law,’ facets which lack that core capacity to limit state 

power.”36 She also clarifies the way in which law in its legislative and judicial iterations 

“has been the state’s instrument for silencing critique.”37 These tactics meant for 

Singaporeans that the state apparatus thrived on suppression through indirect means. 

The government achieved its objectives through methods that were lacking in 

transparency and accountability. This need for the codification of civil rights was similar 

to the next main theme in the postcolonial Malayan citizenship of SPUR—the 

establishment of clear planning and environmental objectives. 

                                                      

35 SPUR Group, “Environmental Exhibition,” 59. 
36 Rajah, Authoritarian Rule of Law, 9. 
37 Ibid., 14. 
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3.5.3 Clear Planning Principles: Concern for the Total Environment 
and Citizens First 

The codification of civil rights is important for citizens to express themselves 

within clear parameters of protected speech. So too in their concern for the total 

environment, SPUR wanted planning and design parameters to be systematized and 

public. William Lim argued on a radio talk that “the fundamental thinking to basic 

planning have not been publicly apparent.”38 His categorization of the planning 

principles of the government as not publicly apparent was a double entendre. On the 

one hand, they were not publicly apparent because there was no transparency from the 

government in stating its planning principles. Second, they were not publicly apparent 

in the sense that they could not be deduced from the actions of the government planners 

and architects or based on the visual landscape of the urban built environment. His 

suggestion is that they in fact have no standardized principles or framework on which 

they based their planning. One of the first points SPUR made in its journal’s editorial 

was that “Before any major developmental program is embarked on, it is necessary to 

establish the planning and environmental objectives.”39 They even acknowledged that 

the colonizer Stamford Raffles had a clear set of principles and objectives which were 

transparent in their implementation and apparent in the urban built environment.  

                                                      

38 William Lim, “Environmental Planning in a City State,” SPUR 65/67 (1967): 39.  
39 SPUR Group, “Editorial,” 2. 
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The concern with planning for the total environment was particularly important 

at this moment as Singapore had just become independent and was experiencing an 

increased rate of urbanization. Just as the founding principles of the Constitution and 

Proclamation were crucial to the type of republic Singapore would become, the 

principles of urban design were capable of determining the type of city in which these 

citizens would reside. There were many building projects on-going and a boom of 

growth in the private and public sectors meant there would be more to come. As SPUR 

asked in an article in the journal of the Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA) a few 

months after independence, “The question is one of objective: Is the objective of these 

projects far reaching or are they ad-hoc in nature?”40 SPUR believed that urban planning 

and architecture in the new city-state could not be determined on a case-by-case basis. 

Clear guidelines and a firm theoretical foundation would ensure long term success in 

managing natural resources and serving the needs and wants of citizens. William Lim 

made clear what that would entail: “It is the duty of the politician as well as the architect 

and city planner to meet the challenge of providing for all our citizens a suitable, 

exciting physical environment, giving full expression to our social, political and 

economic aspirations.”41 The inescapable nature of architecture’s physical, social, 
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political, and economic agency required its environment and users be of paramount 

concern. 

SPUR’s answer to defining what the urban and environmental objectives of 

planning should be in independent Singapore fall into two objectives: a) to have concern 

for the total environment, and b) to put the needs of the user, i.e. the citizen, first. 

William Lim laid out both of these components in his radio address, stating on the 

environment that, “It is therefore vitally important for the government to concern itself 

with the problems of environmental survival with the same degree of urgency and 

seriousness as with problems of political and economic survival.”42 On the people-first 

mentality, he continued, “The main focus should be to provide for all our citizens the 

best possible physical environment to work, to live, to relax and to be educated.” 43 

To plan for the total environment is a holistic approach that considers the well-

being of humans and nature as they co-exist and are co-dependent in the city-state. By 

SPUR’s calculation, the impacts of urban development, its costs and benefits, must be 

weighed in equal parts by its economic, political, and environmental factors. Lim 

defined the environment as having “a total effect on our well-being, and equally 

important, it has a social, psychological, emotional and aesthetic impact on all of us.”44 

Thus, planning and architecture must consider the total environment which extends to 
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citizens’ well-being just as the citizen must be wholly involved in all aspects of city life 

and governance. 

As the citizen is impacted socially, psychologically, emotionally, and 

aesthetically by architecture, an equally weighted concern for SPUR was that the needs 

of these users be put first. SPUR members espoused this guiding principle in multiple 

fora: “The point we wish to emphasize is civic development for the people;”45 “We must 

plan for people and not population;”46 “We should build a city for humans not against 

them.”47 Their adamant repetition on this point highlights their belief that it was not 

being taken into consideration by the authorities. The ways in which SPUR advocated 

for citizen involvement covered here coincides with a critique that is intrinsic to their 

very performance of it 

3.6 Malayan Citizenship as Critique of Singaporean Citizenship 

Malayan citizenship—conceptually and performatively—worked as a critique of 

Singaporean citizenship. The critique can be divided into two stages: a) a critique of 

Western theories and colonial policies, and b) a critique of contemporary plans and 

policies. 

In performing their postcolonial Malayan citizenship, SPUR members attempted 

to decolonize the minds of planners, architects, and politicians and the practice of 
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planning and design in Singapore. They identified the following planning principles as 

particularly Euro-centric and in need of rejection: satellite towns/new towns, urban 

renewal, gentrification, single-use zoning, radial city design, center-periphery 

commuting, dormitory towns, and monument-based preservation. European theories of 

planning and architecture have been imprinted into Singapore’s urban built 

environment since colonization. These values have also been imprinted onto the minds 

of Singapore’s leaders and its many architects and urban planners who are educated in 

an Anglophone tradition.  

In these Western modernist approaches, they saw the issue as a blind copying of 

a practice without accounting for the specific context of Singapore. “We consider that at 

this particular time in the development of our country that urban renewal as practiced in 

the more affluent Western countries cannot be applicable to Singapore.”48 They 

recognized and feared the negative architectural and social impacts such as 

displacement, gentrification, and loss of heritage.  

Speaking about the central district of Telok Ayer, Edward Wong raised the 

concern that “In conserving selected buildings in this area our approach should be quite 

different from that of the Western world whose architectural history is written and 

taught from noble architectural monuments.”49 What Wong critiqued here was the 
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phallocentric nature of Euro-American architectural history and the practice of 

architectural conservation. In 1971 the Preservation of Monuments Board was founded 

to protect buildings as national landmarks. The first set of buildings designated as 

national monuments in 1973 included three churches, a mosque, two temples, a 

marketplace, and a Chinese medical center. Wong identified the tendency to preserve 

singular buildings and individual monuments deemed to be of high importance which 

enable them to remain standing despite their changing surroundings. Instead, a 

postcolonial, feminist, and countermodern Singapore must preserve groups of buildings 

and rehabilitate them.  

On zoning they also called for complete rejection: “We must reject out-dated 

planning principles that seeks to segregate man’s activities into arbitrary zones, no 

matter how attractive it may look in ordered squares on a land use map. We must reject 

arbitrary standards laid down that limit the intensive use of land.”50 They identified that 

zoning principles were out of date for the future of urbanization. They argued that it 

was arbitrary to delimit human activity physically and architecturally; and that zoning is 

ocularcentric in privileging the gaze of the colonizer who looks only at the map from a 

bird’s eye view of the city. Instead, their approach esteemed the corporeal experience of 

space, buildings, and daily life. The colonial zoning policy led to a center-periphery 

division of space and peoples as well: “Singapore like Kuala Lumpur and Penang have 
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developed with a governmental, administrative, commercial and recreational center for 

the colonialists, surrounded by settlements of concentrated ethnic groups with their own 

centers. This form of our city is anachronistic in the new era of independence.”51 The 

members of SPUR made the connection that not only is zoning based in colonization but 

so is creating a center-periphery dichotomy of functions through satellite towns. 

Dividing and reserving the center for the most important purposes of city life for the 

colonizer is perpetuated by creating a downtown core with the same functions for the 

elite in independent Singapore. Based on this link, they argued that it was logically 

untenable to maintain colonial spatial practices at the point of independence and 

beyond.  

For SPUR, these colonial spatial practices extending into the post-colonial city 

were a threat to their citizenship. They were resolved that they must be abandoned 

along with other colonial practices in the civic realm. “The tradition of a colonial civil 

service which is remote, aloof and even hostile to the public is an anachronism and so is 

the public’s fear and estrangement of the bureaucracy.”52 At stake was the politics of 

being a citizen in post-colonial Singapore. SPUR’s approach meant that they must have a 

new way for the city to function. This new way had to be one which did not maintain 

the colonial power structure or value system. Unfortunately, many of the colonial 
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structures of oppression did remain in place and led to the second stage of SPUR’s 

critique of the status quo. 

The members of SPUR found multiple areas of planning and design worth 

challenging in the post-colonial city-state. They contested the destruction of vast areas 

for urban renewal, the privileging of the car with a proposed superhighway, the zoning 

of districts with a single function, and the lack of free and open information in the 

planning process. The clearing out of crowded low-rise shophouses was critiqued for its 

disregard of heritage and the association of local/national identity with this multi-

purpose typology. “We consider that the large-scale demolition of well-used or even 

over-used residential buildings is a needless destruction of our national assets.”53 The 

multifunctioning shophouses which traditionally provided both commercial and 

residential roles were being replaced by single use zoning in the center of the city.  

Of particular concern to SPUR was the central business district known as Raffles 

Place—which they critiqued for being too singular in its architectural purpose. “The 

building of a core in Singapore which is more than commercial and administrative 

center entails vast expenditure, but it must be argued that this expenditure is as 

necessary as expenditure on economic development.”54 A common subpoint in SPUR’s 

argument was that the government’s approach of economic development above all else 
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was always inherently flawed. They argued this subpoint based on the interrelated 

nature of the economy and architecture to every other facet of politics, culture, and 

society. 

The destruction of these national assets was also to make way for new 

infrastructure—particularly enlarging roads for vehicular traffic. SPUR was greatly 

concerned that highways would destroy the beauty of the built and natural landscapes 

of the waterfront and historic downtown. “We must not let our major arterial roads or 

highways cut up and segregate areas which are a national asset to our physical 

environment. We must establish our planning and environmental objectives in order not 

to succumb our city to motor vehicles.”55 Designing a city for motor vehicles would be to 

follow in the American tradition of sprawl and suburbia. In addition, the construction of 

major highways that cut through a city would cause the displacement of people, 

destruction of built heritage, and damage the environment—ecologically and 

aesthetically. As they wrote in one of their letters to the newspapers: “we wish to 

question the validity of allowing East/West traffic to cut through the central business 

district, and heavy trucking traffic at that.”56 In terms of both traffic and size “This 

superhighway, whether it terminates in the city or cuts through it, is costly in 

environmental terms for a 12-lane superhighway is an effective visual and physical 
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barrier.”57 Their critique of the superhighway was one that asked planners to take into 

account visual, aesthetic, environmental, and human costs. By their accounting, the 

negative externalities would outweigh the presumed convenience of eased traffic 

congestion.  

This particular project also invited their critique of the lack of publicly available 

information related to planning and architectural proposals. They pointed out that “It 

has been generally known for some time that a new coastal road was to be constructed 

in conjunction with the Bedok reclamation but the full implications of this proposal were 

not seen until plans showing this superhighway were revealed two weeks ago via the 

brochure publicizing the 14 Urban Renewal sites.”58 Even in this brochure “The 

superhighway as illustrated, however, has insufficient information to mount an 

objective evaluation.”59 What’s more, the brochure cost S$50. The barriers to access of 

pertinent information included a limited time from the release of public documents to be 

able to comment, the lack of complete information in those public documents once they 

were released, and the cost of purchasing that public information.  

When the HDB responded in the newspaper that “there has been no secrecy 

whatsoever with regard to the proposal”60 the next letter from SPUR countered that “If 

there is no secrecy as to the governmental action (neither the East Coast Reclamation nor 
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Toa Payoh New Town can easily be concealed anyway), there is certainly excessive 

secrecy of the basis and the essential arguments which guided the Government in the 

making of these decisions which are of crucial importance to the public.”61 Secrecy in the 

government and its decisions was antithetical to the type of citizenship SPUR members 

sought for post-colonial Singapore. In their introductory editorial, they made a point of 

this need more generally that government documents on architecture and planning be 

made public:  

The effectiveness of the contribution is often dependent on the amount of 

information that is made available. It is necessary that a more liberal attitude be 

taken towards the release of relevant information to interested bona fide 

individuals and groups. Take for example the Lorrange Report, the U.N. Report 

in 1963 by Koenigsberger, Abrams and Kobe, and the recent study on the 

proposed Mass Transit System as reported in the newspapers. These reports 

should be made available to those who wish to consult them.62 

 

As SPUR pointed out, even pre-Independence documents had not been 

declassified despite being technical reports. This very dynamic, however, was also at the 

crux of SPUR’s critiques and later in the criticism of the SIA. The government of 

Singapore had preferred to use European, North American, and Japanese planners and 

architects to determine the future of the city-state while discounting the objections of 

local experts.  
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 Malayan citizenship as a critique of Singaporean citizenship laid the 

groundwork for offering alternatives. A critique is often an unsuccessful method to win 

a debate if it is not followed by an alternative which solves the issues at hand. As SPUR 

did not limit itself to a single issue, its critique on multiple fronts was an essential part of 

its performance of Malayan citizenship. As a private and non-partisan group of 

volunteers, their critiques of planning and architecture were a positive contribution to 

the public sphere. They could not be categorized as merely a negative attack to stir up 

controversy as it was seen by some of those in power. 

3.7 SPUR’s Alternatives for Realizing Malayan Citizenship  

SPUR offered alternatives on three levels for realizing Malayan citizenship. These 

political, planning, and architectural alternatives are explored in this final section. In 

October 1970, William Lim gave a talk to the Graduate Christian Fellowship appealing 

to the moral imperative that Christians have to care for the least of these and seek the 

welfare of the city.63 As he instructed them, “We should carefully examine the criteria of 

the approach to urban redevelopment, and assess whether these criteria are satisfactory 

and what can be the alternatives.”64 As college educated men and women, Lim appealed 

to their critical thinking skills to suggest that they carefully evaluate the options 

presented by the government. Going a step further, he called them to action in asking 
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them to imagine the alternatives. SPUR had provided many alternatives from which to 

choose, but Lim was not limiting their options or their agency as he cited the work of 

North American and British activists from the 1960s as well. The activism of the church 

was central to civil rights and social justice in the Anglo-American contexts with which 

this English-language educated audience would be familiar. 

Additionally, for Christians, the alternative of the Gospel is one that rejects the 

status quo which Lim identified as the love of money. “It is also apparent that economic 

benefit is the main motivating force” he declares as he provides multiple quotations 

from politicians and government officials stating their intentions for urban 

redevelopment which puts economic development above all else.65 In this way, Lim’s 

appeal to reason, emotion, and morality connected the logic of SPUR’s countermodernist 

alternatives of architecture and citizenship to feminist, postcolonial, and Christian 

critiques. 

A summation of Lim’s instruction can be found in his advocacy of democratic 

socialism as the alternative political option for Singapore. Together in his professional 

partnership with Tay Kheng Soon and the rest of SPUR, they concretized a viable 

alternative politics, planning, and architecture. 
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3.7.1 Political Alternatives 

In 1967 the Democratic Socialist Club at the University of Singapore organized a 

“Symposium on Environment and the Citizen” where SPUR members were invited to 

share their ideas on citizenship and architecture. William Lim’s talk was titled 

“Environment in a Democratic Socialist State,” Tay Kheng Soon spoke on “Environment 

& Nation Building” and Edward Wong gave a talk titled “The Third Singapore—The 

Commitment of the People.” Each of these architects reiterated the key points of 

citizenship in SPUR’s vision discussed above.  

A change in politics—from colonial to post-colonial, from federation to city-

state—necessitated a change in architecture. Lim fully believed in the symbolic quality 

of architecture as representative of power, politics, and the people. “Physical 

environment reflects the character of the people, the quality of the leadership and the 

style of the government. It is a most concrete and definitive documentation of a nation 

and civilization at any particular moment in history.”66 At this particular moment of 

Singapore’s history—1967—it was no longer a British colony, nor a member of the 

Federation of Malaysia. Lim believed that this new status of an independent Singapore 

must have a new political system and a new architecture. That new political system for 

Lim was democratic socialism and the new architecture was the mixed-use 

megastructures pictured in the journal and discussed below.  
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Lim’s political definition encompassed five main ideas: 1) A rejection of 

technocracy and pragmatism; 2) The embrace of the total environment; 3) The 

involvement of the citizen; 4) The need to rethink and allow for alternatives; 5) The need 

for poets to imagine and create alternatives. In order to achieve success after three years 

of independence and eight years of rule by the PAP, Lim proclaimed:  

We need poets and visionaries. Poetic reality is all embracing. It takes into 

account the total personality of every individual. We will have to think, design 

and work to a different set of rules. We will have to orientate our approach to 

satisfying not only our physical requirements but also our psychological, social, 

emotional and aesthetic needs. We must plan for people and not population, to 

create places with spatial relationships, not voids between buildings and achieve 

quality and sophistication, not just pure function.67 

 

Each of Lim’s five main ideas are found in this quote. Delving deeper into them sets the 

foundation for the translation of the political into the architectural. 

In rejecting pure function, Lim and his counterparts were rejecting the tyranny of 

the technocracy. The government commonly used the excuse that pragmatism 

prevented them from allowing for alternatives. Lim insisted that creativity was the sine 

qua non to providing quality and sophistication, “In order to produce creative images, 

we will need much more than just technocrats and experts using slide-rules and 

mathematical formulae or even computers.”68  
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Tay Kheng Soon connected this technocratic rule to colonialism and the 

institutions which served it, including the university, “The decision-making process 

which we inherited from the colonial era and which, in fact, resulted from the rather 

limited social and economic objectives of the industrializing nations of the West, is 

inadequate to meet our future problems.”69 Pragmatism, stemming from European 

Enlightenment rationalism, was used to serve the needs of the imperial West and their 

colonial conquests. For this reason alone, it is worth rejecting, according to Tay. 

Postcoloniality was not the only reason technocracy was inapplicable to the 

present and future of Singapore. It was also faulty because of the way universities 

produced the technocrats who study single fields of knowledge in isolated ivory towers, 

“This kind of policy produced extremely efficient and productive people who fed the 

industrial and economic empires which were being created. They also brought forth 

unquestioning experts. But they also created a lack of comprehensive view of reality 

and, worse still, prevented cross fertilization of fields of expertise.”70 

Technocracy is fatal in the long term because it fails to recognize the need for 

alternatives generated by creativity and cross-disciplinary research. Or, as Edward 

Wong put it, “We cannot afford to ignore or have this brushed aside with the excuse of 

pragmatism. When in fact to be pragmatic we need all of these things.”71 Wong turned 
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the argument of pragmatism on its head to say that by narrowly focusing on what is 

considered efficient is not at all pragmatic because of everything it leaves out. He also 

provided a devastating response to the argument that the government ought to run 

Singapore as a corporation, “In the share market no one feels or expects any loyalty to 

the companies whose shares he subscribes to. One may get the opportunity now and 

again to have a say in the choice of one’s Board of Directors. But if fortune shines less 

brightly on the firm one sells one’s shares and buys some other. We cannot do this.”72 

The approach of running the country as a corporation—as the PAP prided itself for 

doing—treats the people as shareholders, not citizens. 

The implications of this developmentalist state mentality is that citizens of 

Singapore will have no civic pride or investment in their city and thus be easily swayed 

by opportunities to emigrate and renounce their citizenship.73 Wong’s alternative was to 

valorize citizens and democratic citizenship which is incompatible with technocracy, “A 

city cannot be planned without going back to the people who are to live in it. In this 

regard there are no experts, there are no amateurs—there are only the people whose 

requirements for living should dictate the outlines and details of your new Singapore.”74 
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The singular focus on economic development and the elevation of experts over citizen 

control was contested by SPUR as colonial, imperial, and anti-democratic. 

SPUR’s formulation of citizenship involved their concept of the total 

environment, similar to their belief in the citizen’s total participation in the life of the 

city. In the long quote by Lim above, he pointed to the incorporation of the “total 

personality of every individual” and the combination of the physical elements of 

architecture with the psychological, social, emotional, and aesthetic. Wong provides that 

picture by promoting complexity and multiplicity over simplicity and singularity, “The 

3rd Singapore should not be redeveloped merely as an efficient machine serving only 

minimal functions of urbanism…We need a myriad of city spaces and places to make 

noise or to be silent.”75 The agency of architecture—the total environment—impacts its 

users, the citizens, in the totality of their lives, therefore it must be addressed in all its 

facets during its planning and design to the greatest extent possible. 

Acknowledging the potent agency of environment and architecture on its users, 

SPUR was simultaneously calling citizens to act and re-act to their own agency over the 

architecture of their city. “Environment is therefore, all embracing. Our environment has 

a total effect on our well-being, and equally important, it has a social, psychological, 

emotional and aesthetic impact on all of us.”76 The colonial, imperial, and anti-
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democratic status quo ignored this expansive view of the environment and architecture. 

In contrast, “A new structure of decision-making will have to be set up by which 

political decisions would be in much more close contact with social, economic and 

physical planning objectives.”77 For Tay Kheng Soon, this alternative was synonymous 

with the City Beautiful movement: 

I submit that it is just as vitally important to have a beautiful, delightful and 

more human Singapore city—a city in which every human value is catered 

for—as it is important to achieve economic take-off. The ‘city beautiful’ is an 

ideal worth working for, for it is the most real and direct reflection of our 

citizenship. City Beautiful as opposed to city economic or city functional is 

one in which the lives of its citizens are so embodied in it till it is difficult to 

say whether it was the city which made the people or the people made the 

city.78 

 

In this quote, Tay summarizes the first two key ideas of SPUR’s alternative 

concept of citizenship. Being a citizen is not an economic transaction or a function of 

bureaucracy. As opposed to the nihilism of technocracy, citizenship in a democratic 

socialist state and a beautiful city is humanistic. This form of citizenship is tightly 

wound up with the fullness of the city and its architecture such that their mutual effect 

is a self-reinforcing search for and expression of Beauty. 

This entire process requires that the citizen be involved in performing his/her 

citizenship in the first place. For Tay, this new process is “one which embraces both the 

experts and the leaders of the community as well as the wishes and aspirations of the 
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public.”79 This performance of citizenship is incumbent upon all members of the 

society—all citizens, whether experts, leaders, or not, must be involved. Edward Wong 

instructed that this approach “takes into account all shades of opinion and the many 

ways of life of our citizens. Great contributions can be made by people of all walks of 

life.”80 He lists doctors, lawyers, educators, psychologists, and sociologists as some of the 

types of citizens whose participation is needed.  

The impetus for this paradigm of all citizens being all involved is due to the fact 

that the user of architecture is the most important judge of a completed work, not the 

builder. Wong quoted Aristotle to make that point and added that the user is not only 

the better judge but “more intimately affected.”81 This is what Lim also meant when he 

insisted “we must plan for people and not population, to create places with spatial 

relationships, not voids between buildings.”82 The human scale of buildings and the way 

they touch and are touched by people and other buildings will only occur under the 

conditions of a democratic socialist public which demands them. The colonial and post-

colonial governments had thus far been driven by the phallocentric and ocularcentric 

principles of design which cared only for meeting size quotas and left voids—ignoring 

the sense of touch. 
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The recommendation of SPUR to change Singapore’s architecture in line with a 

new politics was premised upon the need to rethink. As Lim advised, “We will have to 

think, design and work to a different set of rules.”83 Rethinking is a crucial element to 

critique and subsequent alternatives. Finding a new path politically and architecturally 

for Singapore as an independent post-colony required a rethinking of what was possible 

and feasible for the survival of a city-state. In 1972, the Foreign Minister, S. Rajaratnam 

delivered a speech where he called for Singapore to be a global city. In his conclusion he 

warned, “the political, social and cultural adjustments such a city would require to 

enable men to live happy and useful lives in them may demand a measure of courage, 

imagination and intelligence which may or may not be beyond the capacity of its 

citizens.”84 SPUR members were similarly calling for courage, imagination, and 

intelligence in rethinking the principles that would guide the development of Singapore 

as a global city. Tay described it as the need to rethink the methodology of urban 

planning and design, “The methodology of the past is no longer applicable to the 

problems of the future. We must have a new methodology.”85 

While Rajaratnam warily concluded that this process of rethinking and finding 

an alternative approach to Singapore’s urbanization “may or may not be beyond the 
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capacity of its citizens,” SPUR had already proven their capacity to imagine and 

encouraged their fellow citizens to be just as courageous and creative. 

In Tay Kheng Soon’s “New Methodology” he listed the following professions as 

key collaborators: poets, politicians, medical specialists, engineers, architects, 

economists, sociologists, geographers, and political scientists.86 For Tay, it was poets 

who were chief among the citizens who would rethink architecture and urbanization in 

Singapore and who would imagine and create the alternatives. Poets, unlike the 

technocrats, have “the ability to view problems in a broad perspective” and “still dared 

to think in such broad terms” along with philosophers and some politicians.87 Lim’s 

earlier speech included the clarion call “We need poets and visionaries. Poetic reality is 

all embracing.”88 The praise of poets by SPUR and their insistence on their status as 

primus inter pares as Singaporean citizens was part in parcel of postcolonial Malayan 

citizenship. It contested the state which was more aligned with Plato’s fictional city 

where poets were banned. One of Lee Kuan Yew’s most often repeated maxims was that 

“poetry is a luxury we cannot afford” credited to a speech he gave in 1968.89 

The inclusion of poets as visionaries for a new architecture and politics for 

Singapore is also a way of including architects in the realm of artists as opposed to 

technicians. The stance of SPUR against pragmatism, for the planning of the total 
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environment, the involvement of every citizen, and the need to rethink constituted its 

own poetics of democratic socialism. 

3.7.2 Urban Planning Alternatives 

SPUR offered numerous urban planning alternatives to the issues they had 

identified in the elided colonial system and status quo. For them, there were always 

many alternatives to any given problem: “In City planning, solutions are seldom finite, 

alternatives are inevitable.”90 One of the most well-known alternative proposals SPUR 

offered to the government was to move the airport from Paya Lebar—the main airport at 

the time (just to the east of the city center)—to Changi—the airbase used by the British 

air force on the far eastern edge of the island. The proposal, published in the second 

issue of their journal, indicated that it was submitted on February 23rd, 1971.91 At the 

time, the government rejected this proposal but later took and implemented the plan 

without crediting SPUR. As Lee Kuan Yew notes in his memoir, “In February 1972 the 

cabinet had accepted the recommendation of a British aviation consultant that we build 

a second runway at Paya Lebar.”92 Eventually, a committee was set up which proposed 

that a runway at Changi could be feasible by 1980. Lee stated that it “was my decision to 

build Changi Airport.”93 
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Besides alternatives to specific projects such as the airport and superhighway 

discussed above, SPUR’s planning alternatives in their first journal can be categorized 

into three main proposals: 1) To create sites of multiple uses instead of single function 

zones; 2) To pursue urban rehabilitation instead of urban renewal; and 3) To reorganize 

the bureaucracy of planning in the government. 

In Singapore, single-use zoning is derived from the colonial city planning of the 

1822 Jackson Plan. To break this mold would be a key act in the decolonization of space 

in post-colonial Singapore. SPUR asserted “Rather there should be in cities many areas 

that are of multiple land use where all the advantages of city living—shops, schools, 

recreation and even work…is never far away.”94 This multifaceted functioning of 

different areas of the city also meant that these areas would be lively at all times: “It is 

only through the intense multi-usage of land that the city can be transformed into a hive 

of activities both by day and by night.”95  

This multi-use alternative required a high-density architecture as well. “High 

buildings will be the norm rather than the exception” because they increase density, 

allow for increased population growth, reduce or eliminate the commute between work, 

home, and leisure, make mass transit more feasible, and reduce the cost of services and 

utilities.96 An additional factor for the dense population of multi-use tall buildings was 
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the creation of community: “We should build compact high density, medium rise 

housing in which it is possible to create viable communities. This is the criterion to base 

our land use and density policies.”97 These dense urban communities were an alternative 

to the satellite/new towns being proposed and carried out by the government. Satellite 

or new towns were a British planning ideal that grew out of the Garden City model of 

urbanization. SPUR rejected these models as well as zoning and argued for “a more 

organic city form” such as the lineal city because it “can be controlled along certain lines 

of growth, it would permit frictionless expansion and renewal when the cycle of 

regeneration occurs.”98  

One of the most important intentions of these planning alternatives was to 

provide amenities that benefited the pedestrian. Instead of driving back and forth from a 

suburban new town to the city center for all of one’s work and play activities, SPUR 

encouraged Singaporeans to “Just imagine in our city where there are pedestrian 

precincts, with offices, shops, restaurants, art galleries, museums, concert halls, cinemas, 

community centers and they are all easily accessible to the people from their high rise 

flats as well as from their multi-racial residential areas.”99 The ease and quality of life 

provided by pedestrian-friendly, multi-purpose districts reinforces the other key 

criterion of creating community. “The city core can also play an important role in the 
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social and cultural integration by having points of convergence for the people to 

participate in common activities of work and recreation. It is through this close contact 

of people that all the diverse talents, trends and forces meet, react, blend and develop, 

and hence there is hope for a genuine integrated culture to emerge.”100 This convergence 

of people and integration of cultures is the physical manifestation of a mix of public and 

private space where citizenship is performed. The need for a multifunctional and 

democratic agora (or campus) that accommodates the diverse citizenry of Singapore 

required new urban planning.  

SPUR proposed what they termed “urban rehabilitation” as an alternative to 

urban renewal. For SPUR, this meant doing more to rehabilitate older buildings and 

neighborhoods to give them a longer life rather than destroying and replacing them. In 

Singapore, as in New York City, Philadelphia, and elsewhere globally, urban renewal 

was synonymous with (or a euphemism for) slum clearance.101 In a talk to architecture 

students at the Singapore Polytechnic, Edward Wong laid out the group’s concerns with 

the state’s plans for urban renewal in the historic district of Telok Ayer. He articulated 

that “it would seem at this point in time efforts should be made to renovate, rejuvenate 

and rehabilitate the so-called slum areas.”102  
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Their alternative approach was one that did all that was possible to extend the 

life of a building. It considered the possible benefit of each individual building’s life 

rather than sacrificing salvageable ones in large scale urban demolition. He explained 

the difference between the two approaches as follows: “In both urban renewal and 

urban rehabilitation we have the same three basic processes. They are namely 

rehabilitation, conservation, and redevelopment. As we see it, the major differences 

between urban renewal and rehabilitation are in the timing of these three processes and 

its degree of conservation.”103 

Urban rehabilitation also provided an alternative to urban renewal/slum 

clearance in its differing approach to the people in the inner city. William Lim exhorted 

the Christian graduate students to join SPUR’s advocacy that “the effect of planning and 

urban redevelopment should benefit all our people, especially the urban poor who are 

living in slums and squatter areas.”104 Rather than providing any exegesis of the 

Scriptures he quoted from Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.’s “I Have a Dream” speech 

which described the African-American urban experience of the 1960s. Lim relied not 

only on the rhetorical power of King’s pathos but also provided a connection to North 

American conditions for this highly educated and religious audience. He did the same in 

citing Des Wilson, a cofounder of the English charity Shelter, which was founded in 1966 
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with Rev. Bruce Kenrick to lobby for the homeless and better housing of the poor in 

England and Scotland. 

The degree of conservation was a key difference in the approach taken by the 

state and the alternative proposed by SPUR. While conservation of buildings was largely 

absent from the goals of urban renewal and public policy in general, Wong made clear 

that any conservation which does occur must be done differently from the Western 

tradition inherited through colonization. “We would however be conserving to a large 

measure vernacular architecture which is no less interesting.”105 Famously, Prime 

Minister Lee Kuan Yew had received and accepted the recommendation of Dutch 

economic advisor Albert Winsemius not to tear down the statue of Stamford Raffles, the 

British colonizer, located near the mouth of the Singapore River in the city center, after 

independence.106 Wong put forth an alternative that was bottom-up, vernacular, and 

postcolonial in contrast to the state’s top-down, monumental, and colonial approach to 

architectural preservation.  

In William Lim’s talk on rehabilitation he also noted the importance of an 

alternative approach to conservation of architecture. “The authority is prepared to 

conserve certain historical buildings. However, this is not sufficient. Much larger areas 

will need to be conserved for the character of the central area to be kept intact. This is 
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necessary to provide our citizens with a sense of environmental and historical 

continuity.”107 Lim challenged not only the monumental versus the vernacular but the 

singularity versus the multiplicity of buildings deserving of conservation. He also 

countered that the motivating factor behind government conservation efforts is serving 

the tourist gaze rather than the needs of the citizens. “Existing areas will have to be 

rehabilitated to provide better facilities for the users. However, this exercise should not 

be dictated from the tourists’ point of view. Large sectors of the central area should be 

conserved and rehabilitated, because the citizens of Singapore consider this desirable.”108 

SPUR’s alternative for urban rehabilitation and conservation exposed the underlying 

philosophies of Singapore’s colonial and post-colonial urban planning as phallocentric 

and ocularcentric. 

Not surprisingly, the members of SPUR felt that the new approaches to planning 

in an independent, postcolonial society required a reorganization of the government 

bureaucracy. William Lim posited “we would like to suggest that it is still a matter of 

great urgency that the government should set up a Physical Development Division as a 

counterpart of the Economic Development Division. This Physical Development 

Division can formulate a comprehensive land utilization policy for the whole island, 

allowing for maximum flexibility.”109 Lim tied his idea of planning for the total 
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environment to the proposed charter of this new department, “The scope of the Physical 

Development Division will be to study and formulate a dynamic policy towards 

achieving a functional, exciting and sophisticated total environment.”110  

This proposal for a reorganized government agency to deal with planning would 

come back in SPUR’s second journal. “Decision Making in Economic, Social, and 

Physical Planning” was the title given to a report submitted by SPUR to the government 

in February 1968. It outlined the new planning process they recommended. They 

advised for the creation of two separate entities, a Planning Commission and a Planning 

Authority. The Planning Commission would “co-ordinate all aspects of planning” and 

“be free to consult with any interested groups or individuals and must be required to 

consult with any individual requesting such consultation” in order to formulate goals 

and an overarching planning framework.111 The Planning Authority would have “the 

ultimate authority to decide which project policies to accept and which to reject.”112 

Importantly, SPUR insisted that the Planning Commission have its own building to 

ensure and enact its neutrality: “The physical presence of the Planning Commission’s 

building would, for one thing, provide a relatively neutral ground for the meeting of a 

variety of types of minds.”113  
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A newly organized bureaucracy would require new architecture to indicate its 

neutrality from the politically influenced civil service. This specific concern touches on 

the lack of separation of powers present in the Singaporean government. It also is a 

reaction to the issue of representative democracy as it requires that the new commission 

would meet with any citizens who request the opportunity to provide input. Each of 

these proposals—multi-use design, urban rehabilitation, and a reorganized 

bureaucracy—provided ways of realizing Malayan citizenship. 

3.7.3 Architectural Alternatives 

SPUR members described and drew what they imagined the alternative 

architecture of postcolonial Singapore to look like. Lim offered specific examples of how 

this might materialize architecturally: by building at different scales—particularly in 

housing—in order to integrate income groups; building alongside that mixed housing 

all of the other amenities of a comprehensively planned total environment such as 

schools; requiring attendance at neighborhood schools to integrate children of 

multicultural backgrounds and each income bracket; and, foregoing city design which 

accommodates the car.114 Tay’s specific visual ideas included: “compact high density, 

medium rise housing in which it is possible to create viable communities”115 and 

“clusters of aesthetically identifiable dwelling units sharing common facilities catering 
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both for the individual and for the group.”116 One such visual reference of his, touched 

on earlier, was the American university campus.117 

Another alternative architectural expression was given in a paper delivered by 

George Thomson at a seminar SPUR held on the planning and development of new 

urban centers in 1969. He argued, in reference to the change from colonial 

administration to post-colonial nation-building, that “the idiom of one-man 

administration is no more applicable in an age of democracy than Coleman’s two-story 

buildings in the age of high-rise technology. Decisions must be taken and plans must be 

made and carried out, but not only for the people but in the name of the people and in co-

operation with the people”118 Here Thomson puts on the one side colonialism as a 

political system which does not recognize citizenship alongside simple two-story 

buildings from the time of G.D. Coleman who was an architect and the first 

Superintendent of Public Works in British colonial Singapore. On the other side he 

places democracy—for, with, and of the people—and its concomitant architectural 

iteration, the high-tech high-rise. 

An example of a G.D. Coleman two-story building is the Old Parliament House 

(now known as the Arts House). The Old Parliament House (Figure 16) was built in 1828 

and used as a courthouse. It housed other government offices over its history including 
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post office, government storage, and the social welfare department before becoming the 

Parliament House when Singapore became independent. As Figure 16 shows, its 

architecture was of the British Neoclassical mode typical in its colonies. The Palladian 

symmetry and size of this two-story building is emblematic of the British colonial state. 

The first floor’s solid and masculine porte-cochère is topped by a façade with large 

windows between Corinthian pilasters that elongate and refine the second story. The 

stately function of this building’s late Victorian era reconstruction which occurred from 

1901-1912 is further identified through its pediment and added partial third floor behind 

it. This kind of two-story building, designed and built by the British colonial state, 

portrays its political power and singularity through its thick walls and symmetrical 

stylings of dentils. For Thomson, these details would call to mind the oppressive nature 

of dictatorship were it to be used for Singapore’s post-colonial parliament (which it 

was). Maintaining architectural continuity in this regard melds form and function so 

that the Parliament House is not preserved for the sake of architectural heritage but to 

preserve “the idiom of one-man administration” in the age of democracy. 

In contrast, the technology of the high-rise for the future age of democracy in 

Singapore is represented in three drawings presented in the first SPUR journal, SPUR 

65/68. Figures 5, 6, and 8 show the samples of what SPUR architects envisioned for an 

architecture of the total environment in a postcolonial social democracy. These images 

show multifunctional megastructures of great density which are integrated with the 
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existing built and natural environments while providing a new way of living. Besides 

the massiveness of the scale of these proposed buildings, the primary feature is the 

multi-use typology being produced. Figures 5, 6, and 8 show people and places existing 

and moving vertically and horizontally many meters above the ground. Figure 5 also 

indicates that these multilevel megastructures extend underground with equally varied 

spaces and people occupying them. The density of these multilevel spaces is made 

operative by their multipurpose nature. The mixed-use megastructure was an 

architecture of postcolonial Malayan citizenship for SPUR because it brought all citizens 

together and concentrated their lives and civic activities into an urban public space 

where they would interact and participate in the life of the city as equals.  

Figure 6 shows a woman pushing a stroller, a set of tables and chairs occupied by 

a group of people, and other couples and families promenading on the ground level as 

all other sorts of activities and movement takes place on the levels above them. This 

ground level is not enclosed but is open-air, an uncommon type of public space for an 

agora in the tropical climate of Singapore. As the drawing indicates, this ground level is 

surrounded by at least seven levels connected by bridges which would provide the 

shading necessary to make passing through this space as pleasant as it appears for the 

users. Importantly, the ground level of Figure 6 is not a building itself but is the in-

between space of two separate buildings connected by pedestrian bridges. The 
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vanishing point of the drawing shows that this activated area is not an enclosed 

courtyard.  

This alternative design critically uses the space between buildings and is 

responsive to the climate. The natural shading and ventilation of this architectural form 

makes the outdoor space between buildings amenable to commuting on foot and going 

for leisurely strolls. People are able to conduct their daily business without being 

indoors or reliant upon air conditioning. As universal as the need for air conditioning 

may seem to be in Singapore, rejecting it in favor of this design was itself another facet 

of rejection of the state’s design. Lee Kuan Yew praised air conditioning profusely and 

famously stated that the air conditioner was the most influential invention of the first 

millennium.119  

Figure 5 further highlights the multifunctional nature of these megastructures. In 

addition to medium rise housing and offices there are spaces for education—indicated 

by rows of desks with students—and arts and entertainment—indicated by the 

auditorium drawn in the lower right. The presence of nearly every aspect of a citizen’s 

needs in these structures is parallel to the belief that citizens be fully involved in the city-

state. Proximity to neighbors and fellow citizens not only fosters the development of 

social cohesion; additionally, the convenience of this proximity for work, living, and 
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leisure spaces means that citizens have the time and energy to be involved in their 

community. This approach to design indicates the key principles of SPUR’s alternative 

to involve the citizen in city planning and to put the needs of the user first.  

Each of these images demonstrates the same principles in their representations of 

transportation. The imagined mass transit system is integrated into each of the 

renderings of the megastructures. In Figure 8, the mass transit train glides along a rail 

above street level which is also the level of the pedestrian while automotive vehicles 

remain below and separate. Pedestrians do not cross the street at the level of the car and 

the car is not privileged in this architectural typology. Instead pedestrians move 

seamlessly via public transportation and walking through, between, and across the 

megastructures and their multiple levels. Figure 6 shows one of these smaller people-

moving pods as though it is hanging from the edge of one side of a building on the third 

story. The ground level is fully pedestrianized and cars are somewhere outside the 

center or altogether unnecessary. This design continues the argument that the public—in 

terms of transportation and space—is to be elevated in relation to the private. As the 

people continue to go about their business at the ground level, the infrastructure is built 

around their needs. In Figure 5 the bottom left corner shows a proposal for how these 

megastructures could also connect with underground public transportation, which was 

as yet unrealized in Singapore. 
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These drawings also portray the importance of compact design to SPUR’s goals 

of preserving the natural environment and conserving built heritage. Each figure shows 

the presence of trees and greenery at the various levels of the megastructures. In Figure 

8, despite the imposing nature of the foreground’s design and similar structure in the 

lower right background, there is also a clearly identifiable preserved set of traditional 

shophouses lining the street. In Figure 5 at the upper left a break between the two 

terraced towers reveals a traditional steeple and dome—likely to be references to St. 

Andrew’s Cathedral and the Old Supreme Court building, two of the most recognizable 

buildings of British colonial Singapore.  

Finally, the casual nature of these drawings, presented as imagined cityscapes as 

opposed to formal plan, section, and elevation, without scale or blueprints, is indicative 

of the nature in which SPUR members were performing their citizenship. As they stated 

repeatedly, it was not their expertise that qualified them to speak on and design 

alternative proposals, it was their status as citizens. These drawings are more legible and 

visually appealing to an untrained observer than technical drafting documents for an 

actual construction site would be. While sketches and artistic mock ups are not 

uncommon for an architect, these architects had positioned themselves in opposition to 

the pragmatic and technocratic, favoring the participation of all members of society in 

architecture and politics. These renderings of potential architectural typologies draw in 

non-architects through their visual clarity and aesthetic approachability. As visual 
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arguments accompanying their texts in the journal, these sketches are particularly 

persuasive. 

Tay Kheng Soon and William Lim’s architectural firm, Design Partnership, did 

build two megastructures that followed the designs described and shown above during 

this time period. The People’s Park Complex (1973) and Golden Mile Complex (1974) 

were massive mixed-use buildings in the central area of Singapore. The People’s Park 

Complex (Figures 2a, 2b, 2c, 17) is comprised of a base structure with commercial spaces 

and a parking deck and high-rise tower of residential units totaling 31 stories. The 

shopping center has an indoor atrium through which the escalators pass while people 

can observe each other from the surrounding balconies and move through the open 

space horizontally, vertically, and diagonally on stairs and escalators. The residential 

units above were all private apartments, a contrast to the public housing built by the 

government. The visual unity and symmetry of the exterior, seen in Figure 2a, is not 

matched by the interiors where apartments of different sizes are fit together by the long 

corridors also meant for chance encounters. The bright colors of the façade also pop in 

contrast to the bland and unadorned public housing blocks despite both using concrete 

as the primary building material.  

The use of concrete is more striking in the Golden Mile Complex (Figures 3a, 3b, 

3c). Similar to People’s Park Complex, the megastructure is comprised of a base level 

commercial area supporting a high-rise residential structure. The commercial space has 
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a similar indoor atrium which expands across several levels and connects to below 

ground floors and the private apartments above. The Golden Mile Complex is less 

rectilinear than People’s Park allowing the exposed support structures to stand out and 

offer more dramatic views as the terraced apartments appear to be cascading down the 

concrete frame (Fig. 3b, 3c). While located in a relatively central area of Singapore, it is 

less dense than the area surrounding People’s Park Complex, in what is now the heart of 

Chinatown. The private residences of Golden Mile Complex have unobstructed views of 

the Kallang River and beyond. The availability of waterfront or sea view apartments is 

nearly unheard of in Singapore’s public housing blocks despite their similar heights and 

the physical geography of the island. 

The ideas of multi-use megastructures with commercial space below residential 

towers tracks very clearly from the SPUR drawings (Fig. 5, 6, 8) to both of these built 

projects. Of the two, Golden Mile Complex bears the most verisimilitude to the 

architectural ideal. Particularly noticeable is the terraced design seen in Figure 7 for the 

apartment buildings which rise out of the well-connected multi-leveled spaces below. 

One difference, however, is that the terraced side of the apartments are facing opposite 

directions in the drawings versus the actual building. In Figure 5 the balconies sliding 

down the structure are inward facing toward the other apartment buildings and the 

massive complex which connects them above and below ground. This is a reversal of the 
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orientation shown in the section of Figure 3c where those balconies now face out toward 

the water and away from the main road which it lines.  

Notwithstanding the visual and architectural similarities between these built 

projects of Design Partnership and the drawn proposals of SPUR, they were incomplete 

because they only partially realized the ideals being proposed by their creators. Neither 

of these complexes managed to be as fully multifunctional as the earlier drawings and 

writings proposed to be. They did not encompass the full range of civic activities 

including education or arts and entertainment. They also did not connect to mass public 

transportation in the way Figure 8 envisions since the development of an underground 

train system had not been begun yet. Their atria were not open air as shown in Figures 5 

and 6 and thus still made use of air conditioning in enclosed spaces. One reason for this 

lack of outdoor connected space is that these megastructures were standalone projects or 

single buildings not meant to be so disconnected. Thus, these projects are incomplete in 

their singularity. The design of SPUR’s multi-use megastructures could only be 

successful if they were connected—architecturally, visually, and through transportation 

(pedestrian bridges and train)—so that the activated in-between space and shaded 

public space could induce movement and interaction.  

 As the Golden Mile Complex’s name suggests, it is incomplete because if it 

indeed stretched for an entire mile, it would reach the very center of the city. From the 

start of Beach Road where the building is located to its terminus at the Padang—a grassy 
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plot around which colonial Singapore centers—is exactly one mile. Walking on a raised 

platform connecting a mile long complex as shown in Figure 5 while shaded under the 

slanted concrete slabs of Figure 3a could make the mile long walk possible in the sun 

and rain of the tropical climate. If this were realized it would then have truly integrated 

the multiple functions of each aspect of a citizen’s needs where they could live, work, 

relax, and conduct all of their business within a one-mile radius—not unlike a college 

campus.  

In sum, the utopic qualities of these proposals prevented their full 

implementation. Despite their intentions, SPUR Group architects did not actually 

implement what they proposed, even in these attempted projects. These architects 

placed too much of a belief in the deterministic ability of their buildings to mold their 

surroundings and their inhabitants. As architectural theorist Annabel J. Wharton has 

proven, “a principal might intend a building to behave in a certain way on her behalf, 

but the structure’s actual performance in the world can never be fully controlled.”120 

Even though they made efforts to reach their political and architectural ideal with the 

Golden Mile and People’s Park Complexes, they did not keep in mind that “buildings 

exert a force on the world independent of human intention or even human 

consciousness.”121 
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3.8 Conclusion 

As has been demonstrated, the performance of a new type of citizenship defined 

by a countermodern and postcolonial politics required an appropriately new form of 

architecture that embodied those values. Just as this idealized postcolonial Malayan 

citizenship was a mixture of political ideologies so too did the new architecture 

proposed by SPUR bring together multiple elements of design to their own local needs 

and conditions.  

The members of SPUR practiced what they preached, as it were, and performed 

the type of citizenship they aimed to enact. They did this while providing alternative 

examples of a new politics, planning, and architecture. As SPUR was de-registered, Tay 

left for Malaysia and Design Partnership reformed as DP Architects. It would have 

seemed as though the dream of SPUR’s postcolonial Malayan citizenship and new 

architecture would have died from the weight of government pressure and economic 

forces. However, projects from Tay and Lim would not cease and throughout the 1980s, 

1990s, and 2000s alternatives were designed and submitted, again in opposition to plans 

by government agencies. These proposals, though, were not created under the auspices 

of an official independent group such as SPUR with its explicit political aims. The study 

of these later projects—also unbuilt and rejected—requires the understanding of their 

connection to this initial performance.
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4. Post-SPUR Architectural Alternatives, 1980s-2000s 

Despite the shuttering of SPUR and the end of their architectural partnership, 

William Lim and Tay Kheng Soon’s friendship and political alliance continued. In this 

chapter, the story of SPUR founders William Lim and Tay Kheng Soon persists with 

their later proposals for alternative architectures and planning solutions to Singapore’s 

urbanization and redevelopment. This chapter also demonstrates the similarity of 

responses they and their collaborators received from the state. 

While Lim remained principal architect at DP, Tay co-founded a new firm, 

Akitek Tenggara, in 1980. Lim then resigned from DP in 1981 and set up his own 

practice, William Lim Associates, which he operated until 2002. During this period of 

the 1980s to 2000s, together and separately, they continued their civic activism and 

architectural practice in numerous significant ways. In 1987 William Lim founded AA 

Asia, a kind of alumni association of the Architectural Association of London, which led 

to conferences and pan-Asian collaborations in architecture. In 2003 he co-founded the 

Asian Urban Lab with Dr. Sharon Siddique to continue conducting studies, holding 

symposia, and publishing material related to urbanization in Asia with an emphasis on 

Singapore. Finally, in 2015 he was awarded the Singapore Design Golden Jubilee Award 

in celebration of Singapore’s fiftieth year of independence and in recognition of his 

contributions. For his part, Tay’s stature also rose within the architecture community as 
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he was elected President of the Singapore Institute of Architects (SIA) from 1991-1993. 

He later received the SIA’s Gold Medal Award in 2010.  

Three key examples suggest the ways that Tay, Lim, and their associates 

continued to challenge the government over the course of these three decades. First, the 

Bu Ye Tian (不夜天) proposal for the area known as Boat Quay by William Lim 

Associates in 1982. Second, the Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan by the Tay 

Kheng Soon-led SIA team in 1990. Third, the alternative plans developed by Tay Kheng 

Soon for the master plan of the Singapore Management University (SMU) campus in the 

Bras Basah neighborhood of central Singapore, presented in 2000. These three proposals 

elicited the greatest feedback from the state and fellow citizens and comprised 

substantial portions of Singapore’s urban fabric.  

4.1 Bu Ye Tian (不夜天) 

As Singapore’s rapid economic development made it one of the world’s largest 

ports, urban redevelopment projects meant in many cases indiscriminate erasure of built 

and natural heritage. Concern for the preservation of the area at the mouth of the 

Singapore River, known most commonly as Boat Quay, led to a group of citizens 

forming Bu Ye Tian Enterprises in an attempt to save this area’s cultural, architectural, 

and environmental heritage through private means. Boat Quay refers to the area at the 

mouth of the Singapore River which opens into Marina Bay and is directly adjacent to 

the core financial district of the city (Figure 18). Figure 18 shows the area under 
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consideration shaded in orange and identifies key civic buildings on the opposite side of 

the river. The waterway was traditionally crowded with small boats transporting and 

selling various wares. The low-rise structures along the waterfront were dense 

shophouses with merchant offices, housing, and storage spaces. Bu Ye Tian was another 

(Chinese) name for this area which translates to “no night” in reference to the constant 

level of activity taking place there. The area under consideration in this proposed 

conservation district amounted to 14,295 square meters and another approximately 4,000 

square meters of the promenade (Figure 19).  

In response to the lack of state-led protections for architectural conservation 

areas at the time, a group of citizens formed their own private entity to advocate for Boat 

Quay. In 1982 Bu Ye Tian Enterprises published a proposal to promote a private 

development solution that was based on architectural conservation and heritage 

preservation. The chairman of the group was the acclaimed author Goh Poh Seng. He 

wrote about the proposal that “We have taken a bold and original approach. In order for 

it to become a reality, it requires a similar attitude by the relevant authorities.”1 The 

architectural team was led by William Lim’s firm and included Mok Wei Wei and 

Richard Ho, both of whom had just graduated from the National University of 

Singapore (NUS) with their architecture degrees. This team created an alternative plan 
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Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982), 1. 
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for how this portion of land along the Singapore River could be redeveloped in a way 

that preserved architecture and cultural heritage and presented it to the government and 

the public. They published a book that included their concept plan, architectural 

drawings, and artistic renderings as well as financial projections for the project’s 

completion.  

The overarching theme of this project was to be a solidification of Chinese 

culture in this area adjacent to the conventional Chinatown which was similarly at risk 

of redevelopment and the gentrification of past urban renewal projects. The Bu Ye Tian 

proposal included the redevelopment of these buildings for Chinese restaurants, shops, 

artist studios, clan association offices, as well as a large Chinese tea house and inn. It 

also involved a waterfront promenade and back alley repurposed as a contiguous 

pedestrian walkway with two outdoor performance spaces: one for Chinese opera and 

the other for wayang.2 These spaces are depicted in the Concept Plan (Figure 20). In 

addition to these conceptual level plans, the proposal indicated specific intentions for 

the types of food, beverage, and crafts that might occupy this space. They listed 44 small 

food kiosk possibilities and 47 trades and activities that could occupy the bulk of the 

space.3 The booklet included beautifully rendered plans and elevation views of the ideal 

finished product. Figures 21 and 22 show examples of interior plans from the second 

                                                      

2 Wayang is Malay for puppet, referencing the traditional art of puppet shows, such as wayang kulit, or 

shadow puppetry. 
3 William Lim and Mok Wei Wei, eds., Singapore River 不夜天 (Singapore: Bu Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982), 11. 
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and third levels with elevations from Boat Quay and Circular Road, respectively. A 

significant amount of space was devoted to artist studios and workshops as well as the 

arts of hospitality in the inn and tea house. 

In terms of bringing the boats back to Boat Quay, the Bu Ye Tian proposal 

suggested uses for converted tongkangs (the small boats used for transporting goods) 

which included: wine bar, cruises, live music, and a floating museum. Altogether, this 

proposal was less about preserving the lifestyles and living spaces of lower income 

Chinese immigrants than it was about creating a fantasy of Chinese intellectual and 

cultural elitism. The traditional arts and crafts that were desired—such as a silk shop 

and a jade dealer—would not be commercially viable. Therefore, they suggested that 

office rentals to Chinese clan associations would subsidize the leasing of commercial 

spaces to artisans.4 The Chinese Inn would also generate a profit:  

With about twenty to thirty luxuriously furnished rooms, a library housing the 

classics of Chinese literature and poetry and a traditional Chinese garden, it will be a 

unique attraction for the sophisticated guest who wishes to experience something 

different. In this Inn, a guest will be able to savor the tranquility of a Chinese garden, 

the charm of the Singapore River and gracious service. In the garden, Chinese 

scholars can recite their poems and together with classical musicians, turn the 

evening into a musical soirée.5 

 

This portrayal of a scholar-gentleman’s urban retreat amid the liveliness of 

dragon dances and the bustle of tourists is farfetched. It is hard to imagine the feasibility 

of being able to “savor the tranquility of a Chinese garden” while reciting classical 

                                                      

4 Lim and Mok, Singapore River, 10. 
5 Ibid., 19. 
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Chinese poems when just a hundred meters away people are drinking wine on the river 

in one direction and attending an outdoor Chinese opera on the other side of the alley. 

When describing the way people might experience a river cruise departing from Bu Ye 

Tian, the proposal again alluded to a mythical ancient Chinese past:  

For very many centuries, it has been the custom in China for the gentlemen of 

leisure to find amusement on a warm summer evening by chartering a boat for 

himself and his friends to be rowed about the placid waters of the lake or river to 

the accompaniment of music provided by singing girls. They sang, read, played the 

flute, drank wine, and composed poems. This practice is said to have started in the 

time of the Liu Chao (六朝), or Six Dynasties, A.D. 265-589, a period prolific in 

literature and verse, when the literati and poets sought inspiration in this manner.6 

 

This fascination with spaces and practices associated with ancient Chinese literati 

is fanciful in its attempted application in Singapore. These plans are evidence of the 

cultural dominance of the majority ethnic Chinese population in preferring to preserve a 

specific notion of Chinatown. This misplaced nostalgia may be interpreted as an 

overcorrection for earlier and ongoing destruction of cultural heritage that was 

occurring in Singapore. In fact, they align their project of historic preservation as equal 

in visual quality and cultural importance to the Fisherman’s Wharf area in San 

Francisco, Boston’s Faneuil Hall Market Place, and the Rocks Area of Sydney.7  

Although more adaptive reuse than pure preservation, this proposal did attempt 

to save the vernacular architectures and spaces of Boat Quay. Attempting to develop this 

plot of land as a private enterprise outside of the state meant that the proposal had to be 

                                                      

6 Ibid., 21. 
7 Ibid., 10. 
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packaged for sale in a way that could appeal to the state’s developmental agenda and 

the existing residents, neighbors, and owners. The grandest part of the scheme proposed 

two giant floating Chinese restaurants out in Marina Bay that would be reached by ferry 

from Bu Ye Tian and elsewhere around the Bay. Figure 23 is the plan of the proposed 

site. Figure 24 provides front and side elevations as well as another highly stylized 

rendering in watercolors. The specifications indicate that the restaurants would be three-

floors high, seat 1,500 people each, and rest on 25 x 60 meters barges. Part of the impetus 

for connecting these floating restaurants with Bu Ye Tian is that they would contribute 

to retaining the “no night” ambience that was perceived as lost: they “can help to draw 

life and activity back into this area of town which normally closes down after business 

hours.”8  

Despite the grandiose emphasis on chinoiserie, there are critical elements to the 

Bu Ye Tian proposal which make it a significant alternative to state-directed 

development without preservation. First, the name Bu Ye Tian is a decolonial attempt to 

use an earlier colloquial, non-English place name. Further, the meaning of Bu Ye Tian 

indicates a place where activity never ceases or a city that never sleeps. The state’s social 

engineering agenda prefers to avoid this type of chaos and to limit nightlife to specific 

precincts of the smallest size. As shown in the previous chapter, single-use zoning had 

been the modus operandi of state planners since before independence. Vernacular 

                                                      

8 Ibid., 22. 
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architectural typologies and ways of living, the realities of colonial and precolonial 

urban life, and the critiques of SPUR covered in the last chapter all challenged this 

separation of spaces for living, working, and playing. Bu Ye Tian proposes to return to a 

lifestyle and urban formulation that does not distinguish between these zones but rather 

places shops, restaurants, offices, an inn, teahouse, and residential spaces all within a 

single zone (Fig. 21). As Figure 18 shows, on the north bank of the river across from Bu 

Ye Tian is the civic district with government offices including the City Hall, Supreme 

Court, and Parliament. To the south and southeast of Bu Ye Tian is the central business 

district of Singapore where banking and finance offices are headquartered. As a liminal 

space like the river itself, Bu Ye Tian attempts to mix and disrupt the zoning practices of 

urban planning in Singapore and to protect the low-rise shophouse and waterfront 

promenade from being absorbed by new high-rise modernist office towers.  

This emphasis on a place of mixed-use development is similar to a second critical 

piece of the proposal. The team desired to use the preserved architecture to mix those 

people who move through the space. This intermingling is conditioned by the human 

scale of the buildings, the space between buildings, the privileging of the pedestrian, 

and the embrace of the messiness of it all. The proposal noted that the users’ experience 

of this space would be very affective: “Its intimate scale, the great variety of spatial 

qualities and the very ‘untidiness’ itself all add up to a marvelous setting for personal 

interaction. It is a very human place. An environment where people—rich or poor—
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young or old—local or foreign—can all be comfortable with. The experience of walking 

and looking around is one of delight and joy.”9 A humanized urban environment 

contrasts starkly with the monumentality of government buildings and the excess of 

glass, steel, and concrete skyscrapers. This group’s proposal frames the project as a 

reclaiming of civic or public space by making it more enjoyable and accessible: “The 

larger-than-life scale of the surrounding tall buildings should be moderated and 

humanized. Appropriate activities must be re-introduced deliberately to bring people 

from all walks of life back to this area on a daily basis as well as during the evenings and 

week-ends. Let us give the Singapore River back to the people!”10 

The third, if not most obvious, critical point of this proposal is the advocacy of 

preservation itself. The group admits that these buildings, primarily constructed in the 

1920s and 1930s, do not represent the greatest examples of vernacular architecture or the 

shophouse typology of Southeast Asia, but that it is the space, location, function, and 

principle that justifies saving it from demolition. “For Singaporeans, the river is an 

integral part of our cultural and environmental heritage. It must not be treated as just 

another piece of real-estate. The new usage and development along the river should 

continue to reflect and give expression to the inner soul of Singaporeans.”11 Having 

previously advocated for architectural preservation as a member of SPUR, William Lim 

                                                      

9 Ibid., 10. 
10 Ibid., 9. 
11 Ibid. 
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and his associates took a novel approach to Bu Ye Tian by arguing for preservation in 

the context of private development. As advocating for policy changes from the state had 

been ineffective, this approach to preservation represented a new potential way to 

propose alternatives to the status quo. Their design concept also involved minimal 

intervention, “we have decided to introduce minimum changes in order to preserve the 

existing visual character. We also do not want to restore those buildings to their original 

state. We accept the changes and modifications during the past decades, as they record 

the architectural and social history of our past.”12 This sensitive approach to 

preservation goes against the tabula rasa method of urban redevelopment for which 

Singapore is so (in)famous.13 It also contradicts the Western tradition of preserving 

singular buildings or structures as monuments of great architectural value rather than 

preserving a spread-out area of diverse vernacular structures. 

The work of the Bu Ye Tian proposal should be read contrapuntally with other 

major projects in the vicinity to further elucidate its relative criticality at the time and its 

value as an alternative to state-approved projects. The Bu Ye Tian proposal was never 

adopted by the state planners although Boat Quay was designated a conservation area 

seven years later in 1989. Just one block away from Boat Quay was the first starchitect 

project in Singapore. The Oversea-Chinese Banking Corporation (OCBC) skyscraper was 

                                                      

12 Ibid. 
13 See, for example, the chapter on Singapore in: Anthony M. Tung, Preserving the World’s Great Cities (New 

York: Crown Publishing, 2001). 
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completed in 1976 and designed by American I.M. Pei (Figure 8). At the time of its 

completion it was the tallest building in Southeast Asia. The 52-floor concrete tower was 

in line with the Brutalist movement of the time, but out of place in its locale as it loomed 

over the 3-floor high shophouses of Boat Quay. Figure 25 shows in a 1983 photograph 

how utterly dominating the OCBC building was in proximity to Boat Quay. Its solidity, 

symmetry and uniformity are as striking as its height and the heaviness of its 

materiality. Its closeness to the river and the shophouses and boats is ominous as it casts 

a shadow that suggests their future destruction—crushed by the weight of concrete and 

accumulated capital. Boat Quay was not destroyed in this way, however, and the 

advocacy of Bu Ye Tian Enterprises did lead to the preservation of architectural façades 

although the usage and spirit they promoted was not part of the redevelopment or 

conservation plans.  

At the other end of Marina Bay, where Bu Ye Tian had proposed the two grand 

floating Chinese restaurants, almost thirty years later, two floating structures were 

finally built as part of the Marina Bay Sands integrated resort. The “integrated resort” is 

a euphemism coined to discount the influence of the casino. This major development 

project by American Sheldon Adelson’s Las Vegas Sands Corporation, completed in 

2010, was the largest foreign direct investment in Singapore. Figure 26 shows the plan of 

the ground level of this largest starchitect project in Singapore, designed by Canadian-

Israeli Moshe Safdie. As indicated on the plan, the two floating structures contain, on the 
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left, a now defunct nightclub called Avalon, and on the right, a flagship boutique for 

Louis Vuitton.  

Comparing the placement of these two floating structures in the plans of Figures 

23 and 26 reveals a site of comparison despite the distance in time between the two 

projects. Bu Ye Tian’s use of Chinese architectural motifs such as the green roof with 

pointed ends and red doorways for the floating restaurants is an argument for a move in 

the opposite direction of the international modernism of the OCBC tower. As they 

stated, they aimed to “give expression to the inner soul of Singaporeans” and their 

interpretation of the soul of Singaporeans was one that appreciated tradition and the 

heritage of the majority Chinese immigrant population. In contrast, the Louis Vuitton 

Island Maison—as it is referred to by the French fashion brand—is an expression of the 

inner soul of Singapore’s ruling elite (Figure 27). Its glass angles and geometric shape 

intimate a futuristic quality to this floating jewel box. In addition to the Louis Vuitton 

name placed at eye-level there is also the famously intertwined “LV” logo at the 

uppermost corner facing the other glass pavilion. These branding symbols of the most 

well-known name in French high fashion are attached to the architecture in the same 

way they can be found on its handbags and luggage.  

The designs of Bu Ye Tian’s proposed construction in Marina Bay were based on 

the historical precedents of Chinese architecture and designed by Singaporean 

architects. They were meant to connect with the vernacular designs of the shophouses 
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that are endemic to Southeast Asia. While potentially upscale, the restaurants would 

likely be moderately priced in order to entice diners to make the trip. At the very least, 

serving food is functional and an industry in which Singaporeans excel with national 

pride. The Marina Bay Sands is an architectural complex designed for the sake of 

opulence by a foreign architect for a foreign corporation. The Louis Vuitton boutique is a 

foreign company catering to foreign clients who visit to enjoy the extravagance of the 

casino and purchase luxury goods. Despite the nostalgic and historicizing elements of 

the Bu Ye Tian proposal for Marina Bay, its rejection in favor of the Marina Bay Sands 

complex indicates a rejection of the historic, the local, the moderate, and the functional 

in favor of the new, the foreign, luxury, and the extravagant. The profit, prestige, and 

status of the Louis Vuitton boutique is an embodiment of the primary drives of the state 

and party leadership. These are consistent features of the architectural history and urban 

planning values of Singapore. 

4.2 Kampong Bugis 

At the end of the decade, the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) embarked 

on a policy of increased liberalization over its monopoly on urban redevelopment by 

inviting the private sector to participate. As part of the master plan review process in the 

1980s, planners divided Singapore into smaller planning units for which they would 

create Development Guide Plans (DGPs). One of the most significant of these was the 

Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan. In the case of Kampong Bugis, the Minister of 
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National Development invited the SIA to submit an alternative proposal to the one 

created by the URA. The team selected by the SIA was headed by Tay Kheng Soon. It 

included architects Robert Powell and Lai Chee Kien, along with the sociologist Chua 

Beng Huat. 

Kampong Bugis is the name of an area where the Rochor and Kallang rivers 

meet, not far from the center of Singapore. It is roughly between the Lavender and 

Kallang MRT stations and its boundary roads are Crawford Street, Kallang Road, Nicoll 

Highway, and the old Kallang Airport (Figure 28). Overall, this land was largely vacant 

and low density as it included an amusement park and natural landscapes along the 

water. The notable existing structures included an old gasworks plant and other 

industrial buildings, a Hindu temple, and the headquarters of the Peoples’ Association 

inside the old airport terminal. Figure 29 is a map that indicates the boundaries of 

Kampong Bugis and the amount of vacant land available. In 1990 the two DGPs were 

created, one by the URA and the other by the SIA team. These were published as well as 

presented to the public in an exhibition. The differences between these two proposals is 

as drastic as any of the unbuilt proposals so far considered. I will analyze the proposals 

separately in terms both of their concepts or planning principles, and then audiovisually 

in terms of presentation and visually in terms of the architecture. I will then access the 

theoretical contribution of the SIA “Tropical City” to Malayan citizenship. 
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4.2.1 URA Proposal: Design Principles & Planning Values 

The URA proposal was utterly conventional in its planning strategy and 

architectural design. The primary focus was on residential facilities with a smaller 

amount of space allotted for institutional and commercial uses, all of which would 

surround the river and green space at its banks. These spaces were all to be separate in 

single-use zones. The density ranged from 4 to 10 stories tall. They also proposed to 

further develop the recreational activities of the water and parks. Figure 30 shows a 

view of the model created of the entire Kampong Bugis area according to this proposal. 

The most significant building, the “neighborhood center,” is the major commercial 

center to be located next to the Kallang MRT station (Figure 31). This conventional tall 

building stands out among the other light and bright buildings of the model for its black 

glass and metallic façade and height. The presence of a tall office building nearby an 

MRT station is not a notable addition or change to urban planning principles or the 

aesthetic of this center city-adjacent new development. Equally interesting is that this 

building is called a neighborhood center when it is not at all a civic space; instead, it is 

described as being “the commercial focal point for Kampong Bugis and will provide 

office, shopping, and residential space.”14 The architectural emphasis on a focal point 

and siting a tall commercial tower in the most important space of the plan is a 

perpetuation of the ocularcentric planning principles of colonialism and Euro-American 

                                                      

14 Urban Redevelopment Authority, Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: Urban 

Redevelopment Authority, 1990), 21. 
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modernism. Having only one tall building containing the most important functions and 

being separated from the primary residential areas does not make any improvements on 

the issues of density, development, or land scarcity in the highly urbanized core of 

Singapore. The stated planning strategy, objectives, and urban design concept 

emphasize “providing visual and physical links,” “[optimizing] the amenity of the 

waterfront,”15 and “the introduction of 2 commercial centers.”16 These objects and 

strategies have no overarching goals other than maintaining the status quo. They do not 

propose to change the process of planning or the purpose of architecture for this area or 

elsewhere in Singapore. 

4.2.2 SIA Proposal: Design Principles & Planning Values 

The SIA brochure begins with a preamble reaffirming that this proposal was 

invited to be submitted by the Ministry of National Development “to generate 

alternative ideas regarding Singapore’s urbanization strategy in general and the role of 

Kampong Bugis in particular.”17 Throughout the text of the proposal, much more space 

is devoted from the beginning to explicating a very detailed concept for their plan. They 

identify this space as the ideal “Tropical City.”18 This urban form is multilevel, 

multifunctional, mixed-income, and housed in climatically-responsive architecture. 

                                                      

15 Ibid., 22. 
16 Ibid., 14. 
17 Singapore Institute of Architects, Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: Singapore 

Institute of Architects, 1990), n.pag. 
18 Ibid., 1. 
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Figure 32 shows a picture of their model which accompanies this definition. These 

buildings create a variety of spaces and use different designs that are connected at 

multiple points and levels. The presence of vertical landscaping, shading, and other 

greenery is evident throughout. This aspect of the design and planning concept is based 

on their belief that if urban areas such as Kampong Bugis are more densely developed 

then it will safeguard against needing to develop the areas of natural heritage which can 

remain untouched for the protection of native species of flora and fauna. As opposed to 

the vague platitudes of the URA proposal’s design criteria, the SIA proposal listed nine 

key criteria for evaluation of urban form options: climatic responsiveness, noise control, 

mixed-use development, pedestrianization, legibility of form and space, involvement of 

multiple architects, environmental variety, incremental development, and maximum use 

of water edges.19 This level of detail is also found in the visual materials that are 

included in the proposal. Accompanying drawings, sections, and architectural models 

add to the textual explanation of the proposal and its divergence from the status quo 

and the URA’s plan. 

4.2.3 Audiovisual Analysis of URA and SIA Proposal Presentations 

The stark difference offered by the SIA proposal can be gleaned just from 

comparing the covers of the two draft proposals (Figure 33). The URA cover photo is an 

airplane view of the existing landscape in daylight with the horizon forming a straight 

                                                      

19 Ibid., 9. 
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line at the half-way point of the cover page. The light blue of the sky, the blur of the 

distant horizon, glass on the buildings and other shades of blue from the river and 

reflections elsewhere are used as the primary color scheme. The text of the title is also in 

a blue font. In dramatic fashion, the SIA draft proposal’s cover has a black background 

with white lettering and an image of their model lit up to indicate the bright lights of the 

late evening. This bright white and golden light brings one’s eyes inside the structures to 

look around and search for the details of the architecture at the street level as opposed to 

looking out over a vast cityscape from on high. 

The promotional video made to accompany the two proposals introduces the 

project as “in line with the Ministry of National Development’s consultative style of 

planning” with the goal of receiving “constructive feedback and opinions from 

everyone.”20 This change in approach to consultative planning was a short-lived exercise 

in allowing citizens to participate in the various stages of the planning process. The 

video then shows the two proposals with a summary of the goals read by a narrator. The 

URA’s proposal is featured first. The narrator, a male voice with a British accent, begins 

by stating, “The URA’s vision is to transform Kampong Bugis into an enchanting 

residential and recreational area around the Kallang River.” This is accompanied by 

upbeat tech/synth music in the background as it pans from scene to scene of the model 

                                                      

20 Urban Redevelopment Authority, “Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan” [video], Singapore: Urban 

Redevelopment Authority, 1990. 
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and images of the proposal. Other key adjectives used to describe the URA vision 

include: “strategically located,” “area of transition,” and “transforming.”21 Viewed 

retrospectively, this video presentation checks all the boxes of a government or 

corporate produced video from 1990: ClipArt font for text superimposed over the 3D 

model while the camera pans, the English-accented male narrator’s voice, industry 

buzzwords, and peppy synth music to create a positive image of the product being sold. 

In contrast, when presenting the SIA backed plan, the narrator’s voice switches 

to a woman with a British accent. There is no background music—only silence, nature 

sounds, or a bit of white noise. The voiceover begins by proclaiming, “Until now, our 

city has been based on Northern planning concepts. We need to change this for the 

tropics. What you are about to see is therefore a totally new way of planning Singapore.” 

The tone is serious and emphatic. The proposal is not celebratory but cautionary. Rather 

than throwing around buzzwords related to planning and architecture, the narrator lays 

out their planning principles didactically: “The first is to reduce the need to travel; the 

second is to reduce the temperature of the urban areas.”22 The video presentation is less 

corporate sales pitch and more radical polemic. They solemnly advocate for a tropical 

approach to living in Singapore as key to human comfort and in the best interest of the 

natural and built environments: “Unlike European or American cities, the emphasis here 

                                                      

21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid. 
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is on the compact pedestrian streets with lots of shading and softening of building 

masses by planting.” Tay et al. were reviving their decolonial approach for a 

postcolonial Singapore that rejected the planning approaches and architectural 

typologies of the Global North. Instead, they argued, that via Kampong Bugis 

“Singapore can be a real leader creating a new urban tropical lifestyle” and engage in a 

South-South transfer of knowledge. 

4.2.4 Architectural Analysis of URA and SIA Proposals 

I will focus on four key differences between the two proposals and the ways in 

which the SIA’s alternative functions as a critique of the URA. The SIA team put a 

primary focus on environmental protection for not only the site but Singapore at large. 

This key difference informs the other three: to design architecture that is climatically-

responsive (“Tropicality”); to increase density with mixed-use development; and to 

increase pedestrianization. Each of these design elements contribute to the overarching 

planning strategy being proposed by Tay’s team in opposition to the URA’s plan. 

Despite the prevalence of land reclamation in Singapore, the availability of land 

for development is seen as fixed. Therefore, protection of the environment is argued as 

being of paramount concern in justifying the high-density infill of land in the central 

area. For Tay’s team this is an imperative: “High-density living in the tropics has to be 

made successful in Singapore for the alternative is that relatively little countryside and 

natural habitat can be conserved as the whole island will appear in effect to be built 
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over.”23 This alternative approach to urbanization is one which maximizes the land-use 

in intensity and density in the central area and avoids all construction outside of this 

area until it is absolutely necessary. The outlying areas are to be preserved first for the 

sake of nature and second in the sense of land-banking for future generations—if and 

when it becomes necessary to expand further. Figure 34 shows a map of Singapore with 

the central area shaded according to what the SIA team called the “intensified nodal 

strategy.” 

This consideration of environmental protection leads directly to the design 

elements of climatically responsive architecture which they describe as the buildings’ 

“Tropicality.”24 The key architectural elements they proposed include extensive shading, 

vegetation, and active and passive energy conservation using the sun and rain. Figure 35 

identifies these features in an architectural sketch from the proposal. High level shading 

from the roofs was meant to “cut off radiant heat from penetrating into the city.”25 

Trellises, pergolas, bridges between buildings, and balconies were to be used to provide 

shading for lower levels and larger outdoor spaces. Passive design features included 

placing service cores on the West and East facing sides of buildings, using tall buildings 

to channel strong winds to flow through the city, and using all openings in buildings 

such as verandahs and windows to “facilitate natural ventilation and cross-flow of 

                                                      

23 Singapore Institute of Architects, Kampong Bugis, 25. [emphasis original]. 
24 Ibid., 19. 
25 Ibid., 21. 
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wind.”26 Photovoltaic cells were imagined as being installed extensively along with 

systems for the recycling of rainwater. On top of all this shading, vegetation and 

landscaping was also proposed to be used maximally. The group’s proposal suggested 

that 100% of all horizontal space and 60% of all vertical surfaces should be planted. This 

feature would further reduce the effects of the tropical humidity and urban heat bubble 

when combined with their instruction that “all surfaces of the building should be clad 

with low heat retaining materials.”27 Several of these elements, particularly the vertical 

landscaping, can be observed in the model shown in Figure 33 as well.  

Like the SPUR Group proposals covered in Chapter 2, Tay and his team in 1990 

again emphasized the importance of mixed-use development as the answer for 

increased density as a strategy of urbanization. Not far from Golden Mile Complex, 

“Kampong Bugis is designed as a multi-level and multi-function urban cluster for living, 

working and recreation close to urban amenities and close to nature.”28 The variety of 

activities and services extends to the variety of housing provided as well, “The high-

density population will sustain a range of quality shops and the plan envisages a wide 

variety of living accommodation—service flats, apartments, duplex, maisonettes and 

penthouses—something for everyone’s taste and budget.”29 Figures 36 and 37 show 

details of the section of these mixed-use facilities. Figure 36 highlights how residential 

                                                      

26 Ibid. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid., 1. 
29 Ibid., 25. 
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spaces overlap with commercial, infrastructure, nature, and recreational spaces. Figure 

37 gives a glimpse at the idealized way people would live outdoors and indoors in this 

tropical city with cars parked below ground and bridges connecting multiple levels of 

buildings and vertical landscaping and other features providing plenty of greenery and 

nature despite the density of the architecture. Community space is also allocated as part 

of their plan to “bring urban living back in vogue for people of all ages and occupations, 

for families and for singles, for Singaporeans and expatriates seeking the vigor and 

excitement of city life.”30 Their interest in adding excitement to the urban fabric of 

Singapore through the architecture and variety of uses possible in such a development is 

also tied to their rejection of the planning principles of New Towns.  

Just as the SPUR Group rejected New Towns as a British form of urbanization 

inapplicable to the postcolony, Tay’s SIA team felt that New Towns were incompatible 

with tropical urbanism: “Life in Singapore would become increasingly monotonous if 

we only built new towns. What we need to do is to increase and protect the variety of 

lifestyle options for all classes of Singaporeans.”31 Their plan for Kampong Bugis 

increases and protects the variety of lifestyle options for Singaporeans by including 

housing for all income levels in a highly urban space near the center of the city. There 

were very few public housing blocks located anywhere more central. In addition, the 

                                                      

30 Ibid. 
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architecture of this project was dynamic compared to the monotony of the simple, 

unadorned concrete towers built by the Housing and Development Board (HDB). The 

SIA team went so far as to call for an immediate halt to plans to build new HDB towns at 

Punggol, Seletar, and Lim Chu Kang. They stated that if their new approach to 

urbanization were built not only in Kampong Bugis but in all other vacant lots and less 

dense urban areas within the center then no new HDB estates would be needed.32 This 

contention ties into the predominant concern with the environment and the need to 

preserve unbuilt spaces in Singapore.  

A final way in which the SIA team saw their proposal as adding vitality to the 

dullness of life in an HDB new town was the portion of area they designated for an 

industry specific “Media Park.” This precinct would generate synergy in planning by 

juxtaposing high and low revenue generating facilities (such as a television company 

next to a design school). This concept of collocating office space for white-collar workers 

with other occupations within the same industry “is contrary to current official thinking 

where high-yield activities tend to be separated from low-yield ones leading towards 

monocultural sterility.”33 Instead of front, middle, and back offices being located in three 

separate parts of the city, they proposed that all aspects of employment related to the 

                                                      

32 Ibid., 2-4. 
33 Ibid., 15. 
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media industry be side-by-side in one central area where people from all income 

brackets who are employed in that sector would also be able to live together. 

This belief in connection and togetherness is the backbone of the final key 

difference of this proposal: the focus on pedestrianization. They propose that within 

walking or cycling distance from living in Kampong Bugis there will be restaurants, 

night life, cafés, theaters, cinemas, schools, markets, offices, nature, and recreational 

facilities for sports and more. Shared community spaces include a senior citizen center, 

police station, library, and medical clinic. These neighborhood centers occur alongside 

proposed sites for a museum, kindergarten, and spaces for religious institutions. 

Preference for the pedestrian instead of the car indicates a heightened concern 

about the space between buildings and the sense of touch as opposed to sight in the way 

architecture acts on its users and surroundings. Figures 35, 36, and 37 each show that 

“all vehicles are at sub-basement level.”34 There was even proposed a tunnel under the 

Kallang River to link the two sides by car in conjunction with two pedestrian bridges. 

These features would lead to enhanced efficiency of movement and transportation at a 

larger scale as well. With people living, working, and playing in one central area, their 

daily commute time is reduced as is the need for travel in general.  

With so many services located in close proximity and the closeness to other 

central areas of the city, public transportation becomes more efficient as well. With two 
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MRT stations bounding the area’s northern border, Kampong Bugis residents can easily 

access the train when necessary. To make this option even more appealing, the proposal 

calls for an elevated “people mover system” to connect the inner reaches of the 

neighborhood with the two stations and water taxis to transport people from the river to 

the CBD and other parts of Marina Bay. In addition to transportation, pedestrianization 

is meant to be a positive externality of the architecture’s improved use of outdoor space 

in response to the tropical climate. When outdoor spaces are well shaded, covered, 

planted and take into account the effects of rain, wind, and sunshine, then being outside 

and traveling by foot are desirable options. These solutions reduce the need for private 

vehicles and airconditioned glass boxes. Collectively, these features of the architecture 

and the environment—intentionally or not—constitute not only a postcolonial attempt 

to define urbanism in local terms, but also represent a feminist approach to architecture 

by incorporating flows of weather and people.35  

The centrality of flow to the designs discussed above is undertheorized by the 

architects themselves and provides a critical point of entry to the feminist theory of Luce 

Irigaray and her work on fluid mechanics. Irigaray theorized that woman’s infinity and 

formlessness is due to her fluidity and the inability of man as the “subject” of science to 

                                                      

35 As a feminist approach, this section also resonates with the work of eco-feminism and deserves further 

attention.  
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theorize flows.36 N. Katherine Hayles corroborated Irigaray’s claims in her own study of 

fluid mechanics and its undertheorization of flows due to the gender encoding of 

hydraulics.37 Patricia MacCormack’s alternative of “becoming vulva” allows for a 

description of this architecture as Irigarayan or feminist in that it “privileges fluidity, 

connectivity, aspectual apprehension, tactility and the other senses.”38 Working with the 

flows of air, water, heat, light, and people, that is—minimizing the resistance to flow—is 

the basis of mechanical engineer Adrian Bejan’s contructal theory. He agrees with 

Irigaray and Hayles that "Almost without exception, design courses in mechanical and 

civil engineering are weighted heavily toward the study and optimization of solid 

structures."39 He posits constructal theory as follows:  

The universal phenomenon is the generation of flow architecture, and the principle 

is the constructal law: for a flow system to persist in time (to survive), its 

configuration must change such that it provides easier and easier access to its 

currents. In a flow system, easier access means less thermodynamic imperfection 

(friction, flow resistances, drops, shocks) for what flows through the river basin or 

the animal. The optimal distribution of these numerous and highly diverse 

imperfections is the flow architecture itself.40  

 

                                                      

36 For example in her chapter “Volume-Fluidity” in Speculum of the Other Woman. My use of the terms 

woman and man is not to essentialize but in keeping with Irigaray’s own language, as when she wrote, 

“(The/a) woman refers to what cannot be defined, enumerated, formulated or formalized. Woman is a 

common noun for which no identity can be defined.” Speculum, 230. 
37 N. Katherine Hayles, “Gender Encoding in Fluid Mechanics: Masculine Channels and Feminine Flows,” 

Differences 4 no. 2 (1992): 16-40. 
38 Patricia MacCormack, “Becoming Vulva: Flesh, Fold, Infinity,” New Formations 68, no. 95 (2010): 93-107. 
39 Adrian Bejan, Shape and Structure, from Engineering to Nature (New York: Cambridge University Press, 

2000), xvi. 
40 Adrian Bejan, “The Constructal Law in Nature and Society,” in Constructal Theory of Social Dynamics, eds. 

Adrian Bejan and Gilbert Merkx (New York: Springer, 2007), 18. 
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The way that constructal theory and Irigaray’s critique apply to the Kampong 

Bugis DGP is that it is in line with these principles by seeking to minimize the internal 

flows of people within Singapore at the macrolevel and within the internal flow system 

of Kampong Bugis itself. To “go with the flow” in terms of architectural design, as 

proposed here by Tay, is a feminist approach to architecture à la Irigaray. While I do not 

contend that Tay or his team members had read or were familiar with the work of Luce 

Irigaray or even feminist theorists of architecture in general, its principles are resonant 

and congruent with the earlier and more widely read work of Jane Jacobs.41 The concern 

with people, space, nature, and architecture and the way in which each of them touch 

and are touched, and act on each other in an urban environment is a vital difference 

between this proposal’s ideas and those of the atheoretical urban planners of the URA. 

The critical value of flow is argued by Shauna MacDonald as “the ability of fluids 

to dissolve boundaries by seeping through them.”42 The designs rendered by Tay’s SIA 

team considers the fluid nature of people, rain water, wind, heat, light, etc. and dissolves 

the hard boundaries of inside-outside, nature-architecture, and public-private spaces. 

The use of screens, trellises, balconies, bridges, and windows makes porous the inside 

and outside spaces of the buildings for wind by working with the natural flow of air in 

                                                      

41 Urban theorist and activist Jane Jacobs writes positively about the fluidity of movement and use in 

Manhattan in her chapter “The Need for Small Blocks” in The Death and Life of Great American Cities (New 

York: Vintage, 1961), which she contrasts with the solidity of Garden City and Radiant City theories of 

urban planning. 
42 Shauna MacDonald, “Leaky Performances: The Transformative Potential of Menstrual Leaks,” Women’s 

Studies in Communications 30, no. 3 (2007): 341. 
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the local site. The horizontal and vertical landscaping that covers the façades and roofs, 

and lines the buildings brings nature into and onto the architecture as does the detail of 

systems for collecting and recycling rainwater and solar energy. Mixed-use buildings 

connected at multiple levels above and below ground with pedestrian access to 

residential, commercial, recreational and other spaces erodes the boundaries of public 

and private space. It similarly erodes single-use zoning by incorporating a design which 

works with the natural flow of people in their daily lives through urban space. 

The overlapping of postcolonial and feminist theory as applicable to these 

circumstances reiterates the concerns and approach of the SPUR Group on using 

architecture to contest and create a more active form of citizenship in Singapore. The 

ways in which the flow of people walking through their neighborhood leads to frequent 

chance encounters of citizens is “the fundamental component of community sentiment 

and community development.”43 They were certain that once all of this came to fruition, 

“a unique civic urban culture will emerge in time.”44 Thus, below the surface of 

vertically landscaped façades and avant-garde designs, this proposal is a critical plan for 

an increase in civic space. A new civic urban culture is to be cultivated by an 

architecture that rejects single-use zoning and other forms of singularity and interiority 

                                                      

43 SIA, Kampong Bugis, 7. 
44 Ibid., 19. 
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such as segregated housing by income, overreliance on air conditioning, and privileging 

vehicular traffic on streets. 

4.2.5 The SIA’s “Tropical City” as Architectural Alternative for 
Malayan Citizenship 

The postcolonial alternative provided by Tay’s SIA-nominated team was not 

flawless in its performance of a Malayan citizenship free from the control of the state. 

For architects, it may never be possible to cede completely the desire to regulate space 

and people. For example, although they encourage the open-endedness of mixed-use 

development, they proclaim that “obnoxious activities are to be excluded” without 

defining what those may be.45 Their proposal of a “Media Park” for media industries 

also predetermines what the major business center should be in this neighborhood. Even 

their desire for providing a diverse housing in a highly dense area “for everyone’s taste 

and budget” requires nearly the same level of government control over the market as the 

Singaporean state already exerts. Rather than challenging this element of 

authoritarianism, the SIA team is asking that the state ownership of land be better used 

to address citizens’ needs and that the allocation of this scarce resource be decided based 

on the input of citizens. 

Perhaps only a rhetorical ploy, but the SIA’s team continues to reference urban 

forms from the Global North as examples for success including San Francisco and 
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Venice.46 This undercuts their decolonial aspirations for Singapore to be a model of 

postcolonial urbanism although it was likely persuasive in the estimation of the legions 

of foreign-educated functionaries. Both the SIA and URA proposals address 

conservation of architectural landmarks and built heritage with very little deviation 

mostly because there is so much vacant land in the designated area and few buildings in 

need of protection. In its utopian aspirations, the SIA-backed proposal also oversells the 

agency of their architectural dream. They state that the Tropical City concept for 

Kampong Bugis “is aimed at creating a ‘Shangrila’ lifestyle in the city.”47 This supposed 

city of immortality reiterates the need for control to maintain perfection rather than 

allowing for the messiness of democracy and the possibility and plurality that can arise 

out of chaos from the chance encounters of unruly citizens.  

The tension between a highly idealized and aestheticized architecture for a new 

civic urban culture and the practice of a more democratic citizenship remains 

unresolved as the project was never built. In this case, however, not only was the SIA 

alternative rejected in favor of the government’s own plans, but the URA never followed 

through with building their own proposal. In a retrospective of Tay’s work, Robert 

Powell, one of the DGP collaborators, wrote that “the vision proposed by Tay Kheng 

Soon was deemed to be too radical…the planning methodology derived from western 

                                                      

46 Ibid., 25. 
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practice is evidently deeply entrenched.”48 It is notable that as with the other projects, 

the explanation for the rejection of unbuilt proposals is a radicality that implicitly and 

explicitly comes from their postcolonial and countermodern position of opposition to 

Western or Anglo values. The contestation of citizenship and the performativity of this 

radicality works as a critique of the state’s continuation of colonial policies and 

Orientalist values entrenched in planning, architecture, and law. 

Powell also recognized this work as being in the lineage of SPUR. “It represents 

the critical alternative to HDB and URA policies that Tay Kheng Soon had proposed for 

two decades commencing with the SPUR fora.”49 One of the most immediate precedents 

of this critical alternative was the conceptual work done by Tay and Powell on the 

“Intelligent Tropical City.” As Powell recounts, this experiment started in 1988 when he 

and Tay were invited to work with students in the School of Architecture at the National 

University of Singapore by its director, Ho Pak Toe, who had also been a member of 

SPUR.50  

The Intelligent Tropical City is the intellectual cornerstone of Tay’s 

countermodern and postcolonial Malayan architectural identity. For Tay, local 

identity—geography and history—must generate indigenous ideas and the vocabulary 

with which to express them. He contended that “there is a need for a more intrinsic 

                                                      

48 Robert Powell, Line, Edge and Shade: The Search for a Design Language in Tropical Asia (Singapore: Page One 

Publishing, 1997), 104. 
49 Robert Powell, Line, Edge and Shade, 104. 
50 Ibid., 90. 
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design agenda for tropical Asian countries. And that is to seek the design agenda from 

the environment itself, which is specific to place and time. In architecture and urban 

planning, the pragmatics and the poetics of place are the neglected potentials of 

geography and history.”51 These repeated proposals were presented as bottom-up 

offerings from citizens as opposed to inherited colonial ideas or external values. In Tay’s 

mind, reproducing the methods of urbanization from the Global North—including 

Japan, another former colonizer of Singapore—meant that Singapore’s status would 

always be secondary. Attempts to perform the colonizer’s identity would end in 

perpetual marginalization by the world powers which exploited it. By developing their 

own countermodernity, Singapore might have a chance to be a pioneer in urbanizing on 

its own terms. “Singapore will never be a first-class city if it cannot initiate basic and 

fundamental ideas on what it is and what it can become. Singapore will always remain 

in my mind a second-class, provincial town with global pretentions if it is not able to 

focus on the specifics and poetics of place.”52  

The morphology Tay identifies as rooted in the specifics and poetics of place for 

Singapore is the shophouse: “The concept of the Intelligent Tropical City is really that of 

a very large shophouse where you live upstairs and work downstairs.”53 The shophouse 

as an architectural typology contains all of the principles of design that Tay applies to 

                                                      

51 Tay Kheng Soon, Mega-Cities in the Tropics: Towards an Architectural Agenda for the Future (Singapore: 

Institute of Southeast Asian Studies, 1989), 11. 
52 Tay, Mega-Cities in the Tropics, 15. 
53 Ibid., 29. 
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his countermodern proposal: vernacular, urban, dense, mixed-use, climatically-

responsive, and pedestrian. The shophouse is one of the most recognizable types of 

vernacular architecture in Singapore. The shophouse is rooted in the cultures of 

Southeast Asia and found throughout the urbanisms of those societies. It is not a form of 

building that requires an architect to design or build it. Its standard form is easily 

replicated and allows for a variety of façades. This typology is an inherently urban form. 

The shophouse is built in rows along a street within an urban environment. Although 

they range only from two to five stories high, it is a form for population density. The 

shophouses lining a street eliminate the spaces between buildings and house entire 

families and multiple generations in the upper floors. This means that many people are 

sharing a relatively small living space right next to other people doing the same. This is 

the epitome of mixed-use development.  

Expanding the concept of living upstairs and working downstairs is at the core of 

the SPUR proposals and the Kampong Bugis DGP. A shophouse provides commercial 

space or business offices at the ground level and up to four floors above for residential 

space. The design of shophouses is climatically-responsive as it uses wind and rain to 

maximize the comfort of tropical weather. Shophouses in Singapore have traditionally 

had a mandated “five-foot way” or a set back on the street level of at least five feet 

which is covered by the second floor. This design feature provides a built-in covered 

walkway in place of open sidewalks. The buildings are designed to be narrow with 
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window, door, and ceiling openings to provide natural ventilation. There are often 

courtyards as well where rain water may be collected or where additional warm air can 

escape with a breeze. The five-foot way along with the overall size and scale of 

shophouses make them designed for pedestrian users. People can walk along the street 

and under the connected covered walkways from their homes to interact with people in 

their daily personal and professional pursuits. They have protection from sun and rain 

while in a dense urban environment that is designed at a human scale. The shophouse is 

not meant to be viewed from above nor are they used to construct a grand avenue for 

vehicles or a monumental axis. It is experienced in person by everyone equally. The 

mixture of living and work space means that these areas of a city are always occupied 

and never dead. Its widespread use contests the strict division of public and private 

space of Euro-American modernism.  

As with the earlier emphasis on pedestrianization and chance encounters of 

citizens, Tay’s Intelligent Tropical City is completed when it creates a new “open civic 

urban culture.”54 Tay heavily relies on the potential energy and agency of architecture to 

alter its inhabitants’ behaviors. He also sees this approach as counter to the state’s view 

that “city planning is conceived of as being passive. It’s just a platform for politics and 

economics. The city as player in politics and economics is not yet in the picture at all. I’m 

arguing that city planning can be active—it may not be as active as the other two arenas, 
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but none the less, active to a certain degree.”55 The importance of architecture’s agency 

in the civic realm came to a head once more in 2000. A university’s new urban campus 

plan proved Tay’s point about city planning as a platform for politics and economics. 

4.3 SMU/National Library 

One decade after the Kampong Bugis DGP, an even larger controversy arose in 

Singapore’s plans for urban redevelopment, this time in a clash between architectural 

and landscape conservation and university expansion. In December 1998 the Singapore 

Management University (SMU) announced that it would build a new urban campus that 

would take over both Bras Basah Park and the site of the National Library. The old 

National Library of Singapore was located on Stamford Road between Fort Canning Hill 

and Bras Basah Park. It was opened in 1960 and designed by the architect Lionel Bintley, 

from the Public Works Department, in red brick.56 This building housed a free public 

library that would later expand to many branches across the island. Bras Basah Park also 

was an important green space as it united the many civic buildings at its borders, was 

one of the few parks in the highly urban center of the city, and was a public space for all 

people to access. 

The immediate concern from the public that this meant the National Library 

building might be destroyed led SMU to issue a statement days later indicating that they 
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56 Ho Weng Hin, Dinesh Naidu, and Tan Kar Lin, Our Modern Past: A Visual Survey of Singapore Architecture 
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had not yet decided what to do with the building. Then on March 13, 1999 a public event 

was held by SMU to solicit feedback on their campus masterplan. At the event the URA 

announced that it was in their plans for the library building to be demolished in order to 

reroute traffic via a tunnel that went through Fort Canning Hill. As public discontent 

increased, two weeks later the Preservation of Monuments Board declared that the 

National Library building did not have enough merit to be registered as a national 

monument. They stated that “Future generations may not be able to visit or use the 

National Library building, but they may be able to read about it on a commemorative 

plaque at the site, or take a virtual tour of the library.”57  

Despite the inadequacy of this response, for many, this meant that the decision 

was made. However, due to sustained public criticism and negative feedback, SMU 

worked to develop three additional variations. On January 15, 2000 SMU then held a 

workshop for feedback from architects on these three official options. Nine days later on 

January 24, 2000 Tay Kheng Soon held his own press conference to present his unofficial 

alternative SMU campus masterplan (Figure 38). The Chairman of SMU, Mr. Ho Kwon 

Ping, responded in the press that “the university will look at Mr. Tay’s design if URA 

                                                      

57 “National Library Building Will Not Be Conserved,” Straits Times (Singapore), March 27, 1999 in Memories 

and the National Library: Between Forgetting and Remembering, eds. Kwok Kian Woon, Ho Weng Hin, and Tan 
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indicates a willingness to re-consider its masterplan. But that in no way implies that Mr. 

Tay’s design is superior to others.”58  

Tay’s proposal reignited the debate about the possibility of the preservation of 

the park and library. Sociologist Kwok Kian Woon who was president of the Singapore 

Heritage Society (SHS) at the time stated, “The possibility that the tunnel may be 

unnecessary or may be diverted and so on, did not arise until Tay Kheng Soon’s 

intervention.”59 This led to a shift in public perception that “become a comparison 

between Tay’s proposal and the URA’s plans. Rather than seen as a public exchange 

between civil society and the authorities on the fundamental values and principles 

entailed in any attempt to revitalize the Civic and Cultural District, it [was] now 

perceived as a polarized contest.”60 Tay sent his proposal to the Prime Minister who 

referred it to the URA and the Minister for National Development, Mr. Mah Bow Tan, 

who met with Tay privately to discuss his alternative plan. Then on March 7, 2000 in 

Parliament Mah announced that the National Library building will be destroyed and 

that “after two private meetings with Tay and reassessment of his plans, it was found 

that URA’s plans are better.”61  

                                                      

58 Lydia Lim, “New Plan for Bras Basah Park Offered,” Straits Times (Singapore), January 25, 2000 in 
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Besides Tay’s intervention, the vocal protests against the National Library’s 

demolition took place primarily in the letters written to the Straits Times and in the pages 

of the Singapore Architect. The civic outrage culminated, however, in an event held by the 

Singapore Heritage Society at the Singapore History Museum on March 17, 2000 titled 

“Memories and the National Library: Between Remembering and Forgetting.” This 

public forum was reported to be packed full of concerned citizens despite the March 7th 

ministerial announcement made in Parliament. The event had been planned well in 

advance of the announcement. For the persistent members of the SHS, “there was a 

sense that lost causes are the ones worth fighting for. And as passionate as many 

participants were, we knew that civil society could only be advanced by a spirit of 

civility.”62 The event included speeches by William Lim and other Heritage Society 

members and then a lengthy period of open discussion for the public. The SHS then 

published a book of the proceedings. On April 1, 2000 SMU announced its final 

masterplan designed by the Australian firm Cox Architecture in association with 

Singaporean firm DEG Architects. In it, Bras Basah Park and the National Library 

building were eliminated (Figure 39). The award of this contract and the competition for 

selecting SMU’s architect was itself controversial, as discussed below. The National 

Library was closed in 2004 and fully demolished in 2005. 
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4.3.1 Tay’s Alternative Plan 

Tay’s alternative plan embodied his conception of citizenship. It critiqued the 

state’s plan and process, performatively offered an example of Malayan citizenship, and 

provoked a response from the state and society. Figure 38 shows a model of Tay’s 

alternative plan with Bras Basah Park occupying its center with the Singapore Art 

Museum across from it on the north side of Bras Basah Road. The National Library is 

situated off axis on the southwestern side of Stamford Road behind a grove of trees. 

New buildings for SMU are indicated by the dark colored buildings on the model with 

sites selected on each side of the National Library similarly abutting the rise of Fort 

Canning Hill. The site of buildings to the left of the library indicates a series of medium-

rise buildings that maximize the density of floor space allotment in order to avoid 

building on the park. The model also rejects the need for a tunnel for vehicular traffic 

that would interfere with the National Library’s placement.  

Figure 39 shows the final master plan from Cox Architects where the National 

Library and Bras Basah Park are absent. The site of the library building is covered by an 

expansive rather than high rise building labeled “A South” which extends up to the 

tunnel running behind it labeled Canning Rise. The park area is covered over by 

buildings D1 East through C3. The concentration of overlapping shades of green circles 

to indicate trees at the center attempts to compensate for the destruction of the park. 
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This campus courtyard rendering overpromises its ability to function as a green public 

space in the same way Bras Basah Park did as a public park.   

The description offered in the press of Tay’s counterproposal after being 

presented at the Substation, an independent arts center down the street from the site in 

question (identified in Figure 31), describes the key features of the proposal as 

“transforming the park into a sunken garden, 5m below street level, and building an 

underground library and students’ center around it.”63 The park would remain a lower 

open space and garden; the buildings along its perimeter would not be visible from 

inside. As the journalist concluded, “Although his solution is a radical one, he 

maintained that it would balance people’s desire for a civic space and the SMU’s need 

for facilities.”64 That Tay’s preservation of the library and park and his attempt to 

balance civic space with the space of the university was described as radical exemplifies 

the remarkable continuity between his days as cofounder of SPUR and all the prior 

alternatives covered in this dissertation. It similarly speaks to the parallel continuity of 

the position of the one-party state from colonial to post-(or neo-)colonial present, and 

led Tay to ask, “Must the authorities always need to appear infallible?”65  
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Indeed, the label of radical is deserved for Tay and his counterproposals but says 

more about the reactionary nature of authoritarianism in Singapore than about the 

radicality of conservation efforts by civil society. Tay’s arguments for the preservation of 

the park and the library were both centered on their being civic spaces. The park, as an 

open, public, and green space fits the universal definition of civic space for any form of 

urbanism or political system. It was accessible to all, pedestrian-friendly, and 

conveniently located in a central district of the city that had evolved from having a 

plethora of schools to museums at its edges. The surrounding of the park with other 

civic spaces—schools, museums, and a library—all public institutions, meant that it was 

well used. It was meant to be traversed when going from one to the other or for its own 

enjoyment when resting, reading, or engaging in recreation outdoors. It was a safe space 

for people of all ages and backgrounds, where citizens could meet and have the chance 

encounters with their fellow citizens that enable the public sphere of a democracy to 

function. In addition to its function as a civic space, Tay argued that the park “is an 

integral part of people’s mental map of the city.”66 

The radicality of preserving the National Library underscores the link between 

citizenship and architecture in Singapore’s architectural and political history. The 

National Library held an important status as a space of citizenship for Singaporeans 

because like the challenge to save it from destruction the story of how it was started is 
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also remembered as a challenge from the local citizens against the colonial state. In 1953, 

Lee Kong Chian, a Singaporean philanthropist (for whom the reference collection is 

named), offered to the colonial government a matching gift of S$375,000 to build a free 

public library on the condition that it increase the offerings of books in Chinese, Malay, 

and Tamil to equal those available in English. This decolonial gesture was accepted by 

the British colonial administration.67 When it finally opened in 1960, it coincided with 

Singapore’s new-found local rule and the immanent transition to post-coloniality. The 

library as a civic space was a place of meeting and gathering, of education, literacy, and 

research. It fulfilled the function of creating a citizenry and a space for citizens to build 

collective memories. The unexpected rendezvous at the library, like one might have in 

the park, had provided a semblance of the agora that Tay, Lim and others so deeply 

desired for Singapore’s built environment.  

For Tay, the National Library was not only an actual space of citizenship but it 

was also a potent symbolic space of citizenship, as he declared in one of his letters to the 

Straits Times: “The National Library building is a monument to the active citizenship and 

public spiritedness of Mr. Lee Kong Chian who forced by embarrassing the then British 

government to match his donation dollar for dollar to establish a library for the people. 
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For this reason, the National Library building should be preserved.”68 Tay’s final 

argument was that even if the National Library as an institution relocates and the 

building is handed over to SMU, its symbolic function as a monument to active 

citizenship outweighs the reasons for demolition. Thus, Tay does not engage in any 

debate over the architectural merits of the building’s aesthetics, which was a key 

contention of the government’s response to his and others’ criticism. 

4.3.2 The State’s Responses to Tay’s Alternative Plan 

In 1988 it was first announced that the National Library should be relocated to 

enable its expansion. The 1987 Heritage Link Survey, conducted by a group of North 

American experts at the invitation of the government, recommended that the library 

building be adaptively re-used.69 The government’s official response to Tay’s alternative 

included attacking him for originally supporting the 1988 plan that involved the 

demolition of the building.70 Tay wrote back to the Straits Times saying that ten years ago 

he did consider the building to be architecturally unworthy but has since changed his 

mind in light of learning more information about the history of the building and the 

sentimental value for many citizens and that the government should do the same. He 
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wrote, “the authorities should also reconsider their stand on the National Library 

building in the light of the new information. Surely, that is the spirit of the new 

Singapore we are all trying to bring about. If Government openly acknowledges good 

ideas, much will be achieved in inspiring active citizenship.”71  

The rhetoric of active citizenship was once again being deployed to justify Tay’s 

offering of an alternative and as a performative critique of the government’s empty 

promises of democratic dialogue. Tay’s colleague, NUS architecture professor Robert 

Powell, also responded to the civil servant’s attack on Tay’s change of heart by pointing 

out that where Tay had changed his mind on the library building the government had 

by its own metrics been guilty of changing its mind on the park which the same 1988 

Master Plan had designated as a protected green space.72  

The Minister for National Development’s official reason for rejecting Tay’s 

alternative was that the URA plan “was more people-friendly, eased pedestrian flow 

and preserved the Civic District’s ambience.”73 The preservation of the Civic District’s 

ambience through the destruction of Bras Basah Park and the National Library and 

replacing them with the SMU campus was a talking point echoed by the Chairman of 
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SMU who stated a few weeks later at the unveiling of the campus master plan, “The 

plan will restore the Bras Basah area to its rightful place in Singapore’s heritage as the 

cultural and education hub of the city.”74 The Chairman of SMU and the Minister for 

National Development counterfactually argued that the removal of free, open and public 

space in exchange for an essentially private and fully built up space was a form of 

preservation and restoration.  

There were once many schools located in this area known as the Civic District. 

During the 1970s and 1980s six major schools based in the vicinity were vacated and/or 

demolished: Raffles Institution, Raffles Girls’ School, Convent of the Holy Infant Jesus, 

Catholic High School, St. Joseph’s Institution, and Tao Nan School. The students and 

other citizens’ use of this area made it pluralistic, diverse, and lively. Multiple schools, 

the National Library, the National Museum, and Bras Basah Park meant that it was a 

people-friendly and primarily pedestrian precinct. The URA’s insistence on building a 

tunnel for automobiles is a plan that makes the Civic District more car-friendly by 

privileging the needs of drivers. This plan proceeded even at the same time that they 

were developing a new MRT line and station for the area. Private vehicle traffic was 

prioritized over the value of the National Library and its essential contribution to the 

“ambience” of the “cultural and education hub of the city.” An article in the Straits Times 
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listed the most common ideas for avoiding the tunnel’s route. Alternatives included 

burying it, diverting it around the building, moving the existing road underground 

instead of the tunnel, or widening the existing road. For each of these options the article 

provided the URA’s response. For each of them, the decision was explained as needing 

to choose what was in the best interest of drivers.75 Here again, buildings must die in 

order that the automobile may thrive. 

4.3.3 Tay’s Alternative Plan as Performative Malayan Citizenship 

Ultimately, Tay’s alternative campus plan was performative. Like the many 

earlier alternatives, this one was unsolicited and unofficial. He did not submit it as part 

of the official design competition nor directly to the government authorities in charge of 

planning. Instead, he called a press conference and presented his model in the 

Substation, an independent center for contemporary art in Singapore which he was 

instrumental in founding. When a journalist asked him why he opted to present his plan 

in an open, public meeting instead of privately sharing it with the URA, he stated, “This 

is my way of discussing my plan with the URA. This is an issue of public importance, 

and so, it should be discussed publicly.”76  

Tay knew from his experience with SPUR that government officials despised 

public criticism and interpreted it as disrespectful shaming. Although he was aware of 
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their fixation with infallibility he refused to sidestep the public sphere as fellow activist 

Lena Lim had suggested, “This government hates to be told that they are wrong. They 

will always have to be right. And to let them be right, we do whatever we have to, and 

tell them that they are wrong quietly and behind the scenes.”77 Regardless of the 

outcome of the decision on the proposal, Tay’s public offering of his alternative was 

intended primarily to be performative of active citizenship. It modeled the behavior of 

the type of citizenship he had attempted to cultivate since independence, critiqued and 

contested the practice of citizenship allowed by the state, and provoked reactions from 

his compatriots to further practice their citizenship along these lines. As one individual 

wrote in a supportive letter to the editor, Tay “did more than just complain. He put up 

an alternative plan for SMU.”78 

To put up an alternative is a key element of the development of a postcolonial 

Malayan citizenship. As covered in the prior chapter, this alternative conception of 

citizenship required active participation and contestation in the public sphere. All 

matters of policy—in this case, architecture, urban planning, heritage preservation, and 

education—impact all citizens who have the right and responsibility to engage in the 

political realm. Tay’s presentation of his alternative proposal was performative along 

these lines as well in that he presented it on his own terms at a location neither affiliated 
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with the university nor the state. He instead was creating his own public forum within 

an independent arts space, where he could present the proposal to all citizens including 

the government on an equal plane. Approximately two months after Tay presented his 

alternative and only ten days after the Minister for National Development had 

announced in Parliament that the URA’s plans were chosen over Tay’s and the National 

Library would be destroyed, another public forum was held for more voices to be heard. 

This public forum occurred on March 17, 2000 and was organized by the Singapore 

Heritage Society. 

4.3.4 SHS’s Public Forum as Performative Malayan Citizenship 

The Singapore Heritage Society was helmed by sociologist Kwok Kian Woon 

who chaired the open discussion that followed speeches by four of its members, the first 

being William Lim. While the SHS devotes a great deal of its concern to architectural 

heritage, that is not its only area of activism. For them, heritage is defined broadly and 

includes nature and culture as well. Kwok emphasized that the SHS does not believe in 

a preservation that freezes everything in time or a “museumification” that annuls future 

growth and development. He also stressed that the SHS is not the only body involved in 

architectural preservation nor did it desire to be the sole arbiter of heritage decisions. He 

stated the members of SHS do “not see ourselves as the vanguards of all heritage 

concerns…As it turns out, people themselves do fight for their old schools and other 

buildings…But for the National Library, of course, there is a qualitative difference 
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because it is NATIONAL.”79 The speakers consistently underscored that the public 

library was a key civic space for all citizens, “it housed a national institution devoted to 

a high calling, it was a place for the people.”80 The democratic nature of this historic 

library outweighed the conceded lack of architectural value of the building itself for 

most of the speakers and attendees at the public forum. The primary argument in favor 

of preservation avoided architectural significance and focused instead on the value of 

memorialization of the democratic ideals of the public library and its symbolism as a 

space of citizenship.  

For William Lim, as an architect and activist, preservation of the National Library 

was not a decision based on the architectural merit of the brick building. Instead, he 

argued that as a civic space and meeting place of citizens, “fuzziness, surprises and the 

unexpected are the essential ingredients in generating a memorable identity.”81 The 

library was a place of surprises and the unexpected through encountering books and 

other people. It fulfilled the function of creating a citizenry and a space for citizens to 

build collective memories. The unexpected rendezvous at the library, like one might 

have in the park, had provided a semblance of the social democratic architectural form 

that Lim had attempted to create in his firm’s projects Peoples Park Complex and 
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Golden Mile Complex. This library fulfilled the function of a public space where all 

citizens no matter their backgrounds would have egalitarian access to space and 

interaction with each other. This theme has been highlighted in the earlier SPUR 

proposals and the Bu Ye Tian and Kampong Bugis projects. 

Lim equated the state’s decision to destroy the library as another step in its 

urbanization policy based on Western values: “In developing economies, memories of 

the poor and marginalized can often be seen as counter-productive to the quest of 

attaining a Western-based modernity.”82 His argument for preservation is intrinsic to his 

performance of a countermodern citizenship. He critiques the values of planning and 

architectural preservation in Singapore by pointing out that they are based on the 

phallocentric goals of Euro-American modernism. He provides the alternative based on 

emotional and psychological human needs, “Memories of the people cannot be 

quantified and assigned an exchange value. As such, the loss of place and the 

proliferation of theme parks in our urban landscape must be contested.”83 Lim’s 

countermodern alternative involves the same active contestation of Tay’s proposal and 

recommends seeing history as a series of alternatives, just as their multiple 

countermodern proposals to Singapore’s development had been. 
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This question of memory versus capital was taken up by the final speaker, 

architect Tan Hock Beng who argued, “There is a discernable tendency to reduce 

architecture to a recalcitrant form of commodity, the value and quality of which are 

always limited by the need to justify the development in economic terms. In the process 

we often substitute consumerism for communal and intergenerational ties. We live 

instead in the expedient landscapes of mobile capital, dedicated solely to the tangibles 

and the quantifiables.”84 The symbolic value of architecture is defined by the state as an 

unaffordable luxury when it comes to the memories of local citizens and the civic urban 

culture they wish to create, in the same way that the arts, from poetry and performance 

and film and television are censored and maligned when done in a critical way by local 

artists.85 Tan continued his argument that “Architecture preserves and enhances 

memory by recasting it in more permanent materials, so that persons, events and 

thoughts will endure.”86 For him, the ideas of the National Library as a democratic civic 

space were being destroyed along with the memories and thoughts of citizens to be 

replaced with an architecture of mobile capital and expediency in the form of a 

university whose explicit aim is training people for the management of the economy. 
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Several attendees and speakers pointed out the irony of removing public spaces 

and buildings from an area designated as the Civic District. Architecture graduate 

student Ho Weng Hin, who was the third featured speaker, forewarned: “Let me now 

paint an imaginary but not far-fetched picture. Imagine the Civic District, remove all 

these buildings: the National Library, Singapore Arts Museum, Asian Civilization 

Museum, and even the Substation, and replace these with plaques and monuments. Is 

this how we want to remember the place?”87 The suggestion by the government that a 

plaque would be a sufficient memorial for the National Library is emblematic of the 

state’s modus operandi—using tokens, simulacra, and façades in architecture and 

democracy. Ho’s imaginary but not far-fetched picture of the potential destruction of the 

entire Civic District is a reminder of these methods and a warning of the ease of 

conscience with which they would do it. Dr. Kwok concluded on the matter, “I think we 

all know that having a plaque there is going to be a big joke.”88  

Further calling into question the laughability of a Civic District without civic 

spaces was Dr. Lau Wai Har, the second speaker of the forum, who was former director 

of the Institute of Education and former chair of the National Library Board. She posed 

the question, “Why must the SMU be sited in the Civic District? If it is a business 

management university, with very heavy emphasis on finance and economics and so on, 
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why can’t it be sited near Shenton Way? Or Raffles Place?” She suggested that a more 

fitting space and architecture for this university would be to purchase a section of a 

skyscraper in the Central Business District.89 

For the SHS and the general audience, the performance of their citizenship came 

from meeting and speaking out in public in support of the National Library building 

and documenting their memories and testimonies on behalf of the architecture of a 

beloved civic center. From providing their own critiques, to audience feedback, and the 

airing of grievances, the SHS public forum was itself the creation of a space of 

citizenship where members of the public were invited to perform their citizenship by 

speaking their opinions freely. Dr. Kwok as chairperson even interjected into the 

discussion at one point to ask if anyone would present the opinion in support of 

demolition: “is there anybody here who is for the demolishing of the National Library 

and is afraid to speak up because he or she thinks that we are all going to eat him or her 

up. Now we are a very democratic society. We must be able to face up to contrary 

arguments.”90 The contestation of citizenship in Singapore during this forum performed 

a democratic alternative open to debate and contradiction of views in contrast to the 

public spaces of news media, Parliament, and the civil service. 
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A major part of the public forum’s discussion centered around this very issue of 

decision making in Singapore and who has the power to build, destroy, remember, and 

forget buildings. Ho broadened the matter beyond this specific incident, “the issue here 

is not just the National Library alone, but my question is really, ‘Who shall decide which 

buildings are valuable to us? Who shall select the memories that shall live on?’”91 

Dissatisfaction was expressed at the inability of citizens to have control over the process 

and to be meaningfully and fully engaged. Ho called for greater inclusion of voices in 

determining the building’s future: “we need to ask these questions: Have we rigorously 

considered all the factors and explored all possible alternatives before deciding on its 

fate? Have we heard all the voices?...Has there been a rigorous process of public 

engagement?”92 The answer for those assembled was no. Audience member Tan Shee 

Tiong, an architect and planner, asked the same question in relation to Tay’s alternative 

proposal. He queried, “Who makes the decisions on this matter? Is there any kind of 

detailed explanation made available for public scrutiny to account for the verdict that 

the URA plans are more credible than Tay Kheng Soon’s?”93  

He was also critical of his fellow architects for not doing more to exercise their 

citizenship in public before this opaque outcome was reached: “No architects did 

anything, until the SMU workshop was conducted in January this year. We hurriedly 
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put together our thoughts and started criticizing the few plans that were put up. But 

when Tay Kheng Soon spoke up, all of the other architects kept quiet. In the eyes of the 

URA, he appeared to represent all the other architects in Singapore. And his plan 

seemed to be the only other alternative—where were all the rest? Where were all the 

architects who presented their views in the public forum?”94 The SHS public forum was 

held after the announcement had been made in Parliament of the final decision to reject 

Tay’s alternative and proceed with demolition. Tan rhetorically wondered what might 

have happened if Tay’s proposal were not the only alternative and additional architects 

had taken part in earlier attempts to create multiple alternatives. Tay was a convenient 

representative for the latent alternatives that surfaced during the SHS public forum but 

he was also an easy target for the government to dismiss and reject as they had done for 

the previous three and a half decades. 

4.3.5 The State’s Responses to Performative Malayan Citizenship 

The nonparticipation of citizens in government, architecture, and urban planning 

prompted Dr. Kwok to conclude that “perhaps, for civil society, there has been an air of 

‘learned hopelessness.’”95 State responses to attempts at citizen partnership and control 

in decision making shows why this air of hopelessness surrounded them. One member 

of parliament, Simon Tay, noted “Civil society lacks the ability to organize, so it is better 
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at casting up ideas than seeing them through.”96 The inability of civil society to organize 

and take control due to government oppression and the unwillingness due to “learned 

hopelessness” combine to restrict the level of citizen participation across the board.  

Tan Shee Tiong spoke out that consultation was not enough and that it was not 

acceptable for the government or the university to decide how much consultation was 

best. “It is interesting to see now that the newspapers keep on reporting that the 

government said, ‘We have consulted the public enough.’ The SMU says, ‘We have 

consulted you and the most important thing is the process of consultation. It is not the 

end result.’”97 The response from the state and the university to public appeals for more 

input from citizens was that they had done enough. That the pro forma process was 

most important to them shows that the state’s conception of citizen involvement in 

architecture and urban planning never reached above the level of tokenistic 

consultation.  

Another architecture graduate student in attendance, Lim Ching Tung, observed 

that “It seems that the SMU and the authorities are just waiting for the controversy to 

dissipate.” For the state, performing a democratic citizenship meant merely putting on a 

show—to have the trappings of citizen involvement: the scaffolding of participation, the 

workshops for alternatives to be presented, the feedback hotlines and mailboxes, and 
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speeches in parliament. Like the plaques for memorialization, however, these modes of 

performing an acceptable level of democracy are the state’s inadequate attempt at 

manipulating and placating the citizenry. 

For the SHS, Tay Kheng Soon, and many other citizen activists in this case 

however, the state’s charade had to be and was contested. The countermodern and 

postcolonial Malayan citizenship they performed as an alternative since independence 

was at work here as well. They rejected the Euro-American values of planning and 

heritage, they embraced public space and nature as constitutive of and necessary for 

democratic encounters among citizens, and they continued to challenge the exclusionary 

characteristics of citizenship as based on the laws and policies of artificial political 

boundaries. During the SHS public forum, Dr. Kwok made a point of acknowledging the 

presence of non-Singaporeans who were attending and participating in the group’s 

efforts: “It is truly amazing how foreigners, people who have been based here just for a 

few years start to have a feeling or a sense of place. And really, there is no need to 

differentiate between ‘we’ Singaporeans and other non-Singaporeans, because we do 

have a sense of belonging, all of us.”98 The inclusion of non-citizens in the discussion of 

civic space in Singapore was in-line with their presence in SPUR events and in contrast 

to the legal limitations on foreigners’ participation in politics. 
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4.3.6 The Controversy of the SMU Campus Architecture Competition 

An important corollary to the public outrage surrounding the SMU master plan 

for its campus was the controversy of the competition it held to select an architect. As 

part of the state’s perfunctory performance of democracy, an international architectural 

competition was decided to be held to appear to have taken into account the needs of all 

constituents. This competition was flawed from the beginning however, in the 

perception and reality that all decisions regarding master planning and preservation had 

already been made and in the failure of the competition to either appear or be impartial. 

A press release from the Union Internationale des Architects (UIA) was 

published in the Singapore Architect after being received by the SIA, a member of the 

UIA. It condemned the competition for SMU’s campus for running afoul of international 

standards. They stated that the two-part competition “does not conform with terms of 

the UNESCO/UIA Regulation for international competitions in architecture and town 

planning” and that therefore they do not approve it. The specific aspects of the 

competition which violated these regulations were listed as: “awards and prizes, 

sovereignty of the jury, anonymity not respected in the second stage, competition 

timetable (insufficient time in relation to the amount of work required), copyright and 

right of ownership rules not respected.”99 This was accompanied by a warning to all UIA 

members against participating in this competition. It was also later reported in the 
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Singapore Architect that the UIA had written to the jurors of the competition—O. Robert 

Simha, the Director of Planning at MIT, and Fumihiko Maki, the acclaimed Japanese 

architect who had won the UIA’s Gold Medal and the Pritzker Prize in 1993—asking 

them to reconsider their participation.100 

In the following issue of the journal, an editorial by Richard Ho addressed these 

concerns and added the position of the SIA.101 He stated that the SIA “had expressed its 

concern and offered its assistance to SMU in several letters, but received terse replies 

instead…As the SMU campus is funded by the Government and is sited on public land, 

it could be an embarrassment for our nation and our desire to be a world-class city. 

Singapore not being a member of UNESCO is no reason for not following internationally 

accepted norms.”102 He pointed out that in proper international architectural 

competitions the client will receive upwards of 500 submissions but that for SMU they 

received only around 170. Ho closed by asking, “For such an important project using 

public funds on public land, the question one should ask is: ‘are we really getting the 

best we deserve?’”103 
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This issue of the competition also came up at the SHS public forum when 

architecture student Lim Ching Tung shared his feelings, “I was very glad when the 

SMU apparently accepted that alternatives could be explored, and was going to organize 

a two-tier urban design open competition…However, one year later, things turn out 

differently…Eventually they decided to go ahead with the original plan—to demolish 

the National Library building…The two-tier urban design competition to come up with 

alternatives seems to have become a foregone conclusion.”104 In a subsequent issue of the 

Singapore Architect, Lim and others from the public forum wrote in with two letters they 

had sent to the main English newspaper the Straits Times. They accused the editor of the 

Straits Times of crude editing that “unnecessarily sensationalized” and “disregarded the 

substantive points by censoring the crucial portions.” The editor of the Singapore 

Architect published their explanation of what happened as well as their full letters with 

the parts that were edited out by the Straits Times highlighted for all to see how the 

government-controlled news media “cast serious distortion of the intent and focus of the 

letters.”105 In one of their letters they suggested that SMU exhibit all of the competition 

entries including disqualified ones so that the public could see the variety of ideas and 

options available because “we have yet to exhaust possible alternatives where the traffic 
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tunnel and the National Library building can co-exist.”106 The dissatisfactory ending to 

the competition, the consultation process, and the conservation of the library brought 

more awareness to these architectural issues than any of the previous examples studied 

here. 

4.4 Conclusion 

The emphasis on alternatives, civic engagement, and the need for a public forum 

encapsulate the contentious performance of citizenship that architecture in Singapore 

provokes. Controversies around civic space, urban redevelopment, and public 

participation repeated themselves from the founding of the republic in 1965 to the SMU 

redesign of the Civic District in the 2000s. The destruction of a public park and library, a 

free place of learning for everyone to be replaced by a university whose curriculum is 

based on the Wharton School of the University of Pennsylvania summarizes the 

developmentalist state’s attitude toward citizenship in Singapore. The state’s desired 

citizen is a profit-motivated, management level executive who (re)uses public space for 

private gain. The citizen-led initiatives for a citizenship based on the Greek agora, 

American public university, and the megastructures of SPUR had added to their 

conception the national public library and a public park in a highly urban center.  
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The attempts to contest the architecture of the urban built environment included 

the formation of a private enterprise to take conservation development out of the hands 

of the government and non-civically minded businesses, the backing of the Singapore 

Institute of Architects to create an official team invited by the government to propose an 

alternative, and the unofficial offering of alternative plans by appealing directly to the 

public. In each of these cases covered in this chapter from the 1980s to 2000s, as before, 

the government rejected the plans which challenged their hegemony and critiqued their 

infallibility. In addition to showing the connections between the SPUR and post-SPUR 

sets of alternatives, this chapter has shown the consistency in the state’s reactions to 

William Lim, Tay Kheng Soon, and their interlocutors who contested and performed 

their citizenship differently than the one-party state would have wanted. In the 

following chapter, I dig deeper into the activist legacies of these architects and their 

partners and extend the work of contesting and performing architecture and citizenship 

to the visual and dramatic arts. 
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5. Architects, Activism, and the Arts 

In this chapter I discuss the ways in which Singaporean architects were involved 

in activism across post-colonial civil society and how that activism contributed to these 

architects’ involvement in the other fine arts (both visual and performing). The second 

part of this chapter offers an analysis of the works created by artists which deal directly 

with architecture.  

The SPUR Group was an activist group, whether or not its members subscribe to 

such a label. This group’s actions were defined as activist by the opposition they faced 

from the government. In a response to a letter published in the Straits Times, Chew Loy 

Khoon, the assistant secretary for public relations of the Housing and Development 

Board (HDB), replied: “The Housing Board is anxious to encourage and sustain interest 

and enthusiasm, but would suggest that for the time being at least the writer and his 

group should confine their interest to activities such as how to improve the visual 

appearance of some of our streets and roads, shopping centers, bus-stands, roadside 

furniture and how to improve our roadsides and open spaces with trees and shrubs in 

order to beautify Singapore.”1 In their attempt at stimulating public discourse through 

the pages of the newspaper, the SPUR Group was dismissed as amateurs who ought to 

concern themselves with simple beautification projects. 

 

                                                      

1 Chew, “July 18th Reply to the Straits Times,” 34. 
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5.1 Spaces of Activism 

Later, these architects had further and deeper connections to the burgeoning 

civic activism that is still alive today. Four leading institutions in Singaporean civil 

society have direct links to these architects. They are the bookstore, publisher and 

distributor Select Books; the women’s rights group, the Association of Women for 

Activism and Research (AWARE); the Singapore Heritage Society; and The Substation, 

an independent arts center. Each of these organizations represent a key segment of civic 

activism in Singapore and are closely connected, personally, politically, and financially, 

to the leading Singaporean architects studied here, in particular the co-directors of 

SPUR—Tay Kheng Soon and William Lim.  

The first connection can be found through the wives of William Lim and Tay 

Kheng Soon. Tay’s first wife, Dr. Chan Heng Chee had become known for her academic 

research and writing, particularly her book The Dynamics of One Party Dominance: The 

PAP at the Grassroots published in 1976. In it she concluded “The PAP Government 

tolerates the existence but not the effectiveness of political competition.”2 In this study 

she also took the perspective of the outsider by focusing on grassroots political 

organization for a bottom-up understanding of “the hegemony of the People’s Action 

Party (PAP) in the Singapore context through a micro-level analysis…in the local 

                                                      

2 Chan Heng Chee, The Dynamics of One Party Dominance: The PAP at the Grassroots (Singapore: Singapore 

University Press, 1976), 228. 
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environment.”3 Two of the primary institutions she considered were the Citizens’ 

Consultative Committees (CCCs) and local community centers.  

CCCs were established in 1965 for each electoral district and placed under the 

purview of the Prime Minister’s Office. As Chan explained, among the official functions 

of the CCC is to “promote good citizenship amongst the people of Singapore.”4 This 

attempt at state defined “good citizenship” and the enforcement of its performance is 

buttressed by the community centers which “assist the Government, and by extension 

the ruling party, in certain important social engineering and mobilization tasks.”5 As 

Chan indicated, there were over 188 community centers across the island by 1970. The 

official goal was “to encourage a sense of national identification and multiracial 

solidarity.”6 The creation of these two state-sponsored spaces of citizenship—one 

architectural, and both political—“results in a reduction of political space where 

contending groups can easily and effectively mobilize and compete for power.”7 The 

importance of a physical and architectural space for politics and citizenship to be 

performed and contested tracks across the work of Chan, SPUR, and their 

                                                      

3 Chan, The Dynamics of One Party Dominance, xiii. 
4 Ibid., 136.  
5 Ibid., 154.  
6 Ibid. 
7 Ibid., 133. 
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contemporary, Hannah Arendt. In her work on one-party systems, Arendt theorized 

that “freedom as a political reality is identical with a space of movement between men.”8  

5.1.1 Spaces of Activism: Select Books 

William Lim’s wife, Lena Lim, was the founder of two key institutions linking 

intelligentsia and broader activism for the public good. The first was Select Books—a 

bookstore and publisher she founded in 1976. Select Books was the chief purveyor of 

books on architecture, art, and studies pertaining to Southeast Asia. The very next year it 

became the official Singapore agent for the U.S. Library of Congress. The store was 

located in Tanglin Shopping Center and was sold in 2004; it continues today as an online 

bookstore and distributor. As a publisher, Select Books provided an independent outlet 

for Singaporean authors to share their views and research.  

William Lim wrote prolifically and published books through his firm which were 

distributed and republished by Select Books. Two exemplary titles are Equity & Urban 

Environment in the Third World, with Special Reference to ASEAN Countries & Singapore, 

published in 1975 by DP Architects, and Cities for People: Reflections of a Southeast Asian 

Architect, published by Select Books in 1990. Both of these are collections of papers and 

speeches by William Lim over the preceding years. They present his alternative views 

on urbanization and an architectural theory that he grounded in the local climate and 

                                                      

8 Arendt, Totalitarianism, 171. 
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vernacular of Southeast Asia. One example of such a proposal can be found in a 1973 

speech:  

The achievement of a sophisticated environment with new planning models will 

elude Singapore for at least several decades. The city of the future belongs to those 

who have given higher priority to environmental quality and perhaps to those who 

are economically less ambitious. As a reasonable level of economic development 

has now been reached, surely some consideration can be afforded to the issue of 

providing for human needs and satisfaction through a more equitable distribution 

of income and the attainment of better environmental quality.9   

 

The forward to both of these books was written by Mr. Tommy Koh, a prominent 

civil servant and academic. During the days of SPUR he was a law professor at the 

University of Singapore and Singapore’s ambassador to the United Nations from 1968-

1971 and 1974-1984. He then became ambassador to the United States from 1984-1990 

and in 1991 became chair of the National Arts Council until 1996. His widely respected 

position in civil society and civil service made him a mediator between the government 

and the grassroots. Dr. Chan Heng Chee followed Koh’s career progressing through the 

civil and foreign service as ambassador to the United Nations from 1989-1991 and then 

ambassador to the United States from 1996-2012. In 2013 she became the chair of the 

National Arts Council, a position she still holds. As Dr. Chan’s career in Singapore’s 

foreign service progressed, her diminished activism foreshadowed its absence in 

Singaporean academia (and she and Tay would end up divorcing). 

                                                      

9 William Lim, “The Impact of Economic Development on the Physical Environment of Singapore,” in Equity 

& Urban Environment, ed. William Lim (Singapore: DP Architects, 1975), 97. 
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5.1.2 Spaces of Activism: AWARE 

The second institution Lena Lim was influential in founding was the Association 

of Women for Activism and Research (also known as AWARE). AWARE began ten 

years after SPUR was dissolved. Similarly, it was formed through grassroots activism. 

As described on its website: “In late 1984 a group of women who had taken part in the 

seminar ‘Women’s Choices, Women’s Lives’ decided they needed to do more than just 

make or listen to speeches about the situation of women in Singapore. They felt what 

was needed was a women’s group able to campaign for gender equality in a coherent 

and consistent way, basing its arguments on research and a thorough understanding of 

the issues.”10 This group remains the premier women’s rights group in Singapore and 

one of the most-high profile (and successful) organizations committed to activism in the 

whole country. She was its founding president from 1985-1987 although this fact is not 

acknowledged on the website.11 

Like SPUR members, the women of AWARE intended to perform their 

citizenship. Not satisfied with making and listening to speeches, they decided to take 

action by doing research and advocacy. Their work was equally alternative to the 

government’s policies though much broader than urban issues. 

                                                      

10 AWARE, “History & Strategy,” Accessed May 7, 2018. http://www.aware.org.sg/about/history-

achievements/. 
11 Similarly, William Lim’s founding of DP Architects had not been acknowledged on the firm’s website 

until its most recent update in 2017. 

http://www.aware.org.sg/about/history-achievements/
http://www.aware.org.sg/about/history-achievements/
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5.1.3 Spaces of Activism: The Singapore Heritage Society 

William Lim was the founding president of the Singapore Heritage Society (SHS) 

which concerns itself with preserving architectural heritage, cultural history, and 

minority people groups. He served in that role from 1987-1997. The majority of its 

advocacy has been for the protection of built heritage and increased architectural 

conservation. Like SPUR before it, the SHS provided feedback to the government on 

proposed urban planning and architectural changes in the city. In its first newsletter, 

Roots, sent out in June 1988, one article detailed the recommendations an internal SHS 

committee provided to the Urban Redevelopment Authority (URA) on their draft master 

plan for the civic and cultural district: “Taking a broad view with special importance 

given to culture and history, the SHS recommendations place emphasis on the user of 

the environment, on the need for a variety of open spaces and the user’s spontaneous 

interaction.”12 In the May 1993 newsletter, it was reported that the SHS “prepared a 

report on the establishing of a heritage trust for Singapore at the request of the Minister 

of Information and the Arts.”13 The goals of such an organization they outlined as: policy 

making, policing, education, management and maintenance.14 In that same year there 

was a bill put up in Parliament to establish the National Heritage Board (NHB). Under 

William Lim’s leadership, the SHS continued to work collaboratively with the 

                                                      

12 Singapore Heritage Society, “SHS Recommendations to URA Draft Master Plan for the Civic and Cultural 

District,” Roots, 1 (June 1988): 7. 
13 Singapore Heritage Society, “Paper on Heritage Trust for MITA,” Roots, 6 (May 1993): 4. 
14 Ibid. 
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government authorities and other members of civil society to impact the urban built 

environment through increased architectural conservation. In a 2013 issue of Roots, 

under the heading of “Advocacy” Kelly Fu reported on the work of the SHS to suggest 

names for the new Circle Line of the MRT. She indicated that seven out of the twelve 

station names proposed were adopted by the Land Transport Authority (LTA).15 Later 

editions continued to report on current conservation conundrums such as the Sungei 

Road Thieves’ Market and the village on Pulau Ubin.16  

In 1996, the SHS prepared a proposal for the preservation of Chinatown in 

collaboration with Australian firm Associated Consultants (Figure 40). Again, this 

opportunity came at the invitation of the government authorities, rather than being 

unsolicited as in the days of SPUR. Notably, however, this opportunity did not arrive 

under the auspices of the newly formed National Heritage Board but from the Singapore 

Tourism Promotion Board (STPB). In response to the tendency of the STPB and other 

cities to “turn these conservation areas into ethnic theme parks” that are “theatricalized 

with the introduction of high-tech magic” the SHS made recommendations that rejected 

financial criteria.17 Instead, their report argued,  

The prime motivation of this conservation exercise must surely go beyond 

the simplistic formula of capitalist profit criteria. A serious attempt must be made 

to use this singularly available opportunity to offer Singaporeans an effective 

redress in the complex issue of lost visual memory and to strengthen the 

                                                      

15 Kelly Fu, “Circle Station Names,” Roots, 3 (2005): 4. 
16 Singapore Heritage Society, Roots (November 2014). 
17 Singapore Heritage Society, “‘Enhancement of Chinatown’: Tender for STPB,” Roots, 11 (July 1997): 1. 
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psychological and historical anchorage of our younger citizens. We can widen the 

understanding of our unique multicultural roots and contribute towards the 

building of our pluralistic multiracial society.18 

 

The proposal, although officially invited, was no less critical than the ones Lim 

co-authored twenty and thirty years prior as a member of the SPUR Group. 

Unsurprisingly, the SHS rebuked the profit motive of the developmental state and 

criticized its past mistakes that had led to a loss of visual memory. Important here as 

well is the emphasis on the impact of the lost and extant architecture on the citizenry. A 

proper program of architectural conservation will guide the next generation of citizens 

in their path toward creating a pluralistic democracy with a multicultural society, 

according to Lim et al.  

The public forum held by SHS on the SMU campus plan, described in the prior 

chapter, exemplifies the ways it created spaces for activism. In a reflective note from 

2014, William Lim remembered that “SHS was registered in 1987, with the ‘silent’ 

support of many academics and government insiders. It was a time when the authorities 

were obsessed with maximizing economic growth. There was near zero tolerance for 

criticism as well as little awareness and respect for conservation heritage and communal 

memories.”19 The push for increased criticism, awareness, and communal memory are 

especially evident in the next organization SPUR members were central in establishing. 

                                                      

18 Ibid. 
19 William Lim., “Remembering the Roots of SHS,” Roots (July 2014): n.pag. 
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5.1.4 Spaces of Activism: The Substation 

In 1990 The Substation—which bills itself as Singapore’s first independent 

contemporary arts center—was founded by the playwright Kuo Pao Kun with the 

financial backing of William Lim and Tommy Koh as patron. Tay Kheng Soon served as 

the founding chairman. In a publication celebrating the 25th anniversary of The 

Substation, Tay recalled the selection of the building on Armenian Street that would 

become its home. He also explained his contribution to its existence, “We did measured 

drawings of the building; I did the conceptual design sketches in close consultation with 

Pao Kun.”20 Architects were ardent supporters who aided in birthing civic activism and 

contemporary art in Singapore.  

The Substation is the climax in the role of architecture and the performance of 

citizenship in Singapore. The artistic director, Kuo, as leading playwright of Singapore 

at the time, turned to these architects to make his dream a reality. The performance of 

citizenship was, in his estimation, inherently spatial. Just as the theater provides a 

space—however temporary—for a performance—however ephemeral—of citizenship, 

so too the architectural space of The Substation constituted a real and symbolic space for 

conceptual change in Singapore. As described by Kuo at the time of its opening, “The 

SUBSTATION cannot begin to survive unless we start creating a new space within our 

inner selves—a space which is responsive to creative, pluralistic, artistic ventures.” He 

                                                      

20 Tay Kheng Soon, “Scouting Out the Abandoned Old Substation at Armenian Street with Pao Kun,” in 25 

Years of the Substation, ed. Audrey Wong (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2015), 17. 
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continued, “We must, above all, be honest and committed enough to effect an 

indispensable change in perception.”21  

Kuo’s own struggle with Singaporean citizenship is notable. In 1976 he was 

arrested along with his wife, Goh Lay Kuan, a dancer, and held without charge under 

suspicion of being communists. While Goh was released shortly after a forced televised 

confession, Kuo was not released until 1980—with his citizenship revoked. His 

citizenship was reinstated in 1992, two years after The Substation had opened, based on 

his re-application.22 In 1989 Kuo and then in 1995 Goh were awarded the prestigious 

Cultural Medallion, a state-sponsored award for contributions to Singaporean culture. 

The architectural reality of the creative space of The Substation performed 

citizenship in a way that contested the state’s definition and desired performance. As 

Tommy Koh wrote while reflecting on The Substation’s founding, “The prevailing 

mentality was that arts is for the ‘elite,’ a luxury good.”23 Lee Kuan Yew had famously 

called the arts, and poetry in particular, “a luxury we cannot afford” as a justification for 

its exclusion from his Platonic Republic. By rhetorically deriding the arts as elite and 

luxurious, the state sanctioned a citizen-subject who was not creative, pluralistic, or 

artistic as Kuo desired. The discourse of luxury and elitism further attempted to 

                                                      

21 Kuo Pao Kun, “A Quote by Kuo Pao Kun,” in 25 Years of the Substation, ed. Audrey Wong (Singapore: 

Ethos Books, 2015), 12-13. 
22 C.J. W.-L. Wee, “Introduction” in The Complete Works of Kuo Pao Kun, Vol. 4: Plays in English, ed. C.J. W.-L. 

Wee (Singapore: The Theatre Practice, 2012), xi-xxx. 
23 Tommy Koh, “Forward,” in 25 Years of the Substation, ed. Audrey Wong (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2015), 3. 
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marginalize the arts by distancing it from the populism of the People’s Action Party and 

its socialist origins. Lee Kuan Yew’s and the PAP’s early alliance with labor unions 

allowed him and the government to portray themselves as supportive of the average 

citizen and promote the performance of an ideal citizen who was a hard worker with no 

disposable time, income, or interest for the arts. Further, in casting the architects, artists 

and their supporters as elites with bourgeois interests in the fine arts, Lee occluded his 

own elitism and privilege and the level of luxurious living afforded to members of his 

government. 

Visual artists working with The Substation promoted an independent space to 

make and present their art accessibly to their fellow citizens. They were of one accord 

with the architects who similarly designed architectural spaces for living, working, and 

playing that would make the “luxury” of modernist design available to all. Architects, in 

their grand visions for redesigning neighborhoods, cities, and urban form, were 

performing a citizenship they believed included everyone in the “luxury” of the arts and 

their aesthetic masterpieces/master plans. The Substation served as a physical 

instantiation of these ideals. Its persistent physical survival and institutional longevity 

despite the changing urban landscape and political climate have made it the anchor of 

contested performances of citizenship in Singapore. 

The melding of these activist interests and the many key actors can be found in 

the conference “Our Place in Time” held in conjunction with the Singapore Heritage 
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Society in September 1994 at The Substation. This conference brought together 29 

speakers to reflect on Singapore’s cultural heritage and its future. Kuo Pao Kun spoke 

directly of architectural heritage in his speech stating his concern that “we gave up our 

mother tongues as first languages, staked our future in imported cultures, and then 

turned much of what remained of our physical heritage into theme park-like exotic 

commercial spaces. I am referring to the packaging of Chinatown, Malay Village, Clarke 

Quay, Boat Quay, and soon, Little India. The planners definitely have a different 

perspective.”24 Other key members of the organizing committee included geographers 

Brenda Yeoh and Lily Kong and sociologist Kwok Kian Woon. Two years later the 

conference “Space, Spaces, and Spacing” was hosted at the Substation with many repeat 

participants and the likes of architect Tay Kheng Soon and sociologist Chua Beng-Huat, 

one of his collaborators in the alternative Development Guide Plan for Kampong Bugis, 

discussed in the previous chapter. 

5.2 Alternative Architectures’ Importance to Contemporary Arts 

The importance of architecture for the arts in Singapore goes beyond the 

establishment of The Substation and the financial donations provided by these 

architects. Architecture has also featured prominently in the work of several critically 

engaged contemporary artists. In the realm of poetry and literature, urban space, 

                                                      

24 Kuo Pao Kun, “The Substation Artistic Director Kuo Pao Kun on the Memories Season,” Roots, 8 (Dec. 

1994): 3. 
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geography, and architecture are perennial themes.25 Examples of the contribution of 

architecture to the visual and performing arts in Singapore are offered by the works of 

visual artist Michael Lee and the theater group The Drama Box. 

Michael Lee is a Singaporean visual artist born in 1972. His work uses multiple 

and mixed-media formats including light, video, installation, and 3-D printing. He 

began exhibiting his work in 2001 when he finished his master’s degree in 

communication at the Nanyang Technological University in Singapore. Lee has been 

dealing with architecture since his first solo show in 2004 “When a Body Meets a 

Building” at the Alliance Française de Singapour. His other solo exhibitions have been in 

Hong Kong and Berlin, besides Singapore. Many of his works fit in this theme and are 

worthy of analysis, including Office Orchitect (2011), and Machine for (Living) Dying In 

(2014). In this section, however, I will focus on National Columbarium of Singapore (2009) 

as a representative piece of his overall oeuvre.  

The National Columbarium of Singapore is an installation piece which was 

exhibited at the National Museum of Singapore as part of a show titled “Lost in the 

City.” The installation consists of 45 scale models of buildings sitting on pedestals 

                                                      

25 See: Alvin Pang and Aaron Lee, eds., No Other City: The Ethos Anthology of Urban Poetry (Singapore: Ethos 

Books, 2000); Alvin Pang, City of Rain (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2010); Daren Shiau, Heartland (Singapore: 

Ethos Books, 1999); Eng-Beng Lim, “Glocalqueering in New Asia: The Politics of Performing Gay in 

Singapore,” Theatre Journal 57, no. 3 (2005): 383-405; Eng-Beng Lim, “The Mardi Gras Boys of Singapore's 

English-Language Theatre,” Asian Theatre Journal 22, no. 2, (2005): 293-309; Miguel Lizada, “Gay Poets and 

the Urbanism of Manila and Singapore,” (Master’s thesis, National University of Singapore, 2011); Erica 

Yap, “Readers-in-Conversations: A Politics of Reading in Literary Geographies,” Social & Cultural Geography 

12, no. 7 (2011): 793-807. 
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suspended from the ceiling at various heights and locations throughout the exhibition 

space. They are accompanied by text that identifies each of the buildings of this 

“columbarium” by its name, years of birth and death, and a short description. Most, 

although not all, include the name of the architect and a street name identifying its 

former location. The models are all entirely white in color and each is on its own 

hanging platform (Figures 41 & 42). Figures 41 and 42 show installation views of the 

models hanging in the gallery space of the National Museum of Singapore. Figures 43 

and 44 show detailed views of two examples of the models. While ostensibly a 

memorialization of lost and destroyed buildings of Singapore’s architectural history, the 

buildings presented are not all formerly existing ones. A couple include in parenthesis 

“unbuilt” or “temporary” although these are not uniformly applied. Instead, Lee 

includes proposed buildings that were never built and fictional buildings that he created 

himself. The full inventory of the models created for the installation can be seen in an 

accompanying poster (Figure 45). 

A deep familiarity with Singapore’s architectural history is required for the 

viewer to distinguish destroyed buildings, unbuilt proposals, and imaginative 

productions. When I interviewed Lee in 2017, it was clear that even the artist could no 

longer entirely remember which was which. This work challenges the audience in 

several key ways to reflect critically on Singaporean architectural history. 
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1) By mixing the destroyed, the unbuilt, and the imagined, it exposes one’s lack 

of complete knowledge of Singapore’s architectural history and history 

generally (as this was exhibited in a museum devoted to history, not art). Did 

the Singapore Handicraft Center really exist from 1975-1992 on Tanglin 

Road? Was the Singapore Center for Daydreaming even a real organization 

operating from 1967-2001? These are the questions one may be prompted to 

ask upon encountering the Columbarium.  

2) The title National Columbarium of Singapore is a reference to death. The 

columbarium is the primary repository for human remains in Singapore. The 

title addresses not only to the death of these buildings but also the issue of 

space and land use in Singapore. Lee makes this connection to show that just 

as people are not remembered by massive headstones or scenic graveyards, 

neither are the buildings of Singapore remembered in any significant or 

systematic way.  

3) This issue is connected to the problem of architectural heritage and historic 

preservation in Singapore, which has been widely critiqued elsewhere.26 

4) The inclusion of models of unbuilt proposals challenges the canon of 

Singaporean architectural history in an Irigarayan mode. This segment of 

                                                      

26 See: Johannes Widodo, “Architectural Conservation in Singapore,” SPAFA Journal 21, no. 3 (2011): 1-16; 

Raymond K.C. Chng, “The Crisis of Contemporary Architecture,” Singapore Architect 184 (May/June 1994), 

16-18; Special issue of Singapore Architect, No. 175 (Nov/Dec 1992) on Conservation and Preservation. 
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Lee’s project challenges the power dynamics surrounding what does and 

does not get built in Singapore and what does and does not get remembered 

or canonized. Lee’s Columbarium does this and it places them alongside real 

deceased buildings that are of the canon.  

5) This exhibit is directly engaged with the performance of citizenship in 

relation to architecture as Lee only selected buildings which had the word 

“Singapore” or “national” in their names, including variations such as the 

Malay “Singapura” and the Japanese “Syonan.” These titles are indicative of 

the pre-independence history when Singaporeans were citizens of Malaya, 

the Federation of Malaysia, and subjects of the Japanese Empire.  

6) By including the completely fictitious buildings of his own design, he adds a 

playful element to his critique. The inclusion of the fictional is important to 

the work’s overall contestation of the dominant values of architecture and 

urban planning in Singapore. These buildings not only complicate the 

expertise of architectural historians but of architects themselves. Lee’s ability 

to pass his own designs as equally plausible as those of trained architects 

raises the ever-present issues of meritocracy and competition in Singapore. 

The myth of meritocracy has been deconstructed by PJ Thum and others in 

the edited collection, Living with Myths in Singapore (2013). The question of 

architectural projects being chosen based on merit alone is a key issue within 
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the profession, not just in Singapore. What makes this critique particularly 

compelling and timely in the context of Singapore is the lack of open and 

blind architectural competitions held by the state and private entities or state-

linked corporations. Architectural competitions in Singapore have been 

instead open only to invited firms or committee reviews of submissions were 

not anonymous, despite protests from the SIA.  

The Singapore Institute of Architects has regularly raised their concerns on this 

matter with the relevant authorities in the URA and the HDB. They have also noted their 

disappointment that in many cases the architectural competitions with an invited 

shortlist are majorly comprised of foreign architects and firms. When the Senior Minister 

of State for National Development and Home Affairs, Dr. Lee Boon Yang, spoke at the 

SIA annual dinner in 1990 he stated that international competition hones one’s skills as 

in a tennis match. The president of the SIA, Mr. Chia Kok Leong responded that the 

architects were not against competition and pointed out that the competitions were not 

real competitions because they were not open to them to compete in or the winners were 

not selected fairly.27 When the HDB finally had a fair and open international competition 

with blind review of submissions in 2001, it was won by a local Singaporean firm, 

                                                      

27 Chia Kok Leong, “Annual Dinner Speech by President of SIA,” Singapore Architect, no. 163 (Nov/Dec 1990): 

33-35. 
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ARCH Studio Architecture + Urbanism, led by husband and wife team, Khoo Peng Beng 

and Belinda Huang. 

5.3 Alternative Architectures’ Importance in the Performing Arts 

The Drama Box is a local, non-profit, contemporary theater company geared 

toward “presenting works that raise social awareness and inculcate civic responsibility 

amongst Singaporeans.”28 Founded in 1990, the Drama Box performs in both English 

and Mandarin Chinese with the following stated vision: “Our works engage dialogically 

with the people and their socio-political conditions. We want audiences to be stimulated 

by the aesthetic experience, provoked to think about the issues presented, and 

participate actively in our works as ‘Spect-Actors’ or ‘Creators.’”29 Their commitment to 

Forum Theater and participatory theater that engages the audience as actors or creators 

in the content of the play, is a primary example of how the performance of citizenship 

extends to the arts beyond architecture while utilizing architecture as a defining feature 

of that performance.  

Forum Theater in Singapore, like performance art, has faced a difficult history 

with a de facto ban on its funding and performance outdoors from approximately 1993 

to 2003.30 Like the earlier Forum Theater work by The Necessary Stage, Drama Box has 

drawn heavily on the practice of the Theater of the Oppressed as formulated by Augusto 

                                                      

28 Drama Box, “About Us,” Accessed May 15, 2018. http://www.dramabox.org/eng/about_db.html. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Koh, Hui Ling, Interview with the author. Skype, September 27, 2018. 

http://www.dramabox.org/eng/about_db.html
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Boal of Brazil and the teachings in Pedagogy of the Oppressed by Brazilian Paulo Freire.31 

For Drama Box, the Theater of the Oppressed is “philosophically underlying all the 

work that we do.”32 Their identification with the oppressed and commitment to socially-

engaged practice led to their desire to bring theater to the people. They do this by 

physically locating their mobile theater in residential neighborhoods. It also occurs 

financially by providing free and affordable options to attend their performances and 

linguistically by offering bilingual options for performances. In his text, Boal writes that 

his goal is “to show that all theater is necessarily political” and “that the theater is a 

weapon. A very efficient weapon…for liberation” requiring an appropriate form.33 As a 

decolonial and feminist practice, the theater is used as a weapon of liberation. It is built 

upon the creation of agentive subjects out of oppressed objects and the breaking down 

of metaphorical and physical walls. It rejects borders that divide arbitrarily and create 

binaries of exclusion. It involves and revalues the body and senses of sound and touch 

over the primacy of sight as a passive form of (colonial) control. 

Boal writes that “the walls must be torn down. First, the spectator starts acting 

again” as in participatory theater.34 These changes constitute the “poetics of the 

oppressed” which “focuses on the action itself” as key to “its main objective: to change 

                                                      

31 Augusto Boal, Theater of the Oppressed (New York: Urizen Books, [1974] 1979); Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed (New York: Bloomsbury, [1970] 2000). 
32 Koh, Hui Ling, Interview with the author, 2018. 
33 Boal, Theater of the Oppressed, ix. 
34 Ibid., 119. 
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the people—‘spectators,’ passive beings in the theatrical phenomenon—into subjects, 

into actors, transformers of the dramatic action.”35 These actions are revolutionary 

because the liberated spectator “changes the dramatic action, tries out solutions, 

discusses plans for change—in short, trains himself for real action.”36 It is through the 

architecture of the GoLi that Drama Box has given spatial expression to these aesthetic 

and political goals.   

In 2010, the idea first came to Drama Box Associate Artistic Director Koh Hui 

Ling that the theater company ought to endeavor to create a new architectural form that 

would embody the practice of participatory theater in public space. Since November 

2014, their primary performance venue has been an inflatable structure they named 

“GoLi” after a traditional game of marbles played in Singapore.37 This mobile venue 

enables Drama Box to enhance their goal of performing street theater which is outdoors 

and in the public spaces of Singapore. Through this lime green and white inflated tent-

like structure the Drama Box takes its theatrical productions to multiple parts of 

Singapore. Primarily they concentrate on the heavily residential areas away from the 

commercial center of the city. The GoLi theater is itself architecturally significant and 

was intentionally designed by architects. As a result, the Drama Box engages critically 

and performatively with architecture and citizenship through the GoLi moving theater 

                                                      

35 Ibid., 122. 
36 Ibid. 
37 Guli is Malay for marbles. 
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and through the content of their plays. In this section I will delve into the architecture of 

the GoLi and visually analyze it in comparison with the largest state-funded theater in 

Singapore, the Esplanade, and then review a specific Drama Box performance that first 

took place inside the GoLi in 2015 titled The Lesson. 

The GoLi is an inflatable structure of a quilted fabric with billowing rows of 

white outlined by light green (Figures 46, 47, 48). There are three different GoLi of 

differing sizes to accommodate various audiences and events. The largest one is 17m x 

20m x 7m and the smallest one is 8m x 9m x 5m. Figure 7 shows the relative dimensions 

of the three iterations. When deflated they are designed to be lightweight and easily 

transported and set up; with the largest being inflated in two and a half hours. The GoLi 

has asymmetrical openings to allow for airflow and entry and exit points that make it 

tent-like. The cavernous space is described by the architects as: “joy and fun,” “cute,” 

“warm,” “inviting,” and “soft.” It is meant to inspire a comparison with a bubble.38 

Figure 8 displays one of the final renderings by the architects which highlights these 

features. Associate artistic director Koh Hui Ling explained that they told the architects 

they wanted it to be an iconic space of art and were pleased with the outcome as “it 

looks fun even though the issues inside may not be fun.”39 The high level of design 

awareness in creating the GoLi is part of the theater company’s desire for it to act on 
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audiences and users to “nurture community interest in design, architecture and 

performing arts.”40 Here, the architecture used for performance is meant to act on users 

by reinforcing and encouraging an interest in both architecture and the performance. 

The architects William Tan and Ting-Ting Zhang were commissioned due to the 

personal friendship of Zhang with Koh. 

The Singaporean architects involved in designing the GoLi are highly 

credentialed. Having studied at Cornell University and the University of Oxford, they 

worked for Zaha Hadid Architects on performance venue projects. On a page devoted to 

“The Creative Brains Behind GoLi” on the Drama Box website, the question of why 

these highly accomplished (and likely incredibly busy) architects would take on such a 

project in support of a community theater is addressed. The architects are portrayed as 

highly critical intellectuals who studied not only architecture but “modern political 

theory, film and philosophy” along with “political science, cultural theories and 

semiotics, specifically how urbanism shapes the way society behaves.”41 These architects 

are equated with the intellectual background of the theater and credited with the agency 

of the architecture beyond its design: “They envision The GoLi Project as a blend of 

theater making and architecture—bringing to the public a creative use of social spaces 

                                                      

40 Drama Box, “About GoLi – The Structure,” Accessed May 15, 2018. 

http://www.dramabox.org/eng/about_goli-structure.html. 
41 Drama Box, “About GoLi – The Creative Brains,” Accessed May 15, 2018. 

http://www.dramabox.org/eng/about_goli-creative.html. 
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that provokes the imagination and participation of its inhabitants.”42 A rhetorical 

analysis suggests that the theater company is ceding to the architects the ability to make 

such claims although it was a collaborative project and they agree both on the ends and 

the means. The rhetorical focus on the architects was also an attempt to strengthen their 

position as they solicited funds from the community and the government. Appealing to 

the credentialing fetish of Singaporeans, these architects are beyond reproach and their 

theories and designs cannot be dismissed as the impractical creative imagination of 

thespians.  

Tan and Zheng are identified as running a think tank, Atelier WATT. Their 

involvement with the arts, politics, architecture, and performance of citizenship is akin 

to the work of SPUR and the involvement of Tay Kheng Soon and William Lim with The 

Substation. These architects not only use design to perform their citizenship, but in so 

doing posit a political position and perform the roles of public intellectual and activist. 

In a YouTube video where the architects discuss the design story, Zheng states, 

“community theater, in itself, is a powerful idea but it has no form to it, so I guess we’re 

trying to give some shape and form to this concept.”43 The approach of community 

theater as opposed to other forms of theater common in Singapore—musical or classical, 

for example—resists the architectural limits of the amphitheater and the black box.  

                                                      

42 Ibid. 
43 Drama Box Archive, “GoLi – The Design Story,” YouTube. Video File. May 29, 2018.  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=154&v=Pcm-noLGlhE.  
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As a form of theater which is defined by its formlessness—being open-ended to 

audience participation and unexpected interventions which are encouraged by the 

formal members of the troupe—it requires an architecture that can adapt its shape and 

location as well. Community theater as street theater was traditionally a form of 

performance with little to no architectural dimension and frequently without set design 

or stage even. Tan adds that his view of how to give architectural expression to this form 

of performance is that “it should be guerrilla; it should be sprung out of nowhere.”44 The 

term guerilla theater defines a related concept of politically activist theater that also 

frequently takes place in a public space such as the street. As outdoor public gatherings 

are generally illegal in Singapore as per the Public Order Act, staging a performance 

within an architectural structure such as the GoLi provides a potential protective cover 

for the guerrilla activities taking place within it. That is, the GoLi becomes a more legible 

structure for the state to classify the performances as regular theater shows as opposed 

to the subversive “theater of the oppressed.”  

Two major regulations of public space and performance in Singapore create 

significant barriers to the goals of Drama Box to challenge the performance of citizenship 

in their new architecture: The Public Order Act and the public performance rating 

system. The Public Order Act forbids public assemblies without prior permission and 

defines assembly as:  
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a gathering or meeting (whether or not comprising any lecture, talk, address, 

debate or discussion) of persons the purpose (or one of the purposes) of which is — 

(a) to demonstrate support for or opposition to the views or actions of any person, 

group of persons or any government; 

(b) to publicize a cause or campaign; or 

(c) to mark or commemorate any event, 

and includes a demonstration by a person alone for any such purpose 

referred to in paragraph (a), (b), or (c); 45 

 

By this law, nearly any event can be construed as political—even a single 

individual’s performance of her citizenship is punishable. In this way, it can be said that 

the Singaporean government agrees with Boal’s assertion that the theater is an efficient 

weapon of political liberation.  

The other primary challenge of outdoor performance in Singapore faced by 

Drama Box in 2015 was that the mandatory government rating system restricted all 

outdoor performance to be G-rated (for General audience) although this was more of an 

unwritten rule, according to Koh.46 When they first set out to use the GoLi for a theater 

festival in 2015 the license officers required that the GoLi be inflated and that they come 

inspect it before awarding the performance license. Drama Box took the position that the 

performances inside the GoLi should be considered outdoor and that the government 

rating should be based on the script alone. That the government based its decision not 

only on the script but additionally on the space in which the performance occurred 

suggests that the architects and Drama Box had successfully created an “architecture of 

                                                      

45 Parliament of Singapore, Public Order Act: Chapter 257A, (Singapore: Attorney General’s Chambers, 2009) 

https://sso.agc.gov.sg/Act/POA2009#legis.  
46 Koh, Interview, 2018. 
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the oppressed” to match their approach to theater. In the end the license was granted 

with the stipulation that the door flaps be fastened over the openings but neither zipped 

closed nor pulled back like curtains. Figure 48 shows the completed GoLi inflated 

outdoors in a public residential neighborhood. 

In another fundraising video for the GoLi from 2013, a series of voices describe 

what public space means to them: “To me, public spaces are where everyone can create 

opportunities;” “Where everyone can gather;” “A place for encounters;” “It should 

belong to everyone;” “Inspire people to just do things and maybe think of spaces as 

something unexpected;” “The space should be inclusive and not restrictive.” While these 

statements may have been handpicked or scripted, they are presented as spontaneous 

responses representative of a random survey on the street. After these voices conclude, 

text appears on the screen proclaiming: “There isn’t a space that exists like this in 

Singapore” and a large question mark fades in.47 The Drama Box’s guerilla architecture 

project directly contradicts the Public Order Act by creating a space where that which is 

restricted for citizens can occur: “A space where we gather to dialogue, to debate, to 

discuss, or even imagine the different possibilities that we can have for our future.”48 

The contrast between Drama Box’s conception of public space and the rights of citizens 

                                                      

47 Drama Box Archive, “Drama Box ‘GoLi,’” YouTube. Video File. December 3, 2013. Accessed May 29, 2018. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9h94YvIDAM.   
48 Drama Box Archive, “Drama Box ‘GoLi’” YouTube. Video File. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h9h94YvIDAM
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with the state’s juridical restrictions is captured in the architectural differences of the 

GoLi and the Esplanade Theaters on the Bay. 

The Esplanade Theaters on the Bay (Figures 49, 50, 51) is the largest theater and 

performing arts venue in Singapore. Its completion in 2002 was the largest investment of 

the state in the arts in Singapore at a cost of about SG$600 million.49 The competition for 

its design was won in 1992 by British architect Michael Wilford and based on earlier 

designs from his partnership with James Stirling before his death. His design was for 

two massive oblong glass structures that were connected and sited at the edge of Marina 

Bay in the center of the city across the highway from the Padang—the central civic space 

of the colony—a grassy rectangular field where cricket was and is played. Figure 49 

shows a perspective view of the Esplanade indicating its massive size and prime 

location along Marina Bay with hotels, office buildings, and convention center in the 

background. The Esplanade’s design was modified in Wilford’s collaboration with the 

large local firm DP Architects. DP Architects took over when Wilford’s team eventually 

left the project completely in 1995. One of the main modifications was the addition of 

triangular sunshades which scaffold the large glass orbs. The sunshades are made of 

aluminum and poke out as they cascade over the two conjoined and air-conditioned 

spheres. The building is most commonly compared to the durian—a fruit with a 

                                                      

49 Reena Devi, “Sunday Spotlight: The Rise of the Esplanade,” Today (Singapore), April 29, 2017, accessed 

December 6, 2018, https://www.todayonline.com/entertainment/arts/sunday-spotlight-rise-esplanade. 
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similarly hard, round and spiky exterior. Figure 50 shows a section of one of these orbs 

and how the multiple levels of theaters, event space, and other venues fit underneath the 

metallically shaded glass dome. 

Architecturally and institutionally the Esplanade and the GoLi are opposites. The 

Esplanade hosts traveling orchestras from abroad and leans toward classical and 

traditional music, theater, opera, and dance. Its venues are primarily of a large scale for 

seating over a thousand guests and it incorporates spaces for shopping, dining, and a 

public library. The GoLi moves from place to place in Singapore, is set up temporarily 

for its performances which are always local, and generally avoids the center city. Its 

productions are intimate and neighborly with affordable and free performances in the 

main. The Esplanade requires an enormous amount of energy and air conditioning 

while the GoLi is outdoors and open in a way that challenges the division of indoor-

outdoor and public-private space. The mass and volume of the Esplanade is imposing, 

hard, sharp, and metallic—earning its comparison to the durian—while the GoLi is soft, 

airy, cute, and inviting—making it comparable to bubbles. Juxtaposing Figure 51, a 

section of the Esplanade with Figure 8 of the GoLi elevations, the differences in façades 

is striking. The steel and glass engineering of the Esplanade looks and feels expensive as 

reflected in its interior spaces and average ticket prices. In contrast, the use of air to hold 

up a quilted fabric is meant to “speak to people of all walks of life” according to GoLi 
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architect Ting-Ting Zheng.50 The Esplanade as described by DP Architects is 

phallocularcentric. They praise its architecture for its solidity, permanence, power, and 

vantage point for seeing others: it is an “enduring landmark…iconic, all representing 

and timeless” with a “dominating legible form” and “outward panoramic views.”51 The 

record-breaking budget for the Esplanade was paid for entirely by the government 

while The Drama Box crowdsourced its funding from individuals and corporations 

along with some matching funds from the government.  

The Esplanade’s various theater stages, studios, and concert hall are designed for 

maximum comfort and acoustic pleasure and precision. According to associate artistic 

director Koh Hui Ling, the “GoLi will be a place where people come together to 

reimagine our public spaces…we shall forge identities, build communal memories, 

transform place, and foster our sense of belonging as a community.”52 This approach to 

activist arts practices in the theater through the participatory format of Forum Theater 

requires an architecture that induces the audience to actively move, think, listen, and 

feel. The GoLi does exactly that through its color, lighting, placement, shape, seating, 

texture, and openness to the climate. The Esplanade’s architecture and interior however 

render an audience passive in comfortable and climate-controlled seats, the anonymity 

of darkness in a large crowd, and the maximization of aural stimulation and visual 

                                                      

50 Drama Box Archive, “GoLi – The Design Story,” YouTube. 
51 DP Architects, “Esplanade—Theatres on the Bay,” Last modified 2018. Accessed December 14, 2018. 
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52 Drama Box, GoLi the Moving Theater – Progress Report, (Singapore: Drama Box Ltd., 2015), 2. 
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reception of information. Even at the time of the Esplanade’s design reveal and 

construction, many members of the public and especially the local arts communities 

were dissatisfied. Ambassador Tommy Koh was chairman of the National Arts Council 

then and recalled that “Many of my artist friends were very disappointed. Some felt that 

I had betrayed them.”53 Even the Esplanade’s webpage on its architecture and building 

design admits that, “To say that Esplanade's architectural design was a hotly debated 

issue among Singaporeans when the center first opened is an understatement.”54 

Nonetheless, the Esplanade proclaims its iconicity as being “firmly cemented in 2013, 

when the center came to be featured on Singapore's five-cent coins.”55 Drama Box 

Artistic Director Kok Heng Leun also envisions that the GoLi “will become a very 

important landmark” but unlike Singapore’s five-cent coins, “GoLi does not belong to 

Drama Box; it belongs to everyone.”56 

The involvement of everyone as “spect-Actors” is not just rhetorical, visual, or 

architectural. It is also performative in a way that reinforces the spatial elements and 

encourages the practice of citizenship by the liberated participants. A prime example of 

this performance of citizenship by the Drama Box took place in their production of The 

Lesson. 
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The Lesson is a performance that took place in the GoLi in 2015 in Singapore and 

which then later traveled to Taiwan and an international theater festival in the 

Netherlands before finally returning in updated form to Singapore in 2017. I attended 

one of the 2017 performances in the Toa Payoh neighborhood where it was originally 

performed. I interviewed associate artistic director Koh Hui Ling, the GoLi architects 

Atelier WATT, and collected two of the handouts from the performance (Figures 52, 53).  

In this participatory theater performance, the space inside the GoLi is arranged 

in the manner of an arena theater; the audience sits on benches surrounding a raised 

stage with chairs on it. The chairs are occupied by members of the public who 

volunteered in advance to participate in the performance. Along the edges of the GoLi 

are signs on posts with the names of seven generic sites. Each of the posts also has a 

mailbox attached to it. A theater member carries a microphone and walks around to 

narrate, explain, and moderate as discussion ensues.  

The premise of this participatory performance is that the audience members on 

the stage are residents of a particular fictional neighborhood in Singapore where a new 

MRT (Mass Rail Transit) station has been approved. The audience is told that the 

residents want this MRT station but that in order for it to be built, another existing space 

must be destroyed. It is up to this jury of residents to decide which site should be 

destroyed because it is their neighborhood. The remaining audience members seated on 

the surrounding benches are told that they represent the residents of the rest of 
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Singapore and are given the opportunity to influence the decision of the committee. The 

facilitator introduces the sites and gives some background information on each of them 

and then asks the audience to go stand by the site they least want destroyed. The options 

are: Cinema, Flea Market, Columbarium, Marsh, Halfway House, Rental Flat, and Wet 

Market. Audience members at each site are then given a chance to state why they believe 

that site is most worthy of protection. The residents’ committee may ask questions and 

continues by discussing among themselves. Then the facilitator asks the audience to 

stand by the site they most want to be destroyed. Again, the different constituencies are 

given the opportunity to argue their cases and to debate with each other while the 

committee comments on the feedback and attempts to reach a consensus.  

The facilitator informs everyone that the residents’ decision must be unanimous 

or else it will trigger another set of possible outcomes. If the committee is unanimous 

then the decision will be final if they can convince a majority of the Singaporeans (i.e. the 

audience) to match their choice. If they are not able to decide then it will be put to a vote 

by the rest of the residents of Singapore. If the residents are able to select a single site by 

a simple majority then it will be decided. If no site receives a simple majority in the 

referendum or the vote-winning site does not match the selection by the residents’ 

committee then the decision reverts to the government authorities, although it is 

unspecified who or what entity that will be. When it comes to a vote, the ballot requires 

the selection of one site and giving a reason for that site (Figure 52). Finally, the theater 
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experience concludes with a time of reflection and further dialogue among the audience 

members and the facilitators. 

Equally important to the Drama Box and linked to the theme of architecture in 

The Lesson is the performance of citizenship. The audience participants or “creators” as 

the group refers to them, are actively creating a new form (and space) of Singaporean 

citizenship and contesting the state’s restrictive definition. Hannah Arendt refers to the 

space of citizenship in the Greek polis as “not the city-state in its physical location; it is 

the organization of the people as it arises out of acting and speaking together, and its 

true space lies between people living together for this purpose, no matter where they 

happen to be…It is the space of appearance in the widest sense of the word, namely, the 

space where I appear to others and others appear to me.”57 The practice, performance, 

and participation in The Lesson creates this civic space where people mutually appear 

and are recognized as citizens while they act and speak together. From the start, the 

scenario is described in a way that everyone is assigned the right, responsibility and 

ability to participate and perform her or his citizenship. The audience members are not 

exclusively Singaporean, they include permanent residents and temporary visitors as 

well. Their collective participation contrasts with the state’s restrictions on granting 

citizenship through naturalization, the forbidding of dual-citizenship, and the limits on 

non-citizens’ participation in local matters deemed to be political.  
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The facilitator indicates that the scenario has arisen because the residents of the 

fictional neighborhood want the MRT station. Therefore, the scene opens with a 

performance of citizenship in medias res as it implies that those citizens have already 

successfully lobbied for improved public transportation in their community. Those 

residents then successively perform their citizenship by serving on the committee with 

full autonomy and knowing that their decision has the potential to be final. It is notable 

that the panel of mock residents must act unanimously as in the case of decision 

rendered by a court jury when in Singapore trial by jury does not exist. This subtle 

element of the performance of citizenship also adds to the critique of the rights of 

citizens in Singapore. When the broader public gets to have their say in defending the 

various sites, they are performing their citizenship by exercising freedom of speech and 

freedom of assembly. These rights are not practiced regularly in Singapore nor is public 

and civil dialogue.  

The space for such debate does not exist or occur in the typical spaces of 

citizenship: the parliament, the courts, the public square, the university, the print and 

news media, even virtual space is subject to civil and criminal prosecution. Through 

their participation in The Lesson, Singaporeans experientially learn how to perform their 
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citizenship. As Koh stated it’s “where people get to practice what citizenry is.”58 In the 

words of Boal, the theater is “a rehearsal for the revolution.”59 

When the scenario arises for the full audience to vote, the format of a referendum 

challenges the electoral politics and rights of Singaporean citizenship. There have been 

no referenda in Singapore since the vote on merger with Malaysia in 1962. 

Parliamentary elections do not follow the principle of one person, one vote as districts 

are divided unevenly and with varying numbers of members of parliament for each 

ranging from one to six. The closest type of election to a referendum held in Singapore is 

the presidential election, but these are rarely held as the government creates and 

changes the requirements for eligibility. Since the office of president was amended in 

1991 to be selected by direct election (instead of by the parliament), there have only been 

two elections for the six-year term. 

This devolution of power in The Lesson to allow for direct democracy in the 

performance of citizenship is highlighted by the returning of decision-making power to 

the authorities as the last resort. When neither the small group of citizen representatives 

nor the full population of citizen voters can reach a consensus, then and only then does 

the government step in to arbitrate. This performance of citizenship is one that imagines 

a bottom up movement of citizen action where the needs of a community are met and 
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self-determined by the local actors. It imagines a Singapore where free and honest 

debate occurs among citizens to resolve conflict and differences and where the 

government does not intervene or pre-determine outcomes. Instead the government 

serves the people and its function is to carry out the wishes of the people as decided by a 

representative panel and a referendum. 

This performance of citizenship in the context of urban planning fits with the 

theory of citizen participation proposed by Sherry Arnstein in 1969. Her “Ladder of 

Citizen Participation” (Figure 54) shows the levels of citizen involvement in city 

programs from non-participation to citizen power. Notably, this theoretical framework 

for understanding civic action comes from the field of urban planning—providing 

another significant connection between the spatial and the civic with architecture, art, 

and activism. This typology was cited by Koh as another theoretical framework on 

which The Lesson’s theater praxis is based.60 Arnstein’s article in the Journal of the 

American Institute of Planners was based on “three federal social programs: urban 

renewal, anti-poverty, and Model Cities.”61 Although focused on the context of the 

United States and her own work for the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban 

Development (HUD), similar practices and theories of urban renewal, anti-poverty, and 
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Model Cities were all abundantly present contemporaneously in Singapore as the 

previous chapters have shown.  

Arnstein argued that citizen participation is citizen power, the highest rung on 

the ladder and that “It is the redistribution of power that enables the have-not citizens, 

presently excluded from the political and economic processes, to be deliberately 

included in the future.”62 In giving examples from the 75 U.S. cities which participated in 

the HUD Model Cities program she concluded that “In most cases where power has 

come to be shared it was taken by the citizens, not given by the city. There is nothing new 

about that process.”63 This 1960s North American response to urban renewal and 

citizenship participation in city planning harkens to the activism of Jane Jacobs, the 

Black Panther Party, and the student protests at UC-Berkeley. American activism of the 

1960s was a key component of SPUR’s conception of citizenship and the campus of UC-

Berkeley was referenced by Tay Kheng Soon in the SPUR journal from the same time as 

most expressive of the architectural space of that citizenship.  

Arnstein’s degrees of citizen power includes partnership, delegated power, and 

citizen control (Figure 54). The SPUR Group demanded this level of citizen power 

through their performance of their citizenship in the public sphere of politics and 

planning policy. The inability to arrive at levels 6 through 8 on the ladder culminated in 
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Drama Box’s use of public space in an outdoor theater to teach citizens how to perform 

their citizenship by practicing citizen control. Drama Box used an imaginative setting so 

that the performance might seep out into the public sphere of electoral politics, direct 

action, and public consciousness. Combined with Boal’s intervention, this play allows 

for his conclusion that “The liberated spectator, as a whole person, launches into action. 

No matter that the action is fictional; what matters is that it is action!”64 The original 

performance in 2015 unintentionally coincided with the General Election. The third 

performance occurred on election day and Koh recounts that people talked about how 

they were “practicing voting” by participating in The Lesson. During the performance 

that occurred the day after the election a substantial discussion of voting beyond the 

play was provoked and at the end of every day’s performance people had much more to 

say.65  

Significantly, The Lesson animates the “spect-Actors” as directly and openly as is 

possible— spatially, architecturally, and politically—in Singapore. The open-air nature 

of the GoLi, its mobility, and placement in open green spaces or parking lots in highly 

residential areas breaks down the limits of the physical theater performances of The 

Necessary Stage and Wild Rice theater companies. While both of these local groups 

perform critical works that also challenge and perform citizenship in an alternative and 
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imaginative way, they are limited by the traditional architectural forms such as the black 

box or the proscenium stage. In contrast to the other end of the spectrum—such as the 

Singapore Repertory Theater’s Shakespeare in the Park series, although open air and 

outdoors in a public space, the performance does not involve the participatory methods 

of Forum Theater nor is it based on the context of Singapore. Rather, The Lesson most 

succinctly captures the poetics of the oppressed which Boal co-identifies as the poetics of 

liberation, as by the end of the performance, “the spectator no longer delegates power to 

the characters either to think or to act in his place. The spectator frees himself; he thinks 

and acts for himself!”66 

The concern with architectural spaces in The Lesson raises the issue of 

architectural preservation similar to the ways in which the Singapore Heritage Society 

and other civil society activist groups have sought to preserve the built environment, 

natural landscapes, and cultural practices. The cinema is said to be architecturally 

significant and might be a reference to the Cathay Theater whose façade was preserved 

in its redevelopment. The marsh stands in for all the natural wetlands of Singapore 

which have been paved over for the sprawling city’s infrastructure, including its smaller 

islands and the land reclamation completed to augment their size. The flea market is a 

reference to the flea market on Sungei Road also known as the “Thieves Market” whose 

vendors were evicted in late 2017. The columbarium is an allusion to the constant 
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exhumation of graves in Singapore from Bididari Cemetery to Bukit Brown Cemetery. 

Independent groups of citizens such as Save Bukit Brown formed to advocate for its 

preservation and to lead guerrilla tours of the site even as it was undergoing demolition. 

The rental flat references the precarious position of many lower income individuals, 

especially the elderly who are evicted from their homes when an estate of public 

housing is sold en bloc for redevelopment or when the government wants to rebuild at 

higher density. 

As audience members advocate on behalf of the various sites to be preserved or 

destroyed during The Lesson they are forced to grapple with the issue of architectural 

heritage and the social contexts and consequences of architecture in Singapore. The 

audience members are unlikely to be necessarily members of any of the aforementioned 

civil society groups but they are performing their citizenship by taking positions on 

those very issues. This performance enables the audience to become citizens in ways that 

most may not have yet experienced. Like the lessons learned in a school room, the 

“spect-Actors” are now prepared and empowered to continue performing their 

citizenship in these ways outside of the theater setting. As the bilingual handout (Figure 

53) notes, “The Lesson is a participatory performance that asks questions about what 

forces are at work in shaping our space, and whether there is enough space for shared 

heterotopias.” The concern with space and architecture is at the center of this event in 
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the space where it is held (the GoLi67 in an open space away from downtown), the 

content of the discussion and action or “plot” (building an MRT station), the choice of 

sites which are to be evicted, and the theoretical underpinning of the performance—an 

interest in shared heterotopias.  Here again, Drama Box has alluded to a theoretical text 

that informs its praxis. The concept of heterotopia is explained by Michel Foucault as a 

“counter-site” in the real world, as opposed to utopias that are ideal spaces not found in 

any actual place.68 For Drama Box, the praxis of theater is about addressing the issue of 

oppression through taboo or controversial subjects by taking action, reflecting on that 

action, and taking another action. 

5.4 Conclusion 

The thread of activism throughout the lives of post-colonial Singapore’s leading 

architects has lasted for the entirety of its first 50 years of independence. They impacted 

civil society not only in architecture and urban planning but through their intimate 

connections with academia, rights-based groups, cultural institutions, and the arts 

community. These organizations are a testament to the pioneering work of this 

generation. The non-governmental organizations written about in this chapter reveal the 

centrality of architects among elites in their opposition to the state. The artistic practice 

of Michael Lee and The Drama Box are further proof of the impact of architecture in the 

                                                      

67 The handout identifies the GoLi as an active agent in the performance when it states that this event is 

“Presented by Drama Box. Featuring GoLi.” 
68 Michel Foucault, “Of Other Spaces,” Diacritics 16, no. 1 (1986): 24. 
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culture and politics of contemporary Singapore. They continue to grapple with 

architecture as an alternative and agentive space for radicality. Their examples 

demonstrate that the future of architecture’s critical use in the performance of 

citizenship in Singapore is in the arts.
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6. Conclusion: Democratizing Space in Singapore 

This dissertation told the story of the democratization of space in post-colonial 

Singapore. The process of democratization was contested and continual as it is in most 

contexts. For Singapore, democratization politically and spatially has remained a series 

of attempted proposals with few victories. The movement by architects, artists, and 

activists to decolonize Singapore’s architecture and urban space is more similar to the 

postcolonial movements that occur under colonial systems than in independent 

republics. I have identified this political project by the term citizenship because 

citizenship is the key marker of identity, belonging, and equality in a republic. It is also 

etymologically and historically an urban term; from the Latin civis for citizen and civitas 

for the city-state or citizenry.  

Citizenship allows for abstract and concrete claims to be made to rights, 

protections, and belonging in the city-state. Architects began this performative speech-

act of dissention which was carried on by visual artists and theater practitioners. Future 

research will augment this history with the work of filmmakers and new media and 

performance artists. The architects and others in this dissertation made claims to their 

citizenship which challenged the conceptual and practical constraints of the state. The 

state’s perpetuation of colonial policies of control makes Singaporean citizenship 

limiting and exclusive. The SPUR Group and others included in this dissertation 
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opposed Singaporean citizenship and offered an alternative citizenship I termed 

Malayan.  

To be a citizen of Malaya is to be a member of a pre- and postcolonial utopia. 

Malaya serves as a conceptual space in which to locate the ideals of a countermodern, 

postcolonial global city. Tay Kheng Soon described it as “displaced.”1 It is the opposite 

of British imperial space and authoritarian post-colonial Singapore. Identification with 

Malaya challenges both the political history of Singapore and its artificial political 

boundaries. The architects and their proposals discussed in this dissertation similarly 

challenged the air of inevitability in dominant narratives of Singapore’s history—

political, urban, and architectural. “The Singapore Story” is the name of this dominant 

narrative in Singapore and the title of the first volume of Lee Kuan Yew’s memoir. This 

history tells of the relentless pursuit of progress, modernism, and success in the face of 

insurmountable odds. It is a repackaging of the civilizing mission of European 

colonizers by “the best bloody Englishman east of the Suez”—a title given to Lee by the 

then-British Foreign Secretary George Brown.2  

 This dissertation demonstrates how incomplete the present day architectural 

and urban history of Singapore is. The chapters covered the first fifty years of 

Singapore’s independence, the celebration of which—known as “SG50”—in 2015 led to 

                                                      

1 Tay Kheng Soon, “Zooming Out: Re-Imagining Singapore,” in No Other City: Ethos Anthology of Urban 

Poetry, eds. Alvin Pang and Aaron Lee (Singapore: Ethos Books, 2000): 189. 
2 “Lee Kuan Yew: Commander of His Stage,” The Economist (London), March 22, 2015, Accessed January 29, 

2019, https://www.economist.com/obituary/2015/03/22/lee-kuan-yew. 

https://www.economist.com/obituary/2015/03/22/lee-kuan-yew
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renewed calls for questioning leading historical narratives of the city-state’s 

development. In 2019, the government-sponsored commemoration of the bicentennial of 

colonization again brought critiques of basing the history of the island and its 

inhabitants on the timeline of the colonists. My critique of that incompleteness is not a 

call to reject the existing architectural and urban histories of Singapore. Rather it is one 

that seeks to make them more complete. I emphasize that these additional or alternative 

histories were always already present.  

The latency of this history and its being written and told serves to excavate other 

histories that have been excluded from the approved narratives of the Singapore story. 

Key themes that arise throughout this history may be familiar to the contemporary 

citizen or observer of Singapore. Proving the long history of their presence since 

independence challenges the bias of the present to think trends are new. (Re)telling this 

history similarly challenges its erasure from the canon and makes it accessible to 

contemporary audiences. As explained in the Introduction, this approach has been 

informed by Luce Irigaray’s methodology of uncovering obscured histories and theories. 

Using her work this dissertation has pushed further the use of feminist theory in 

architectural history. In my analysis of these alternative architectural projects as 

performative, this dissertation has extended the theorization of architecture’s agency. 

These frameworks allow for other scholars to bring new perspectives to their 

study of comparable contexts. This dissertation demonstrates the degree to which 
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Singapore is a valuable site for critical analysis across disciplines. Singapore as a global 

city is part of a discourse that spans research in geography, urban studies, architecture, 

and political economy. In the American academy in particular, Singapore is absent 

despite its economic and political significance within ASEAN and globally.3 Even in 

North American institutions with renowned centers for the study of Southeast Asia 

(Berkeley, Cornell, Yale, and Wisconsin) not a single faculty member has a primary 

focus on Singapore either in the humanities or social sciences. 

 Singapore as a “New Asian City” provides the opportunity for intra-Asian 

comparison with other cities in the region.4 As a space of hyperurbanity, Singapore often 

invites comparisons with the likes of Dubai.5 Singapore as a post-colonial city opens up 

uses for this approach across the post-colonies and post-colonizers’ capitals. Singapore’s 

titles in myriad other categories from “smart city” to “green/eco-city” make this research 

relevant to broad audiences of urban studies. Any discussion of these aspects of 

historical and contemporary urbanism will not be comprehensive without the inclusion 

of Singapore, as Chapter 1 articulated in the context of architectural modernisms. As 

prevalent as the “Singapore model” is in its replication for urbanization and de-

                                                      

3 The Martin Prosperity Institute at the University of Toronto just ranked Singapore as the sixth most 

economically powerful city. See: Mike Bird, “The 25 Most Economically Powerful Cities,” World Economic 

Forum Agenda, September 25, 2015, Accessed January 15, 2019, https://agenda.weforum.org/2015/09/the-25-

most-economically-powerful-cities/. 
4 Jini Kim Watson, The New Asian City: Three-Dimensional Fictions of Space and Urban Form, (Minneapolis: 

University of Minnesota Press, 2011). 
5 Yasser Elshashtawy, “Navigating the Spectacle: Landscapes of Consumption in Dubai,” Architectural 

Theory Review 13, no. 2 (2008): 164-187. 

https://agenda.weforum.org/2015/09/the-25-most-economically-powerful-cities/
https://agenda.weforum.org/2015/09/the-25-most-economically-powerful-cities/
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democratization,6 so too should this study’s contribution be to critical analysis of its 

alternatives and contestations. 

 

                                                      

6 See the special section on the “Singapore Model” and China’s Neo-Authoritarian Dream in The China 

Quarterly, Vol. 236 (2018). 
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Appendix A 

 

 

Figure 1: Golden Lane Project, Alison & Peter Smithson (1952) unbuilt. From Agnes 

Nyilas, Beyond Utopia: Japanese Metabolism Architecture and the Birth of Mythopia, (New 

York: Routledge, 2018), 9. 
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Figure 2a: Peoples’ Park Complex view, DP Architects (1973), Singapore. From: 

https://www.dpa.com.sg/insight/theopeningofpeoplesparkcomplex/ [accessed: July 2, 

2018]  

 

https://www.dpa.com.sg/insight/theopeningofpeoplesparkcomplex/
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Figure 2b: Peoples’ Park Complex, DP Architects (1973), Singapore. From 

https://stateofbuildings.sg/places/people-s-park-complex [accessed: July 2, 2018]. 

 

https://stateofbuildings.sg/places/people-s-park-complex
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Figure 3a: Golden Mile Complex view, DP Architects (1974) Singapore. From SengKang 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Golden_Mile_Complex,_Dec_05.JPG 

[accessed: June 20, 2018] 

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Golden_Mile_Complex,_Dec_05.JPG
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Figure 3b: Golden Mile Complex landscape view, DP Architects (1974), Singapore. From 

URA, https://stateofbuildings.sg/places/golden-mile-complex [accessed: July 2, 2018] 

 

 

https://stateofbuildings.sg/places/golden-mile-complex
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Figure 3c: Golden Mile Complex section, DP Architects (1974), Singapore. From 

http://www.dpa.com.sg/projects/golden-mile-complex/ [accessed: June 20, 2018] 

 

http://www.dpa.com.sg/projects/golden-mile-complex/
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Figure 4a: Boston Harbor Project, Kenzo Tange (1959) unbuilt. From Nyilas 2018, 71. 
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Figure 4b: Boston Harbor Project, Kenzo Tange (1959) model floor plan. From Nyilas 

2018, 71. 
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Figure 5: SPUR drawing (1967), from SPUR 65/67, 11. 
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Figure 6: SPUR drawing (1967), from SPUR 65/67, 10. 
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Figure 7: Plan for Tokyo, Kenzo Tange (1960) unbuilt. From Nyilas 2018, 81. 
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Figure 8: SPUR drawing (1967), from SPUR 65/67, 4. 
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Figure 9: Tree-Shaped Housing Project, Kiyonori Kikutake (1968) unbuilt. From 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/176555247862886541/ [accessed: November 26, 2018]. 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/pin/176555247862886541/
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Figure 10: Jersey Corridor Project, Peter Eisenman & Michael Graves (1965), unbuilt. 

From Jennifer Yoos and Vincent James (Eds.) Parallel Cities: The Multilevel Metropolis 

(Minneapolis: Walker Art Center, 2016), 130. 
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Figure 11: Lower Manhattan Expressway, Paul Rudolph (1970), unbuilt. From Reyner 

Banham, Megastructure (New York: Harper & Row, 1976), 12. 
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Figure 12a Brunswick Centre section, Patrick Hodgkinson (1972) London. From Banham 

1976, 186. 

 

 

Figure 12b Brunswick Centre detail, Patrick Hodgkinson (1972) London. From Banham 

1976, 188. 
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Figure 12c Brunswick Centre view, Patrick Hodgkinson (1972) London. From Banham 

1976, 188. 
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Figure 13, The Jackson Plan (1828) Lt. Philip Jackson, National Archives of Singapore, 

Wikimedia Commons, 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plan_of_the_Town_of_Singapore_(1822)_by_L

ieutenant_Philip_Jackson_original.jpg  

 

https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plan_of_the_Town_of_Singapore_(1822)_by_Lieutenant_Philip_Jackson_original.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Plan_of_the_Town_of_Singapore_(1822)_by_Lieutenant_Philip_Jackson_original.jpg
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Figure 14, Concept Plan (1971) URA, Government of Singapore, 

https://www.ura.gov.sg/Corporate/Planning/Concept-Plan/Past-Concept-Plans   

 

https://www.ura.gov.sg/Corporate/Planning/Concept-Plan/Past-Concept-Plans
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Figure 15, Map of New Towns in Singapore, HDB, Government of Singapore, (provided 

by Jun Wang) 
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Figure 16, Old Parliament House (c.1911), photo postcard from Arshak Galstaun 

Collection, National Archives of Singapore, 

http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/photographs/record-details/ae1e8867-1161-11e3-

83d5-0050568939ad  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/photographs/record-details/ae1e8867-1161-11e3-83d5-0050568939ad
http://www.nas.gov.sg/archivesonline/photographs/record-details/ae1e8867-1161-11e3-83d5-0050568939ad
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Figure 17, People’s Park Complex landscape (1973), DP Architects, 

https://www.dpa.com.sg/insight/theopeningofpeoplesparkcomplex/ [accessed: July 2, 

2018] 

 

https://www.dpa.com.sg/insight/theopeningofpeoplesparkcomplex/
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Figure 18: Location Plan, Bu Ye Tian. Source: Singapore River 不夜天 (Singapore: Bu Ye 

Tian Enterprises, 1982), 6. 
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Figure 19: Area Breakdown According to Usage, Bu Ye Tian. Source: Singapore River 

不夜天 (Singapore: Bu Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982), 10. 
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Figure 20: Concept Plan, Bu Ye Tian. Source: Singapore River 不夜天 (Singapore: Bu Ye 

Tian Enterprises, 1982), 8. 

 

 

Figure 21: Plan and elevation of 2nd level. Source: Singapore River 不夜天 (Singapore: Bu 

Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982) 
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Figure 22: Plan and elevation of 3rd level. Source: Singapore River 不夜天 (Singapore: Bu 

Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982) 
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Figure 23: Location Plan of floating Chinese restaurants. Source: Singapore River 不夜天 

(Singapore: Bu Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982), 22. 
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Figure 24: Elevations and view of floating Chinese restaurant. Singapore River 不夜天 

(Singapore: Bu Ye Tian Enterprises, 1982). 
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Figure 25: OCBC Tower, view from Singapore River, 1983. Source: Ministry of 

Information and the Arts Collection, courtesy of National Archives of Singapore 
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Figure 26: Plan of Level 1, Marina Bay Sands, 2010. Moshe Safdie. Source: 

https://www.marinabaysands.com/company-information/directions-to-marina-bay-

sands.html#map 

 

https://www.marinabaysands.com/company-information/directions-to-marina-bay-sands.html#map
https://www.marinabaysands.com/company-information/directions-to-marina-bay-sands.html#map
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Figure 27: Louis Vuitton Island Maison boutique, 2010. Source: author. 
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Figure 28: Kampong Bugis Location Map and Site Plan. Source: Kampong Bugis 

Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 2. 
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Figure 29: Map of Kampong Bugis, showing boundaries with vacancies indicated in 

yellow. Source: Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 

8. 
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Figure 30: Photograph of URA model for Kampong Bugis. Kampong Bugis 

Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: URA, 1990), 12-13. 
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Figure 31: Photograph of detail of URA model for Kampong Bugis, featuring 

Neighborhood Center. Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: 

URA, 1990), 21. 
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Figure 32: Photograph of SIA model for Kampong Bugis. Source: Kampong Bugis 

Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 1. 
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Figure 33: Photograph of Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plans’ covers, URA (left), 

SIA (right). 
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Figure 34: Map showing “Intensified Nodal Strategy” of development in shaded central 

region, SIA. Source: Kampong Bugis Development Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 

1990), 5. 
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Figure 35: Sketch of details from SIA proposal. Source: Kampong Bugis Development 

Guide Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 22. 
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Figure 36: Section detail of SIA proposal. Source: Kampong Bugis Development Guide 

Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 19. 
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Figure 37: Section detail of SIA proposal. Source: Kampong Bugis Development Guide 

Plan Draft (Singapore: SIA, 1990), 19. 
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Figure 38: Photograph of model of unofficial campus plan for SMU. Source: Tay Kheng 

Soon. 
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Figure 39: SMU Campus Master Plan, Cox Architects. Source: 

http://www.coxarchitecture.com.au/project/singapore-management-university-master-

plan/. 

http://www.coxarchitecture.com.au/project/singapore-management-university-master-plan/
http://www.coxarchitecture.com.au/project/singapore-management-university-master-plan/
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Figure 40: Map of area to be conserved as “Chinatown” as defined by Singapore 

Tourism Promotion Board. From Singapore Heritage Society, Roots 11 (July 1997), p. 1. 
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Figure 41: Installation view of National Columbarium of Singapore, Michael Lee, National 

Museum of Singapore. Photo by han. 2009. Courtesy of the artist.  
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Figure 42: Installation view of National Columbarium of Singapore, Michael Lee, National 

Museum of Singapore. Photo by han. 2009. Courtesy of the artist.  
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Figure 43: Detail of National Library from National Columbarium of Singapore, Michael 

Lee, Bristol board, 30 x 100 x 80 cm. (approx.), photo by Stephen Black. 2009. Courtesy of 

the artist. 
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Figure 44: Detail of National Theater from National Columbarium of Singapore, Michael 

Lee, Bristol board, 50 x 120 x 90 cm. (approx.), photo by Stephen Black. 2009. Courtesy of 

the artist. 
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Figure 45: Poster, “Excerpts from National Columbarium of Singapore”, Michael Lee, 2009. 

Printed by Sincerely, Singapore.  
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Figure 46: Architectural rendering of GoLi showing relative sizes and scale. Atelier 

WATT. 2013. Source: Drama Box. 
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Figure 47: Architectural rendering of GoLi from side and rear elevations. Atelier WATT. 

2013. Source: Drama Box. 
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Figure 48: Photograph of GoLi in perspective with high-rise apartment buildings in 

background. 2015. Source: Drama Box. 
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Figure 49: Photograph of Esplanade in perspective. DP Architects 

http://www.dpdinternational.asia/portfolio/esplanade/  

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.dpdinternational.asia/portfolio/esplanade/
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Figure 50: Section of Esplanade showing single building. DP Architects 

http://www.dpdinternational.asia/portfolio/esplanade/ 

[  

Figure 51: Section of Esplanade showing both buildings. Source: The Esplanade Co. Ltd. 

https://www.esplanade.com/about-us/architecture-and-building-design  

http://www.dpdinternational.asia/portfolio/esplanade/
https://www.esplanade.com/about-us/architecture-and-building-design
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Figure 52: Ballot handout from The Lesson. 2017 version. Drama Box. 
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Figure 53: Flyer handout for The Lesson. 2017 version. Drama Box. 
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Figure 54: Ladder of Citizen Participation. 1969. Sherry Arnstein. 

 

 

 

 

 


